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CHAPTER I 
Backcrround and Introduction 
Most urban general aviation airports have come under public owner- 
ship through political actions stemming from the intertwining of public 
and private sector activit ies that  has  been a characterist ic of aviation 
almost s ince i t s  inception. They are operated by or under the aegis  of 
local  government agencies ,  but very often with direct and indirect finan- 
c ia l  ass i s tance  from the Federal Government. 
There has  long been vigorous discussion of user  charges a t  both 
federal and local  levels.  At the federal level,  every administration s ince 
the mid-1940's sought user  contributions t o  cos t s  of operating and in- 
vestments in the Federal Airways System (ground based aids  t o  a i r  traffic 
guidance). The Airport and Airway Revenue Act of 1970, which was  
signed into law on May 30, 1970, finally imposed some such charges,  
though the anticipated revenues will  cover only part of the federal in- 
vestment and operating expenditures that  will  be incurred. The new 
charges will a l so  contribute t o  meeting the cost  of the Federal-aid Air- 
ports Program (FAAP) from which well  over $30 million per year, matched 
by equivalent local  funds, are  authorized for investment in general avia- 
tion airports. The current federal revenue policy is to  seek  payments 
from users roughly in proportion to  faci l i t ies  use ,  and arguments about 
the allocation formula center  on questions of equity rather than economic 
logic. The federal outlays a re  made in response to whatever demand 
springs forth, with no concern about the prices charged for services a t  
the airports. 
At the local  level,  a fantast ic  hodge podge of pricing is found, 
mostly below cos t  in an economic sense  and unrelated to  cost .  This i s  
partly the result  of a widespread philosophy among responsible officials 
that ,  s ince an  airport is a public enterprise obligated to  serve a l l  corn- 
e r s ,  none should be turned away by price. Pricing strategies are  s e t  
with l i t t le rhyme or reason beyond "what the traffic s ays  i t  will  bear" 
and vague hopes that the resulting revenue will bear a desired relation- 
ship to  financial cos t s  in the not too distant future. When use  bumps 
up against  capacity constraints,  rationing by such regulation a s  "first 
come, f irst  served" is adopted and additional general funds are sought 
to finance facility expansion, Rationing by use  of price, to  c lear  the 
market, is almost unknown. 
The study reported herein t reats  a number of different aspects  of 
urban general aviation airport economics, in the following order. 
In Chapter I1 the  demand for general aviation airport services is dis-  
cussed.  There are many different types of users ,  ranging from the Sun- 
day pleasure fl ier  to  businesses  transporting executives or cl ients.  Re- 
sul ts  of surveys that  have been made indicate that airport users  come 
largely from middle to high income groups, a s  might be expected, given 
the high private cost  of flying. Many are executives and professionals 
1 
occupying positions of power and influence within the community. Little 
l ~ ~ ~ e n d i x  VII contains numerous substantiating tables  from various 
sources.  
can be said  about the  shape of their demand curve for airport services  
because their cos t s  and valuations of alternatives to  flying are  unknown. 
In Chapter 111, the direct c o s ~  characterist ics of the airport are  sum- 
marized. The cos t s  t o  the  airport owner are largely fixed, given that 
outputs such a s  flight instruction where cos t s  do vary with output are 
produced by airport tenants.  Except a t  large airports serving executive 
jets or airline transport type aircraft, weight i s  not a significant factor 
in  airport costs ;  pavement thicknesses  and maintenance cost's are,  
rather, determined by weather and so i l  conditions. Costs  of producing 
1 additional (marginal ) units of output, such a s  landings, are zero to  the 
airport, although some operations impose congestion costs  on other 
users during peak traffic periods. 
In Chapter IV, questions of efficient use  of an  existing airport facil- 
i ty  are explored. The focus is on the social  cost  of runway congestion 
a s  traffic density a t  the airport builds up and queues form. The theory 
of congestion cost  pricing is reviewed with particular reference to  the 
literature on a i r  carrier airports, where congestion tends to  be periodic 
when it occurs. Two peculiarities of general aviation airport operations 
tend to  make implementation of conventional peak load pricing infeasible. 
These are the randomness of traffic peaks and the high collection cos t s  
of landing (take off) fees .  Two pricing strategies that  could be implemented 
' ~ a r ~ i n a l ,  here and throughout this  report, is used in i t s  economic 
sense  of association with the l a s t  one in a se r ies ,  the item a t  the margin 
where a se r ies  of items s tops .  For example, marginal cos t  is the cos t  of 
the l a s t  unit produced in  a given run, This meaning of marginal is not t o  
be confused with i t s  common use  in the s ense ,  "of scarcely any value", 
are  proposed: peak load pricing against  certain practice take offs and 
landings only, and surcharges for the privilege of jumping the airborne 
or take off queues. 
In Chapter V, an analysis  is developed of the trade off between ail- 
craft operating cos t s  and airport cos t s  in terms of runway length. The 
airport and the aircraft f leet  are. considered t o  consti tute a system pro- 
ducing flight hours; a s  airport land values climb, the runway length for 
minimum system cos t  diminishes. Sample calculations illustrating the 
import of the trade off are  presented with a discussionof i t s  significance 
for the future. 1 
The difficult transition from theory to  practice is treated in Chapter 
VI. Past  policy of charging prices only on aircraft storage and on fuel 
(as a fee per gallon) are  l ikely to  continue because administrative cos t s  
usually preclude alternatives.  The storage fee can be treated a s  a club 
dues type payment, revised upward or downward to achieve policy ob- 
jectives such a s  the encouragement of V/STOL aircraft. 
Some implications of the study from the standpoint of public policy 
are  proposed in Chapter VII. As land values around airports in urban 
areas  climb, pressure grows on management to  put airport real  es ta te  t o  
increasingly more intensive use .  Pricing that spreads traffic peaks wil l  
1 The sample calculations are  based on activity a t  two general avia- 
tion airports measured by a survey described in Appendix I .  Appendices 
I1 - IV document the assumptions used in computing aircraft insurance 
cos t s ,  variable operating costs ,  and depreciation, respectively, Appen- 
dix V outlines the computation of cos t s  of hypothetical aircraft whose 
runway performance is improved but that  are equivalent to  the  existing 
aircraft in a l l  other respects .  Airport landing area cos t s  are  defined in 
Appendix VI . 
improve runway utilization. Prices that discriminate suitably against  
aircraft requiring long runways will cause  owners t o  adopt V/STOL equip- 
ment and, in the  long run, make short runway airports economically 
feasible.  Failing imposition of such prices,  no substantial  V/STOL 
market will materialize and research devoted to  V/STOL will not result 
in  the hoped for benefits. 
CHAPTER I1 
Who Are the Airport Users?  
In order t o  analyze airports, i t  is helpful to know who patronizes 
the airport and for what purposes. No rational decisions regarding the 
s i z e  of the airport plant, the level of services t o  be supplied, can be 
made without some information about the demand for airport services.  
Demand information can be of some help in  selecting pricing strategies.  
A description of users  and uses  can identify the direct  beneficiaries of 
airport subsidy and aid in  tracing any spillover benefits. 
Airport users  fa l l  into three broad categories: 
1) Owners of aircraft used for business or personal purposes, but 
not for hire. Included are individual owners and partnerships 
and corporate aircraft,  These shal l  be referred to  a s  individual 
owners. 
2) Members of clubs that  own and operate aircraft. 
3) Customers of FBOas. Included are students of flight schools,  
pilots who rent aircraft from FBO's, and people who charter air- 
craft from FBO's. 
The spread among user  categories reflects in part various strategies 
l ~ h e  term FBO, meaning "fixed base operator, " is explained in Chap- 
ter  111. FBO's are tenant businesses  a t  an airport. Many operate fleets 
of aircraft in  flight schools or for rental and charter o r  both. 
for coping with the cos t s  of flying. A few examples are  presented to  
show the magnitudes of these cos t s .  Results of surveys confirming that  
flying is done largely by people of higher than average incomes are  then 
reviewed. 
The simplest  way for a pilot to  engage in  flying is to  rent an  airplane 
from an FBO. The leas t  expensive rental uncovered during interviews 
with FBO's in the southern San Francisco Bay area1 was  $9.00 per hour 
for some relatively slow, two-place, World War I1 vintage aircraft (of 
the old J-3 Piper "Cub" generic type). The lowest rental on recent model, 
two-place aircraft was  $12.00 ,per hour, and the more usual rates were 
$15.00 per hour, and higher. Four-place aircraft could be rented from 
one FBO for a s  l i t t le a s  $14.50 for an 11-year old airplane, but more 
modern and fas ter  aircraft cost  much more: a s  much a s  $ 3  5.00 per hour 
for a single engine aircraft and $55.00 for a twin engine aircraft. Air- 
craft with s ix  and more s e a t s  were rare in the  fleet ,  and rented for $30.00 
per hour and up. For a l icensed pilot flying only a few hours per year, 
rental is probably the leas t  expensive solution, but he  is s t i l l  indulging 
i n  an  expensive activity. If he  flies but 50 hours during the year, he  is 
spending a minimum of $500 and more l ikely $75 0 to  $1,000. 2 
If a pilot belongs t o  a club or  owns an airplane, the amount he spends 
in a year will depend on how expensive the airplane is and how much he  
' ~ h e s e  interviews took place in  1970 and are described in Appendix I. 
'charter, with crew, in contrast with rental, is usually limited to  
large aircraft such a s  four t o  six-place twins and is more expensive. A 
single pilot a s  crew is billed a t  $7.00 per flight hour and up and more may 
be  charged for ground t i m e  a t  the destination. 
fl ies i t .  Typical annual cos t s  are  shown in Table 11-1 for clubs and 
Table 11-2 for individuals, based on resul ts  of an aircraft owner survey 
described in  Appendix I. The column labeled "Total Cost" presents the 
ranges of total  aircraft operating expenses  for a l l  respondents. These 
expenses include insurance, variable operating cos t s ,  and depreciation, 
computed by the procedures specified in  Appendices I1 - IV, plus pay- 
ments to  the airport and a return of 10% on the aircraft market value. 
Table 11- 1 
Total Annual Costs  of Flyinq - Clubs 
Number of Percentage of Cost per 
Total Cost  Aircraft Aircraft Member 
$ 7,500 - $10,000 3 11 $1,500 - $2,000 
$10,000 and over 1 4 $2,000 and up 
Notes: a) Total cos t s  exclude incidental flying expenses such 
a s  instruction, char ts ,  travel t o  and from airports, an- 
nual medical examinations, e tc .  
b) Membership is assumed five per aircraft. 
c) The lowest total  cos t  computed was  $817. 
d) Based on combined analysis  of club respondents from 
Airports (2) and (3) of Appendix I .  
Table 11- 2 
Total Annual Costs  of Flvinq - Individuals 
Number of Percentage of Percentage of 
Total Cost Aircraft a l l  Aircraft Aircraft Flown 
$lO,UUO and over 5 4 4 
Notes: a) Total cos t s  exclude incidental flying expenses such 
a s  instruction, charts,  travel t o  and from airports, an- 
nual medical examinations, e tc .  
b) Six of the aircraft with cos t s  under $1,000 and one be- 
tween $1,000 and $3,000 were not flown a t  a l l  during 
the year. 
c) The lowest ,  to ta l  cost  computed for airplanes that  were 
flown was  $636. 
d) Based on combined analysis  of individual respondents 
from Airports (2) and (3) of Appendix I .  
The costs  of flying cited above are  the annual cos t s  of flying after 
a pilot has  made his  init ial  capi ta l  investment in  obtaining a l i cense ,  
For those starting afresh i n  flying, the minimum investment t o  obtain a 
Private Pilot Certificate includes 20 hours of dual instruction with a cer- 
tificated instructor on board and 20 hours of solo practice. The average 
total flight time will  run 45 - 60 hours, depending on the school and on 
how compressed the curriculum. Instructor rates ranged from $7.00 per 
hour to  $11.00 per hour among the schools interviewed. If $9,00 per 
hour is taken a s  typical, the 20 hours instruction cos t  $180, The aircraft 
rental cos t s ,  assuming $15.00 per hour and 45 hours, amount t o  $675, 
or  a total  of $855 without incidentals such a s  ground school and text 
materials. A student pilot can  build up flight time in his  own or in  a 
club airplane a t  lower cost; he  may a l so  manage to  hire a l icensed, 
"moonlighting" instructor a t  l e s s  than flight school ra tes .  These strat- 
egies  are unlikely to  lower the cos t s  of his  "Private Ticket" below $500. 
Surveys of pilots and airplane owners confirm the predominance of 
middle and upper income ci t izens  among flyers that  is expected on the 
basis  of the high cos t s  of flying. The Airplane Owners and Pilot Associ- 
1 
ation (AOPA) surveyed members i n  1968 and developed a convincing 
picture that pilots and aircraft owners are mostly in  the successful ,  
prosperous, and middle aged segments of society.  Over 84% are over 
30 years old. About 80% had 1968 incomes i n  excess  of $10,000, Over 
80% claimed a net worth i n  exces s  of $20,000. Over 8 1% were employed 
in  executive positions and upper management or were in professional and 
technical classifications.  Over 76% had been educated beyond the high 
school level.  Almost 74% owned more than one automobile. The res t  of 
the AOPA profile rounds out an  image of movers, doers,  and spenders. 2 
I t  a l so  suggests  a group not lacking in  political influence a t  a l l  levels  
'AOPA 1969 Profile of Flyinq and Buying, p. 66. This report is based 
on tabulations of 46,249 responses ,  or 31.75%, of 145,689 questionnaires 
sen t  t o  AOPA members. In the report the profiles of the respondent sample 
were extrapolated t o  the entire population. No attempt t o  check for bias 
by querying non-respondents is mentioned, 
' ~ a b l e s  A-VII-1 through A-VII-6 of Appendix VII present excerpts from 
the AOPA report detailing the results  summarized above. 
of government. 
A market survey of pilots in  1969' showed many results  parallel to 
those of the AOPA survey. The market survey was  more illuminating 
than that  of AOPA to the extent that  i t  tabulated data according to  the 
type of pilot certificate held and according t o  how the aircraft flown was 
owned, whether by: an  individual owner, a private company, a partner- 
ship,  a club, or an  FBO (i. e .  , rented by the pilot). 
I t s  results  show that club and FBO aircraft pilots tend t o  have 
$3,500 to $6,000 l e s s  annual income than individual, private company, 
or  partnership owners. Similarly, Student Pilots tend to  be less well  off 
and younger than Private and Commercial Pilots. The Student Pilots in- 
cluded inordinately large percentages of s a l e s  workers, craftsmen and 
foremen relative t o  Private and Commercial Pilots, suggesting that mem- 
bers of these lower income groups do  not remain in aviation; presumably, 
many have a fling a t  learning t o  fly and decide that they cannot afford 
to  continue. Nonetheless, 66% of Student Pilots fa l l  in the professional, 
technical/managerial occupation c l a s s  , a s  compared with 7 6% for Private 
Pilots and 75% for Commercial Pilots. Interestingly, 33% of Commercial 
Pilots lay in the 45 - 54 year age bracket, that of World War I1 veterans,  
Comparable percentages were 22 for Private and 12 for Student Pilots. 
The survey showed that  private owners, of both individually and 
company owned aircraft,  f ly  more hours per year and over greater dis tances  
'An unpublished market study. Tables A-VII-8 and A-VII-9 of Appen- 
dix VII excerpt significant findings. A 1969 mail survey of 3 ,4  00 pilots 
netted about 760 usable responses that a re  the bas i s  of the results  pre- 
sented.  
than club owners or renters of FBO aircraft.  This is particularly inter- 
es t ing s ince other surveys show that a significant number of pilots ob- 
tain their aircraft by rental from FBO's. The AOPA survey showed that 
67% of respondents rent or charter aircraft a t  l eas t  occasionally. ' A 
2 3 la te  1967 survey of Private Pilots without instrument ratings indicated 
that 50% of the pilots obtained aircraft by renting and 20% were in clubs.  
The picture takes  shape,  then, of a large number of pilots, most of 
whom fly very l i t t le and are  poor relative t o  the few who account for most 
of the flying done and who own most of the private aircraft. Very few 
even of the club owner and renter pilots, however, are  poor relative t o  
national mean incomes. 
The full flavor'of the variegated general aviation market is not re- 
vealed even by surveys and s ta t i s t i cs .  A glimmer can be gleaned from 
the organizations in  the field. The AOPA has already been mentioned; i t  
represents a wide cross-section of general aviation, though i t s  own 
survey suggests that  i t  represents airplane owners in greater proportion 
than i t  does pilots.  
'1969 Profile, =. a., P. 10, 
Z J. J, Eggspuehler, G o  S. Weislogel, e t  a l l  Study to  Determine the 
Fliqht Profile and Mission of the Certificated Pilot, p. 34, In this  mail 
survey, 1 ,192 usable responses were obtained from 2,693 questionnaires 
s en t  out t o  pilots randomly selected in each s ta te  in quantities propor- 
tional t o  the number of registered pilots in  each s ta te .  
'~nstrument ratings indicate a proficiency i n  piloting those aircraft 
suitably,  and often expensively, equipped to  permit sa fe  flight under in- 
strument flight conditions, meaning without visual reference to  the ground. 
According t o  the 1968 FAA Statist ical  Handbook of Aviation, only 7,558 of 
the 253,3 12 Private Pilots certificated in 196 7 held instrument ratings. 
The next most prominent trade group is the National Business Air- 
craft Association (NBAA) . Some 87 0 U . S. companies operating about 
2,300 business aircraft make up the NBAA. About 900 of these aircraft 
1 
are turbine powered. The NBAA a c t s  a s  spokesman for i t s  members and, 
indirectly, for non-member business  aircraft operators. During 1967, 
275 of the Fortune 500L l i s t  of industrial firms operated transport cate- 
gory aircraft (9 and more sea t s ) .  Still  more firms operate light single 
or twin engine aircraft of 4 - 9 sea t s .  3 
Business aircraft are  usually used for transportation of executives 
and skilled technicians. The larger firms employ professional personnel 
to  man and sometimes to  maintain the aircraft. Utilization is far higher 
than that  of other general aviation (except flight school and commuter 
airline) aircraft. The larger aircraft  are  restricted to  operations from air- 
ports with long runways, such a s  the  a i r  carrier airports and a small 
number of general aviation fields.  The smaller aircraft, however, wi l l  
use  whatever airport is most convenient to  the passengers.  
' ~ e a r i n g s  before the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Corn- 
merce on Aviation Facil i t ies Maintenance and Development, 9 1 s t  Cong . , 
1st  Sess . ,  Ser. No. 91-23 (1969), p. 459. 
' ~ u s i n e s s  and Commercial Aviation, August 1968, pp. 52-57. Among 
the 500 industrial firms highest  in 1967 s a l e s ,  196 operated 445 transport- 
category turbine powered aircraft; 79 companies flew smaller aircraft, but 
still larger than the bulk of general aviation aircraft. See Table A-VII-13 
of Appendix VII for further detai ls .  
3 ~ h e  National Industrial Conference Board, in i t s  Studies in Business 
Policy, No. 132, Business Aviation Practices, (1970), reports that over 
12,000 business organizations employ in  excess  of 24,000 aircraft in their  
operations, ranging in price from $3 2,000 for a four-place , single-piston 
engine light plane to  around $4,500,000 for a 20-passenger jet. 
To the extent that  the NBAA is spokesman for these  businesses ,  i t  
represents an  imposing amount of economic and political muscle. While 
i t s  interests d o  not entirely coincide with those of other elements of 
general aviation, it can be expected to  join them in  promoting govern- 
ment policies of common benefit t o  a l l  general aviation. 
A second trade organization representing aircraft used primarily for 
transportation is the National Air Transportation Conferences, Inc, 
1 (NATC) . The NATC represents 269 companies (1969 figure) engaged in 
the transportation for hire of persons, property, and mail employing air- 
craft under 12,500 pounds design gross weight. These are  the commuter 
a i r  carriers that link small c i t ies  t o  one another and to  large c i t ies  
served by airl ines.  These commuter l ines a re  part of general aviation. 
In urban a reas ,  they tend t o  fly into the a i r  carrier airports, both be- 
cause part of their function i s  to  provide an airline feeder service from 
outlying communities and because surface transportation i s  usually more 
readily obtained a t  the  a i r  carrier than the urban general aviation airport. 
The FBO's are  represented by the National Aviation Trades Associa- 
tion. FBO's are  described in  Chapter 111, Basically, they are them- 
selves  operators of small  airports or are  airport tenants i n  the  business 
of commercial s a l e s  and service,  including flight instruction, in  support 
of the general aviation fleet .  
Besides the AOPA, the remaining users  in  the general aviation com- 
munity do not generally have organized trade associat ions ,  There are  
' ~ e a r i n g s  before the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Com- 
merce, 2. &., p. 494, 
associat ions ,  primarily social  in character, binding pilots of common 
professions or  interests: The Flying Farmers, The Flying Doctors, The 
Flying Lawyers, The Antique Airplane Association, and The Experimental 
Aircraft Association, to  name the more prominent. The l a s t  two include 
many owners in  the  lower income brackets of flyers. The Experimental 
Aircraft Association members, i n  particular, fabricate their  own aircraft, 
on the bas i s  of kits or their own designs,  both for pleasure,  a s  a hobby, 
and because i t  is a path t o  aircraft ownership with reduced out-of-pocket 
cos t s .  
Note that ,  while Flying Farmers in many parts of the country fly 
primarily for transportation, most Flying Doctors and Flying Lawyers own 
aircraft for much the same reason a s  they do  pleasure boats: recreation. 
In a l l  three c a s e s ,  members can be expected to  fit in the high income 
bracket, community leader categories described earlier. 
While NBAA and NATC members fly their aircraft for transportation 
and, with their  high utilization per aircraft,  account for a disproportion- 
a te ly  large amount of the general aviation flying done, they represent 
only small fractions of the aircraft and pilots.  The purposes served by 
flying for the majority are  harder to define. Broadly, i t  fal ls  in  three 
broad categories: 
1) Transportation 
2) R e  creation 
3) Instruction (practice). 
There is much overlap between these,  however. When a businessman 
f l ies  a client t o  an ordinary lunch a t  a restaurant on another airport, 
taking the client for a n  airplane ride is the real  objective,  not the lunch- 
eon. Flight instruction and flying practice enjoy recreational character- 
i s t i cs  in the same manner a s  golf or tennis lessons;  i f  the "adventure of 
flying" emphasis of flight school advertising has any merit, then, clearly, 
many students take flying lessons  for pleasure and excitement, not for 
future vocational advantage. Even business  travel by ai r  is often chosen 
more for the exhilaration and relaxation of flying than for convenience o r  
cost  vis-;-vis alternatives. 1 
The tabulation of questionnaire responses t o  question 11 in Appendix 
I documents findings in  the  study about the  purposes of the flying per- 
formed. Tables A-VII-14 through A-VII-17 reflect findings of other stud- 
ies, In general, substantially l e s s  than one-half of the flying surveyed 
was  for business ,  and a l i t t le over one-half was  for local ,  pleasure fly- 
ing. 
The picture of flying that emerges, finally, is of a relatively small 
group of highly influential c i t izens  using general aviation for business 
transportation purposes and a much larger group, a few of whom are 
similarly influential, for whom general aviation is primarily a leisure 
time activity. Aviators tend, in  general, t o  come from middle and upper 
income brackets or t o  be wealthy or both. Occupationally, over 60% fal l  
in  the professional and managerial category, A substantial  number are  
active in  civic affairs and in  poli t ics.  Most are middle aged. While 
there are low income participants in general aviation, there is f i rm  
'see the discussion of the replies t o  Question 13 of the survey of 
this study in Appendix I. 
evidence that they fly fewer hours than their more prosperous fellows 
and there is an  implication that many do not participate beyond the Stud- 
ent Pilot s tage.  
This picture is regrettably qualitative. In considering various air- 
port pricing strategies,  one would l ike to  know in  advance the impact 
on demand of price changes,  That is, one would like to know the shape 
and location of the demand curves of a l l  market segments. Such data do  
1 
not ex is t  and cannot readily be estimated.  There i s  no ready way to  
compute the difference in  value between the business traveler's u se  of 
general aviation for transportation and his  next bes t  alternative. The 
similar computations for users  whose flying is in  large measure for pleas- 
ure is even more difficult. For the majority, substantial  airport price 
increases  could be expected to  reduce patronage, but by how much is 
difficult t o  say .  
The question of demand elas t ic i ty  is important in forecasting industry 
trends. A number of prognostications of future general aviation activity 
have been made. FAA predictions, based largely on extrapolations of 
past  trends, a re  for an  increase in fleet  s i z e  a t  about s ix  per cent per 
year from 124,237 i n  1969 to  approximately 225,000 by 1980. The 
 or commuter airl ines,  it might be possible t o  derive a demand curve 
per flight, based on cos t s ,  load factors, and fares,  much a s  Joseph V, 
Yance has  proposed for the regular airl ines i n  his report to  the Office of 
Systems Requirements, Plans and Information, Office of the Secretary of 
Transportation, The Theory of Air Carrier Demand for Slots (January, 1970). 
The commuter airl ines,  however, are  rarely major users  of urban general 
aviation airports. 
 viati ti on Week and Space Technology, March 2, 1970, p. 29. 
Speas study, based on projections of GNP that may already be somewhat 
1 
shifted, predicted a 1980 fleet  s i z e  of 260,000 aircraft,  more optimistic 
than the FAA. Both predictions assume implicitly or  explicitly "no sig- 
nificantly greater restrictions or  limitations on the growth of General 
Aviation. . . .than ex is t  today. 'I 2 
Prognosticaters of general aviation growth view limitations on growth 
in terms of adequate facil i t ies and services (e, g o  , airports, but a i rspace 
crowding poses  additional problems in urban a reas ,  problems partly re- 
solvable with FAA furnished ground based traffic guidance facil i t ies) .  
"the degree to  which a community provides the aircraft accommodations 
a s  required will  determine the degree t o  which General Aviation can real- 
i ze  i t s  full potential. " 3 
The uninhibited growth predictions, in  fact ,  provide the justification 
used for public spending t o  provide aviation facil i t ies.  The feedback 
from demand forecast  t o  the general fund exis ts  a t  both local and Federal 
levels a s  can be seen  from Secretary of Transportation testimony regard- 
ing funding for airport development: 
"In recent years there has  been a gradual annual increase in the 
expenditure rate of FAAP funds for development projects. This 
upward trend is attributed to  increasing community recoqnition 
of the need t o  keep pace with the continuing growth of a l l  types 
of aviation activity.. . .As part of the planning process in the 
Federal Aviation Administration, the dollar cos t s  of new and ad- 
ditional airways and airport facil i t ies and services required by 
'R, Dixon Speas Associates,  Masnitude and Economic Impact of 
General Aviation, (1969), Section 111. 
2 ~ .  Dixon Speas Associates,  OJ. &. , Section VIII, p. 20. 
3 ~ b i d .  -
the qrowth of civil  aviation, were estimated over a period of 
ten years. This process of estimating systems requirements in- 
cluded consultation with re resentatives of the aviation com- 9 munity . " (emphasis added) 
Scarcely anywhere in the literature on general aviation is there dis- 
cussion of the role that  airport prices might exert on the demand for 
facil i t ies.  Yet the  possibil i ty is real that some "needs " and "require- 
ments" arising from growing demand might disappear or be postponed by 
modifying demand through prices. 
With this qualitative picture of the demand for general aviation fly- 
ing a s  background, the next chapter describes the  cos t s  borne a t  the air- 
ports in  supplying the  services  that make flying possible.  The ways in 
which prices might be imposed to modify demand are  then explored in 
Chapters IV - VI. 
' ~ e a r i n ~ s  before the Subcommittee on Aviation, Senate Committee on 
Commerce, on Airport/~invays Development, 91st Cong . , 1s t  Ses s  . , Pt . 
2 (1969), pp. 590 and 597. The FAAP is the Federal-aid Airports Program 
under which Federal funds are  matched by local funds for airport develop- 
ment. 
CHAPTER I11 
~ o s  t '  Characteris t i c s  of a General Aviation Airport 
An airport must offer a package of services ,  such a s  aircraft storage 
and service,  fuel, surface a c c e s s ,  e t c . ,  or e l s e  i t  is not an airport, Air- 
ports inevitably involve substantial  commitments of real  es ta te ,  plus the 
surrounding and overhead ai rspace,  
On the airport property, a variety of more or  less interrelated activi- 
t i e s  take place, much a s  a t  a shopping center.  Modern airport manage- 
ment, indeed, has  many parallels t o  shopping center management: space  
is rented out to entrepreneurs, in  many instances  competing FBO's, who 
store airplanes,  run flight schools ,  s e l l  maintenance and repair service,  
operate restaurants,  and engage in  a host  of other commercial activity. 
Just a s  the shopping center owner is responsible for the common areas  
such a s  the mall and parking lo t s ,  s o  the airport owner is responsible for 
the common facil i t ies:  the ?.anding area,  taxiways, and some parking 
aprons. 
Airport management boils down to  that  of a landlord and his  staff: 
seeing t o  the maintenance of property, enforcing regulations on property 
use,  collecting rent, balancing vacancy rates against  the cos t s  of assur- 
ing acceptable service levels ,  and deciding on new investments. The 
maintenance responsibility may include leased properties but always en- 
compasses the common faci l i t ies .  
From an economic standpoint most airport marginal cos t s  are  long 
run; in the short run, few cos t s  vary with output. A full hangar cos t s  its 
owner no more than a n  empty one. Weather, not use  erodes paved sur- 
faces .  Clearing one snowfall can cause  a significant cost  peak t o  the 
1 airport owner, but h i s  cos t s  of a 2,000-operation day are no greater 
than those of a two-operation day. The variable (marginal) cos t s  over 
the long run are new investments: to  extend or othenvise modify the run- 
w a y ( ~ ) ;  to  add a parallel runway; t o  ins ta l l  a new taxiway; t o  erect  a new 
3 block of hangars; t o  build a new airport. The long run marginal cos t s  
are  the indivisible or  lumpy investments undertaken to  expand the facil- 
i ty  a s  capacity is reached. As with highways and bridges, airport cap- 
aci ty  depends on the pattern of demand over time and the definition of 
capacity is necessar i ly  arbitrary. 
The difficult questions in  defining airport capacity are  those dealing 
with the runway/taxiway system. The capacity of the storage areas ,  
given the aircraft configurations and a n  efficient layout, is well  defined, 
' ~ n  operation is a take  off or a landing. 
2 ~ l l e g e d l y  some runway surfaces  (blacktop) deteriorate fas ter  without 
use  than with use; i n  these  c a s e s  an  operation causes  a negative marginal 
cos t  ! 
3~ number of airport investments are more l ike new product offerings 
than long range marginal cos t s .  An instrument landing system (ILS), for 
example, at tracts an  entirely new segment of cl ientele to  an airport. An 
ILS is a complex of electronic and other gear that make i t  possible for 
properly equipped aircraft to  land and take off in  poor visibility. New 
traffic a t  the airport, l ike customers of a new specialty store a t  the shop- 
ping center, will  influence the economics of the res t  of the enterprise; 
price theory, unfortunately, is of l i t t le help in dealing with investments 
i n  new ventures. 
A runway, however, is much like a ski-lift in that there is a maximum 
rate a t  which users can be accommodated; s ince demand fluctuates over 
time, queues build up when the "instantaneous" capacity is reached, 
Instantaneous capacity is the number of operations possible in  a short 
period of t i m e  and is referred to  a s  the runway acceptance rate.  
Aircraft do not land and take off l ike a gaggle of geese; they do s o  
sequentially, particularly a t  airports where traffic is controlled by a 
control tower. This sequencing is for safety reasons: i t  is impossible 
t o  s e e  in  a l l  directions from a cockpit and there a re  pilot distractions 
during take offs and landings. (It is a commonplace that most aviation 
accidents occur on take  off or landing.) These distractions are especially 
severe t o  student pilots,  t o  whom no runway is long or wide enough, 
They are frequently exacerbated by phenomena such a s  cross  winds. 
When aircraft of differing performance are in the traffic pattern, the 
spaces  in the sequence must grow and the instantaneous capacity de- 
clines. This problem is far less severe a t  small general aviation air- 
ports than a t  the  larger ones that  receive business jets or a t  a i r  carrier 
airports, but i t  does exis t .  Under FAA control tower procedures, instan- 
taneous capacity a t  typical  general aviation runways is about 3 - 4 op- 
erations per minute. 
Instantaneous capaci ty  ac t s  a s  a choke only during periods of peak 
demand. At other times, no queuing takes  place. In contrast t o  many 
hub airports serving scheduled airl ines,  peak hours seem to  occur more 
randomly during the day and week a t  general aviation airports; although 
a trend toward heightened activity, hence peaks,  on weekends and 
holidays sometimes ex is t s ,  i t  is not entirely reliable a s  a peak predictor. 
When queuing takes  place,  no additional cos t s  are borne by the air- 
port, The users ,  of course,  suffer inconvenience, aggravation, a loss  
of time, increased hazard, and minor incremental operating costs .  These 
user  cos t s  are substant ia l  when summed over a l l  users  in  the queues and 
a re  discussed a t  length in Chapter IV. The natural result i s  that  user 
pressure builds up and, a t  some frequency and extent of queuing, con- 
vinces management that  facil i t ies expansion is necessary,  
The FAA has  devoted extensive research t o  defining runway capacity 
(as "adequate" or  "inadequate") and has  published the results  in  a form 
suitable for application where the demand is accepted a s  a given. The 
criteria are  in  terms of total  annual operations for airports of various 
configurations and for various airplane mixes (in terms of s i ze ,  perform- 
ance,  etc.) .  A continuation of pas t  traffic patterns is assumed and the 
criteria are based on various definitions of "reasonable average peak 
delays.  " An example, is: for "runways used by small  aircraft only, this 
departure delay level  is two minutes for the peak hour of the week. "' 
The local government agency that owns the airport has  the final say  
2 in making investment decis ions ,  even under FAAP projects; nonetheless, 
the lure of matching federal funds tempts many a c i ty  father t o  participate. 
'AC 150/5060- l~ ,  Airport Capacity Criteria Used in  Preparinq the 
National Airport Plan, July 8, 1968, Department of Transportation, Fed- 
eral  Aviation Administration, p . 1. 
2 ~ n d e r  the FAAP, federal participation occurs only on the initiative 
and a t  the request of the local  government which, after a l l ,  has  to  come 
up with the matching funds or their equivalent, 
The FAA criteria apply in FAAP projects. Even if they did not, applica- 
tion of c o s t b e n e f i t  concepts would lead to  somewhat similar criteria: 
the  investment is a cost  that  yields benefits t o  the users by diminishing 
the soc ia l  cos t s  of congestion, 
As explained in Chapter IV, a t  any airport faced with an increase in  
demand over time, pricing or other measures can be taken to  ration cap- 
aci ty ,  limiting congestion and allocating the available storage space ,  
Whether or not these  measures are  taken, user  pressure will eventually 
trigger a management decision to  invest  in  new capacity. The capacity 
expansions come in  indivisible units such a s  a new runway and consti- 
tute the only variable (marginal) cos t s  s e e n  by the airport owner (the 
long-run marginal costs)  . 
In summary, the cos t s  of an airport, in  the economic sense  of re- 
sources allocated are: 
1) Long run marginal cos t s  of (indivisible) capital  investment; 
2) Operating overhead (labor and materials); 
1 3) Land (and airspace) opportunity cost .  2 
lThe minimum acreage for a 2,000 ft .  runway landing area and clear  
zones is about 40 acres;  most metropolitan airport runways are longer. 
Depending on local wind conditions, more than one runway may be neces- 
sary. Often, a s  traffic builds up, an additional runway parallel t o  the  
f i r s t  is installed to  increase airport capacity. Aircraft storage, for cur- 
rent single engine light planes,  runs about 16  aircraft per acre tie-down 
and 14 -in simple T-hangars. Land for buildings, automobile parking and 
a c c e s s  roads, fueling aprons, and land sometimes necessarily wasted is 
additional. Note an interesting contrast between general aviation airports 
and a i r  carrier airports. General aviation in  large measure is private trans- 
portation and the vehicles are parked a t  airports when not in use .  Air car- 
rier aircraft are few in  number and spend a much higher fraction of their 
operating l ives airborne; hence, their requirements for long term parking 
space  are  relatively l e s s .  
20pportunity cos t  is the value of an  alternative application of a re- 
source that is sacrificed in a particular commitment. For example, i f  the 
prevailing interest  rate, for a given risk, i s  lo%, the investor earning only 
2% is bearing an  8% opportunity cost .  
Analysis of airport economics without consideration of the user  and 
his cos t s  would be ill-fated. The user  cos t s  are  separable into two 
categories : 
1) Costs of airport congestion, when they arise;  
2) Aircraft operating cos t s ,  including both fixed and variable com- 
ponents, but excluding payments t o  the  airport. 
The user  payments t o  the airport are important in  that they influence 
user  behavior but they are  not economic cos t s  in the s ense  of productive 
resources consumed. 
Congestion cos t s  have attracted considerable attention in  recent 
economics literature, leading, generally, t o  recommendations of prices 
aimed a t  dissuading use  during periods of congestion, The nature of 
these recommendations and how they might be related t o  general aviation 
airport runways are  treated in the  following chapter. 
CHAPTER IV 
Efficeint Use  of the  General Aviation 
firport  Runway Durinq Conqestion 
Unless i t  is grossly over-built, any service facility, like an airport, 
will  encounter periods when the rate a t  which users demand service ex- 
ceeds the rate a t  which service  can  be supplied, The facility is then 
said  t o  be congested. In this  chapter the question of how best  t o  ration 
the available capacity,  how bes t  t o  allocate a c c e s s  t o  the facility among 
would-be users ,  is explored. 
congestion can  occur a t  a number of airport facil i t ies such a s  hangar 
ingress or egress  but is usually of major concern on the runway system, 
Runway congestion is usual ly  a queuing problem somewhat similar to  the 
crowding associated with mass transit  and the choking of flow associ-  
ated with vehicle movements over roads, both of which have received 
extensive treatment in  the  economics literature. 
For simplicity of analysis ,  a l l  congestion cos t s  are  lumped together 
in a substi tute or  proxy variable, t i m e .  People differ in their valuations 
of time. If given the opportunity, they would express this value by pay- 
ing more t o  avoid waiting. The line D-D in Figure IV-1 is a "demand" 
schedule reflecting what users  would pay for different levels of prompt- 
nes s  of service.  ' Some users  would be willing to  pay increasingly more 
l ~ h e  absc i s sa ,  Service Time, is not necessari ly linear in units of 
time. Since service time increases  a s  congestion increases ,  the absc i s sa  
measures increasing congestion, or  an  increasing number of users simul- 
taneously demanding service.  
CURVE M : MARGi:.JAL SOCIAL COST 
, CURVE A : AVERAGE COST >- t- 
SERVICE T I M E  
A1: Average service time with no congestion based prices. 
Ae: "Efficient" service time. 
Figure IV - 1. - Simplified representation of congestion cos ts .  
for greater promptness of service.  At the limit, one can imagine a user 
willing to  pay a large sum to be served immediately. In the context of 
this study, a n  aviator with his own, private airport would be such a user.  
At the other limit are users  whose value of time is s o  low that they are  
content t o  wait and would pay nothing for reduced service time. 
The existence of some such demand curve can scarcely be doubted. 
I t  is observable in  phenomena such a s  early departures by commuters to  
assure  on-time arrival a t  work or, more impressively, i n  la te  departures 
by commuters from work to  avoid congestion on the return journey. I t  is 
partly reflected in  the high rents c i ty  dwellers pay to reduce both the 
out of pocket and the time cos t s  of commuting. 
The cos t s  of congestion are shown by curves A and M of Figure IV- 1. 
For purposes of sett ing prices that  are  uniform to  a l l  users  contributing 
equally to congestion, certain approximations are  necessary in  deriving 
the cost  curves. The simplest is t o  ascr ibe an  average value of time to  
a l l  users .  The average cost  curve, then, measures the  product of the 
service delay (in units of time) and the average value of time (in dollars 
per unit of time) . Curve A represents the private cos t s  seen  by the user 
a s  congestion increases  and he is subjected to  increasingly greater de- 
lay.  1 
The congestion i tse l f ,  of course, is the cumulative result  of the 
presence of many individual users;  each one contributes to the congestion, 
 or simplicity of exposition, the value of time is assumed herein t o  
include vehicle operating cos t s ,  though these  are  separated out by some 
writers . 
making i t  a l i t t le worse. Conversely, the removal of any user  from the 
facility during a period of congestion would l e s sen  congestion slightly 
for each of those remaining. The sum of the additional delay cos t s  t o  
a l l  other users resulting from the presence of one user  is the marginal 
congestion cos t  that  he  infl icts on them. The total, societal  marginal 
cos t  of his  using the facility, then, is the sum of his  private cos t s  
(curve A of Figure IV-1) and the cos t s  that his  use  of the facility im-  
poses  on others.  I t  is represented by curve M in Figure IV- 1, the mar- 
ginal  social  cos t  curve. 
1 According to  welfare economics theory, the price seen  by the user  
should equal the marginal social  cost  incurred in  serving him. This price 
is determined by the intersection of the demand curve, D-Dl with the 
marginal social  cost  curve, MI and is shown a s  P,. Since the user  al-  
ready pays a price for h i s  use  of the facil i ty,  shown by his average cos t  
a t  that level of congestion, &, theory says  he should be charged an  ad- 
ditional amount, shown a s  "peak load price, " to  bring his total  price 
equal  to  marginal cost ,  
If such prices are  charged, some would-be users  will be priced off 
2 
the facility. If, a s  is often the c a s e ,  congestion is periodic, exhibiting 
l ~ h i s  prescription for the maximization of economic efficiency is de- 
rived in many art icles and textbooks such a s  Richard A. Musgrave's, 
Theory of Public Finance: A Study in Public Economy, Chapter 7. 
Z~ssuming  that patronage will  fa l l  off a s  prices are raised,  that the 
demand is not price inelas t ic ,  
peaks a t  certain hours and valleys a t  others, then the congestion cos t  
prices would be imposed only during the peaks; hence the designation, 
"peak load price" in  Figure IV-1. In th i s  ca se ,  some users  are priced 
off completely and others will  re-adjust their u se  patterns t o  patronize 
the facility a t  off-peak hours when prices are lower. 
Most discussions of congestion cost  pricing have appeared in  liter- 
ature on surface transportation, particularly roads. Walters,  Vickrey, 
and Mohring are  among the writers who have advocated congestion tolls  
for roads. The congested road is a flow situation with a fairly well  de- 
fined relationship, for a given roadway, between speed (the reciprocal 
of travel, or  service,  time) and flow (the rate of arrivals). This relation- 
ship makes i t  possible  t o  compute the increase in travel time of a l l  ve- 
hicles in the stream caused by the addition of a marginal vehicle to  the 
stream (or, conversely, the dimunition of travel times resulting from the 
removal of the marginal vehicle). By summing the delays t o  a l l  the ve- 
hic les  i n  the stream, s ave  the marginal vehicle, and multiplying by a n  
imputed value of t i m e ,  the marginal cost  imposed on others by the mar- 
ginal vehicle is computed. By adding this marginal soc ia l  cos t  of con- 
gestion t o  the direct  (private) cos t s  of the marginal vehicle,  the total  
marginal social  cos t  of the marginal user  is computed and the recommended 
toll  levels are  calculated a s  explained above. 
A facil i ty l ike an  airport runway is analytically different from the 
road in  that consumers can  only be served sequentially, one after the 
other. Where road congestion is analyzed a s  a flow problem, the runway 
problem is one of an enduring queue. For any combination of airplane mix 
and weather conditions, a runway will have a maximum technological 
capacity, called an  acceptance rate or a maximum processing rate.  
The problem is eas i ly  visualized by analogy with a chair lift a t  a 
s k i  resort. The lift has  a maximum capacity per hour determined by the 
cable speed and the s ea t  spacing along the cable.  When the arrival 
rate of skiers a t  the foot of the l i f t  exceeds the acceptance rate of the 
l if t ,  a queue forms. Each arrival in the queue imposes an  additional 
delay on & subsequent arrivals s o  long a s  the queue pers is ts .  
The analytical  difficulties t o  which this situation leads  are  discussed 
shortly. I t  is sufficient t o  point out here that  higher prices during peak 
periods a t  ei ther a s k i  lift or an airport runway would result  in shorter 
average queue lengths. Some would-be users  would be  priced off the 
system, leaving shorter queues for those remaining and paying the higher 
price. 
Before completing the discussion of congestion cos t  pricing, one 
aspec t  of economic efficiency that  may be considered paradoxical by 
non-economists must be brought out. I t  is, namely, that  the economic- 
a l ly  efficient processing rate need not be the same a s  the maximum pos- 
s ib le  processing ra te .  That is, where a road engineer might consider 
"efficient" road use  to  mean the maximum possible throughput, arrival 
rate (C) in Figure IV- 1, the economist se lec t s  a somewhat lower process- 
ing rate &). The reason he does s o  is t o  take account of the delay 
cos t s  associated with operation a t  maximum capacity. On a road, oper- 
ation a t  maxim~im throughput implies a lower cruise speed,  hence,  more 
1 
time in  transit ,  than does  operation a t  lower throughputs. Similarly, 
because of unavoidable variations in  skier  arrival rate,  the only way to 
achieve maximum throughput on a sk i  lift,  a l l  s e a t s  filled, is to  main- 
ta in  a queue constantly a t  the bottom. Economic efficiency conditions, 
by contrast ,  might require that chairs frequently go up empty, depend- 
ing on the value of time to  the remaining lift users ,  because of the time 
that  would be diss ipated i n  the queues of an  "inefficient operation," 
When one reflects on his  own sentiments when stuck in a queue or de- 
layed by traffic, th is  picture of economic efficiency may strike a res- 
ponsive chord. 
Finally, i t  is noted that  pricing is only one means of coping with 
congestion, though i t  i s  the solution that meets the theoretical condi- 
tions for optimal resource allocatibn. Another approach, l e s s  efficient 
economically, is t o  expand facility capacity.  The reason that neither 
periodic nor continuous congestion has  often been a problem a t  general 
aviation airports is that these facil i t ies have usually been expanded to  
increase the runway acceptance rate when congestion has threatened. 
Given the availability of land, such facility expansions have been much 
less expensive a t  general ar ia t ion airports than a t  a i r  carrier airports; 
runways are  shorter and pavement much less thick and strong. At the 
outset ,  runway capacity has  been increased by improving turnoffs and 
taxiways, largely to  permit landing aircraft t o  depart the runway a t  higher 
speed and, ultimately, a t  any point along the runway. When a single 
l ~ e ~ l e c t i n g  si tuations of choked flow where both speed and through- 
put are  down. 
runway has  been developed to  i t s  maximum technological capacity, a 
second, parallel runway has  been installed i f  land has  been available.  
The parallel runway bears an effect vely independent traffic cnd can be 
gradually expanded in  i t s  turn to  a maximum attainable capacity. 
The historical tendency to  react  to  prospective congestion by facil- 
i t i es  expansion has  been encouraged in many c a s e s  by Federal grants 
through the Federal-aid Airports Program (FAAP) and, more recently by 
1 
various programs of s ta te  aid.  This essent ia l ly  technical  response to 
a problem in rationing facility u se  is open to criticism on economic 
grounds because of the probability of over-investment. In urban ar- 
e a s ,  i t  i s  probable that  constraints on the availability of land or reluc- 
tance of communities further to  fund airport expansions or both will lead 
to  more severe congestion problems in  the future. Under these circum- 
s tances ,  technical solutions may no longer suff ice .  
In addition to  FAAP monies t o  expand runway capacity, the FAA has  
3 
stepped in t o  construct and man control towers a t  airports deemed to  
l ~ a l i f o r n i a  has  funds available for airport grants from i t s  2$/gallon 
aviation gas  tax,  which goes into the Airport Assistance Revolving Fund. 
See Thomas H.  Hughes, "Aviation Fuel Tax Program, " Course Notes, 
Tenth Short Course in Airport Manaqement, Institute of Transportation 
and Traffic Engineering, University of California. See a l so  the hearings 
before the Subcommittee on Aviation, Senate Committee on Commerce, on 
Airport/Airways Development, 91st  Cong., 1 s t  Sess . ,  Pt. 2 (1969), 590, 
"About 35 of the 50 s t a t e s  have a grant-in-aid program for airports.. . . 
The bulk of such ass i s tance  has  been given to  the smaller communities 
of the s ta te .  " 
' ~ i l l i a m  D. Grampp, "An Economic Remedy for Airport Congestion, " 
Business Horizons, IX, No. 11 (1968), pp. 21-30. 
'until June 30, 1961, these were jointly funded by matching local 
sources and matching FAAP grants. Since then they have come entirely 
from the FAA Facilities and Equipment budget. PL 87- 255, September, 196 1. 
have sufficient traffic t o  merit one. For purposes of perspective, i t  is 
noted that  a control tower requires the same order of magnitude financial  
outlay, $300,000 - $400,000, a s  a 3,000 foot, paved runway on flat 
land purchased a t  $10,000 per acre .  
Runway Rationinq Without Pricinq 
I t  is to  the controller in these control towers that one looks to  s e e  
how a i r  traffic, and congestion, are handled in  real  life.' The controller 
is in radio contact with and controlling the aircraft in the traffic pattern, 
from the taxiway leading t o  the runway, through take off, and including 
aircraft approaching the airport t o  join the pattern overhead. His func- 
tion is analogous to  that  of a policeman directing traffic a t  an intersec- 
tion but is far more complicated. H e  must deal  in  three dimensions with 
vehicles travelling a t  different speeds .  While pilots have a responsi- 
bility t o  look out constantly for other aircraft in busy traffic zones, the 
controller is responsible for maintaining safe  separations among aircraft 
under his control. 
The bas ic  rule governing controlled runway use  is that  not more than 
one aircraft use  the runway a t  a time. This means in  the a i r  or on the 
ground. A landing aircraft must not cross  the runway threshold nor a de- 
parting aircraft s tar t  i t s  take off run until a prior departing aircraft has  
cleared the opposite end of the runway. Similarly, an  aircraft taking off 
may not init iate i t s  run nor a landing aircraft cross the threshold until 
an  aircraft that  has  just landed safely departs the runway proper. 
'Although the vas t  majority of general aviation airports have no con- 
trol tower, i t  is primarily a t  the few that  do that traffic becomes suffic- 
iently dense to  generate recurring congestion. 
Equivalent rules apply for touch and go (practice) landings where the 
plane "touches" down to  simulate the early s tage of a landing and then 
carries through to  become airborne ("goes") t o  rejoin the aerial  traffic 
pattern. 
When traffic becomes dense,  the art  of a good controller shows it- 
self. His ski l l  a t  judging the spacings among aircraft approaching a t  
different speeds determines the acceptance rate of the runway. When 
queues form, the succes s  of his  judgment in  keeping the runway contin- 
uously in use  greatly influences the delays  that individual aircraft i m -  
pose on members of the queue behind them. Customarily, landing air- 
craft bear priority, largely for safety reasons; an aircraft si t t ing s t i l l  
1 
waiting for take off clearance cannot run into anything. In practice, 
when a queue of airplanes builds up awaiting an opportunity t o  take off, 
the controller will  look for "holes" in the stream of landing aircraft into 
which one or two take offs can  be sandwiched. If too many aircraft 
queue up on the ground, in the controller 's judgment, he may create a 
hole in the landing stream by instructing approaching aircraft t o  delay 
their entry into the pattern for a period of, say,  five minutes. 
Another action a controller may take is t o  instruct pilots engaged in  
touch and go landings to  depart the pattern for a period of time or to  make 
a full  s top landing -- and join the take off queue i f  they desire* This 
period may be five minutes to  half an  hour, during which the pilot is free 
'conversely, in hot weather, the engines of many light aircraft will  
overheat after excessive ground idling time; hence,  there is a safety in- 
centive t o  preventing prolonged ground waits a lso.  
to go wherever he wants.  
Many such pilots,  normally students with or without an instructor 
on board, will  fly to  a less busy airport and practice touch and goes 
there. Some flight schools "export" touch and go practice of beginning 
students to  light traffic airports a s  a matter of policy s o  that the student 
is not overwhelmed by having t o  cope simultaneously with heavy traffic 
and piloting the aircraft.  A result  can be the build up of traffic and in- 
cipient congestion a t  a small community's airport, brought about by in- 
1 
terlopers from inherently busier urban airports. Because of a non- 
discrimination clause i n  the  Federal Airport Act of 1946 and subsequent 
2 
amendments, local  airports that  have received FAAP grants do not dis-  
criminate by the base  of a n  aircraft in charging for identical  services.  
An egregious example of f i sca l  mercantilism takes place i f  the small 
community is obliged to  expand i t s  facil i t ies t o  cope with overflow from 
neighboring urban communities . 
'willlam H. Parnesse in  his  paper, "Competition for General Tax 
Funds -- A Case  Study, " a t  the  Tenth Short Course in  Airport Manaqement, 
published in  the Course Notes, by the Institute of Transportation and Traf- 
fic Engineering, University of California, reported that a runway u s e  sur- 
vey a t  the Livermore airport showed that "of the total  arrivals, only 25% 
were Livermore-based aircraft and 16% of the touch and go operations were 
our local  planes. I' (page 14). Walter E .  Gillfillan documents the same 
trend in  his  paper, "General Aviation Airport Capacity Problems in the  Bay 
Area," u., pp. 30-36, 
284 Stat. 229 Sec. 18( l ) .  . . ."the airport will be available for public 
u se  on fa i r  and reasonable terms and without unjust discrimination. " The 
same clause i s  assumed to  prevent locally owned airports from discrimin- 
ating against  residents of neighboring communities in the allocation of 
storage spaceo  The author does  not know i f  this interpretation of the 
c lause has  been judicially confirmed, 
A final  note on a i r  traffic control is that aircraft are placed sequen- 
t ial ly in the flight pattern, a s  in  Figure IV-2. Although the dimensions 
of the pattern may expand somewhat to  accommodate more aircraft in 
times of dense traffic, a l l  aircraft must remain close enough to  the tower 
t o  permit the controller visually t o  a s s e s s  separations and closing speeds.  
Similarly, aircraft customarily queue up sequentially for take off, a s  a t  
a sk i  race,  not a horse race.  
The mission of the controller i s  to  assure  sa fe  operations. The chal- 
lenge of his  task is not merely to  maximize runway throughput in  times 
of congestion but t o  do  so while "averaging out delays  over a l l  users" 
(within safety constraints) .  There is some delay b ias ,  a s  mentioned, in 
favor of landing aircraft but the goal is to  average delays among arriving 
aircraft and among departing aircraft. A skillful controller under the right 
conditions will  s l ip  an  airplane into the pattern with a straight approach 
to  the base  leg or  on final i f  there is a hole in  the traffic and the pilot 
concurs. Conversely, i f  the pattern becomes too crowded, a controller 
may be obliged to make an aircraft turn away from the airport on the down- 
wind leg,  do  what amounts t o  a long 360° turn in straight segments, and 
re-enter the pattern normally. 
The objective of evening out average delays stems from a recognition 
that  there are cos t s  t o  queuing, from the requirements described above to  
process aircraft sequentially along a single path in space,  and from a 
long tradition that the airport is a "first come, first served" market. The 
only common deviation from "first come, f i rs t  served" i s  the discontinu- 
ance of touch and goes  cited. This is justified on economic grounds: the 
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Figure IV- 2. - Typical airport traffic pattern (not to scale). 
students have alternatives almost a s  good, ei ther t o  practice airwork 
away from the airport or t o  perform touch and goes a t  another airport. 
Continued touch and goes impose excessive delay cos t s  on arrivals and 
departures. ' The action clearly reflects an administrative decision aimed 
a t  increasing economic efficiency of runway use .  The controller practice 
otherwise is to  equalize delay times among users ,  regardless of the dif- 
ferent values that  individual users  might attach t o  the delay. The delay 
periods being mentally averaged by the controller vary, of course, with 
the intensity and duration of the traffic peak. 
Conqestion Cost Pricinq and the General Aviation Airport 
The runway congestion problem has  been addressed in recent papers 
from four sources: Grampp. Levine, Carlin and Park, and Yance. All 
write primarily about a i r  carrier airports. A l l  l ikewise discuss  economic 
efficiency of runway u s e  and propose prices a s  a means of improving 
 bout five (or more) aircraft flying touch and goes can  s o  t i e  up the 
traffic pattern a s  t o  preclude entry into the pattern by arriving aircraft or 
take offs by departing aircraft.  
%illiam D. Grampp, "An Economic Remedy for Airport Congestion" 
-- OJ. &. Michael E ,  Levine, "Landing Fees and the  Airport Conges- 
tion Problem, " The Journal of Law and Economics, XI, No. 1 (1969), pp. 
79-108. Alan Carlin and Rolla E.  Park, The Efficient Use of Runway Ca- 
paci ty  in a Time of Scarcity, RM-5817-PA, August, 1969, The Rand Corp- 
oration, Santa Monica, California. Modified portions of the Rand Report 
are  found in "Marginal Cost  Pricing of Airport Runway CapacityP' in  The 
American Economic Review, LX, No, 3 (1970), pp. 3 10-3 19, and in  "A 
Model of Long Delays a t  Busy Airports, " Journal of Transport Economics 
and Policy, IV, No. 1 (1970), pp. 37-52, both by the same authors. 
Joseph V. Yance, "Movement Time a s  a Cost  in  Airport Operations, " Jour- 
nal  of Transport Economics and Policy, 111, No, 1 (1969), pp. 28-36, 
Yance a l so  submitted two reports t o  the Office of Systems Requirements, 
Plans and Information, Secretary of Transportation, in January, 19 70: 
The Theory of Air Carrier Demand for Slots and The Demand for Use of 
Washinqton National Airport. 
efficiency. All dea l  with a i r  carrier airports where peaking is reasonably 
periodic; that is, arrival rates are irregularly distributed about long term 
peaks and valleys that occur regularly a t  certain times of the day and 
week. The major reason for the periodicity is the scheduling pattern of 
the a i r  carriers plus the u s e  patterns of business aircraft; of course,  a s  
with other commute-type peaking problems, airline schedules and trans- 
portation use  patterns are  in large measure a product of the rhythms of 
activity characterist ic of the society.  All four propose what amount to  
landing (and take off) fees  that would be substantially higher during peak 
periods than during valleys.  Only Carlin and Park venture t o  compute 
prices in  specific si tuations or  delve into the knotty problems of imple- 
mentation. 
Congestion of a general aviation airport runway is conceptually 
identical  to  that of an a i r  carrier airport runway; however, operational 
differences complicate implementation of remedies. The remedy princi- 
pally considered is imposition of fees  on landings and take offs, during 
peak periods (peak load pricing). Two problems ar ise .  The first and 
most serious,  d i scussed  below, is the unscheduled nature of general 
aviation activity and the consequent randomness of peaking. The sec- 
ond is collection cos t s .  These are likely to  be higher than a t  an a i r  car- 
rier airport. The bulk of peak traffic a t  the  lat ter  is made up of a i r  car- 
rier operations that  can be billed on the bas i s  of published schedules.  
At the  general aviation airport, operations would have to  be monitored 
and payments collected on the bas i s  of the recorded obsemations.  A 
turnstile or tollbooth is hard to  imagine a t  an airport. Monitoring and 
collecting would be cost ly ,  labor intensive act ivi t ies .  
An important feature of congestion cost  pricing a s  proposed both for 
roads and a i r  carrier airports is the periodicity of peaks.  By peak is 
meant a period during which the average arrival rate exceeds the accept- 
ance or processing rate.  Both the time of day during which the peak can 
be expected and i t s  average duration are ascertained by observation; a 
corresponding schedule of prices is then imposed. One anticipated con- 
sequence is a flattening of the activity peaks and filling of the valleys 
a s  some of those tolled off shift their facility u se  t o  what would be off 
peak hours in the  absence of peak load prices. 
At most general aviation airports, the peaking i s  very irregular. A 
peak a t  a certain time of one day would not necessari ly recur the follow- 
ing day, nor on the same day of the following week. Given the varied 
nature of general aviation activity, this randomness i s  not terribly sur- 
prising. Basically, the activity i s  training, recreation, and transporta- 
tion, While some airport patrons restrict their activity t o  daylight hours 
outside normal working hours, apparently many others do not. 
There is no obvious reason why airport patrons would concentrate 
their recreational or  practice flying a t  any particular time of the day. So 
far a s  transportation is concerned, the survey results  of this study 2 
 here may be general aviation airports with reliably periodic peaks 
but none was uncovered by the author in his small sample, If peaks a t  a 
general aviation airport were ever  found t o  be reliably periodic, then con- 
ventional peak load prices could be levied i f  collection cos t s  were held 
sufficiently low. 
2 ~ e e  Appendix I ,  Table A-I- 5 ,  pg . 1 15.  
showed flexibility of departure time to  be the most important reason for 
using private aircraft,  When used in private transportation, general 
aviation aircraft are analogous t o  automobiles, except that they have 
not historically been used for regular peak generating, commute-type 
trips . 
If peaking is unpredictable in  time and extent,  i t  becomes impos- 
s ible  to  lay on a schedule of peak load prices.  One course of action 
would be a flexible pricing policy where fees  would be imposed when- 
ever  traffic built up to  such a level  that  queues formed. However, such 
a policy could formally lead to  efficient runway u s e  only if  fantastic 
communications difficulties were overcome. One of the basic  assump- 
tions of the competitive economy is that consumers have perfect inform- 
ation regarding alternatives.  For this  t o  hold true with pricing sched- 
ules  imposed a s  a function of random traffic density variations, it would 
be necessary that  a l l  users ,  prior to  their  decision to  use  the facility 
(whether departing their homes to  drive to  the  airport or preparing to  de- 
part a location hundreds of m i l e s  away to  fly to the  airport), inquire 
what, if any price would prevail a t  the expected arrival t i m e .  Some sort  
of computer would be needed to  estimate the probable delays and to  s e t  
prices a s  appropriate, on the bas i s  of these  queries. But the decision 
of when to  arrive would both determine and depend on the price. There 
is no assurance that  a s tab le  solution would emerge even i f  the com- 
munications problem were resolved, which i t  clearly could not be in  
practice. 
The fundamental problem is that ,  i f  conventional, peak load prices 
are  imposed whenever traffic builds up, they cannot, in  general, perform 
their  function of modifying consumer behavior. If the consumer who 
would al ter  his decis ions  in  order to  avoid a fee has  no way of knowing 
when i t  is to  be imposed, he has  no guidance in  selecting among alter- 
natives.  The price system could not perform i t s  usua l  function of influ- 
encing on resource allocation. 
Although rigorous imposition of peak prices i s  unfeasible, there are 
two all ied measures that  could be taken to  increase efficiency of runway 
use ,  One is imposition of fees on touch and go landings during peaks.  
The other is to  init iate queue jumping, a t  a price. 
Fees on touch and go landings during congested periods are  not 
1 formally justified in this study . Rather, the recommendation is based 
on value judgments that touch and goes constitute a runway use l e s s  
valuable than most others.  There is some evidence for this in that  pro- 
t e s t s  are not raised when controllers forbid touch and goes during per- 
iods of congestion. 
Finally, there is a question of the drop out ratio among student 
pilots.  I t  is they who perform most touch and go  landings. One estim- 
2 
a t e  that has been quoted is that  less than 50% of student s tar ts  carry 
through to  obtain a l icense.  Similar estimates were made by the author 
on the basis 'of  s ta t i s t i cs  on airmen certificates published by the FAA. 
1 A thoroughgoing cost/benefit analysis  necessary to such a jus tifi- 
cation would have to  resolve the controversial question of the value of 
touch and go landings t o  flight training. 
' ~ e ~ o r t e d  in Aviation Week and Space Technoloqy, November 2, 1970, 
p ,  58. 
Whilc thcrc may be no simple way to  distinguish the washouts from the 
s u c c ~ s s f u l  students,  their  very presence tends,  on the average, t o  lower 
the long term social  value of runway use  for student flying. 
The theoretical justification for imposing peak load prices on touch 
and goes and not on other operations when peaks occur is that the stud- 
ent has  a l temat ives  almost a s  good: h e  can go and practice a i r  work or 
go and practice landings and take offs a t  another airport that  is l e s s  
crowded. Thus, pricing a student off the runway when i t  becomes con- 
gested only reduces the value of the runway use  by the generally small 
difference between doing touch and goes on that runway and either of 
h i s  almost a s  good al temat ives .  Conversely, the altematives t o  most 
other users are  relatively much less attractive. 
As explained in Chapter VI, collection cos t s  on touch and go fees  
would be low. The flight schools could keep the necessary records and 
make payments, i f  any, for continued touch and go operations after the 
runway had been declared congested. The labor intensive administrative 
procedures and cos t s  for levying fees  on a l l  aircraft landings and take 
offs would be avoided. 
The queue jumping proposal is a device permitting a small group who 
value prompt acces s  to  the facility t o  buy that  a c c e s s .  If properly im-  
plemented, the cos t s  of congestion would be lowered because those few 
who were willing to pay the most t o  avoid waiting would have an  oppor- 
tunity to do so.  Implementation would be a joint effort by the controller, 
the pilot, and the airport management. Whatever the fee for queue jump- 
ing was ,  the  pilot would announce his  readiness t o  pay i t .  He would be 
then vectored to  the most expeditious landing approach, i f  airborne, or 
allowed to  taxi to  the head of the  queue i f  awaiting take off. The airport 
management, monitoring the transmissions (as is customary), would take 
note and bill accordingly, 
Price would have to  be s e t  by t r ia l  and error, low enough s o  that  
some would take advantage of the  opportunity and high enough s o  that 
a secondary queue of queue jumpers did not form. Many a corporation 
would be happy to pay, s ay ,  $100 t o  avoid having four or five execu- 
t ives or clients inconvenienced by waiting in a take off queue or circl- 
ing in a pattern, While there is a strong tradition of f irst  come, f i rs t  
served in aviation, users  might well  accept the concept that those will- 
ing to  pay could buy a place a t  the head of the line. If i t  could be 
shown that revenues from this practice would be substantial  enough con- 
tributions to  meeting airport cos t s  that  other airport charges would be 
reduced, the non-paying queue members might even be enthusiastic about 
the concept. 
Operationally, a t  airports with controlled traffic, there already ex- 
i s t  two examples of allocating priorities. An aircraft wit.h an  in-flight 
emergency i s  granted priority over a l l  other traffic, Everyone agrees 
that  the value of avoiding a possible accident merits placing that air- 
plane a t  the head of the queue. Similarly, when Air Force No, 1 (the 
President's aircraft) arrives on the scene,  i t  will  take precedence. 
Ideally, one might l ike  t o  s e e  a s ca l e  of prices corresponding to  
different priorities of being served, rather than just the priority of going 
t o  the  head of the queue. This would involve a formidable information 
processing t a sk  because of users '  inability t o  predict arrival times pre- 
c i se ly  and because of friction in  the system. I t  i s  technologically dif- 
f icult  t o  juggle posit ions i n  the queue (without incurring a cos t  in  jeo- 
pardized sa fe ty  that  most users would consider prohibitive). 
In conclusion, the  short run problem of efficient u s e  for general 
aviation airport runways has  not frequently ar isen i n  the past .  I t  may 
in  future i n  urban a reas  a s  land use  pressures force more intensive u s e  
of exist ing faci l i t ies .  If congestion becomes periodic, schedules of 
peak load prices can  be prescribed a s  has  been proposed for a i r  carrier 
airports. For the more general  c a s e  where peaks  d o  not occur regularly 
i n  time, efficiency can  still be increased by spec ia l  prices during peaks 
on touch and g o  practice and by high fees  for queue jumping, 
CHAPTER V 
The Minimum Cost  System to Produce 
F liqh t Activity 
The bulk of the research performed in this study concerned the ques- 
tion: What is the optimum plant mix from the standpoint of minimizing 
1 production cos t s ,  given that part of the plant, the airport, is furnished 
by the community and the res t ,  the aircraft,  by the users .  The genesis 
of the analysis  was the observation that ,  wherever land becomes scarce,  
market pressures force i t  into increasingly intensive use .  This being 
the ca se ,  what are  the consequences for airports? 
The conventional airport is separable roughly into two major com- 
ponents: the runway system, which consumes 15 - 60% of the space ,  
depending on the number and length of runways, and the remainder. The 
remainder is used for purposes such a s  aircraft service and storage, of- 
fices, automobile a c c e s s  and parking, and other complementary (support- 
ing) activit ies.  Increasing intensity of u se  on this off runway airport 
land can and will  be achieved in much the same manner a s  a t  other high 
land value centers such a s  central business distr icts and a i r  carrier 
' ~ i c h a e l  E.  Levine suggested the logic of achieving some economic 
division of cos t s  between airplane operators and airport operators in his 
art icle,  "Landing Fees and the Airport Congestion Problem, " The Journal 
of Law and Economics, Vol. XI1 ( I ) ,  April, 1969, pp. 94-95. His ex- 
ample was  landing gear footprint pressure,  a variable that  influences run- 
way and taxiway thickness requirements and that is controllable by the 
aircraft designer. 
airport terminals. Activities will  be stacked one above the other in 
multi-level structures such a s  parking garages,  and low value activit ies 
will  be shifted to  locations where property values are lower. 
The runway system is fundamentally different in that i t s  surface 
and airspace must be reserved for one so le  use; they cannot be shared 
with other activit ies (except i f  these  can be buried underneath). How- 
ever,  aircraft differ widely in the length of runway required. If a given 
amount of flying activity could be produced using a short rather than a 
long runway, then the intensity of space  utilization on the shorter is 
clearly the higher. Furthermore, a s  airport land value increases ,  the 
space  (real es ta te)  market would push development in  exactly this dir- 
ection (short runways) i f  given free rein t o  do so.  
There are consequences in the aircraft market of economic pressures 
toward short runways. Aircraft differ greatly in the length of runway re- 
quired. To cite an extreme example, a 7-place helicopter requires only 
a landing pad, in contrast with a 4,000 - 5,000 ft .  runway for a 7-place 
executive jet. I t  may be technologically feasible to  manufacture a 7- 
place aircraft with the speed and range of the executive jet and runway 
requirements no greater than that  of the helicopter. A substantial  pen- 
a l ty  is extracted in the form of higher fixed and variable cos t s  borne by 
the aircraft operator. Designs for intermediate runway lengths would 
carry l e s se r  penalt ies.  The manner in  which the space  and aircraft mar- 
ket  would jointly operate i f  free t o  do s o  is described and some sample 
results  presented in the following discussion.  
Conceptually, the simplest approach i s  to imagine that the airport 
owner i s  a l so  the owner of the aircraft f leet .  There is no question that 
he  could and, a s  a profit maximizer, would arrive a t  a l ea s t  cos t  solu- 
tion for a given mission, or combination of f leet  consis t  and level  of 
operations. That is, he could calculate the ideal  runway length and the 
associated airplanes for his  range-payload missions. To do so ,  he  must 
construct curves (or functions) for both airport and aircraft cos t s  a s  func- 
tions of runway length. The optimum runway length is that a t  which the 
sum of the curves (functions) shows a minimum cost .  If the minimum 
cost  is not sharply defined, but rather exhibits a wide,  f lat  valley over 
a range of runway lengths,  then the operator will be indifferent to  what 
runway length he  chooses within this range. As will be seen,  this is 
the situation a t  low land values such a s  are  found in flat,  rural a reas .  
The airport cos t s  are  described in  detai l  in Appendix VI, but their  
general nature is summarized below. The derivation of the aircraft cos t  
function is then described; detailed discussions of aircraft cos t s  are 
presented in Appendices I1 - V, 
The annual airport cos t s  include the land opportunity cos t s  (imputed 
rent), the cos t s  of labor and materials consumed in operations (includ- 
ing depreciation on improvements, where applicable, calculated on the 
basis  of replacement cos t s ) ,  and interest  on working capital  and unam- 
1 
ortized investment in  depreciable a s s e t s .  Of these,  the imputed rent 
usually predominates in  urban a reas .  As s ta ted,  these cos t s  can  be 
separated into two components: 
1 Taxes are neglected in  this  study for simplicity of analysis  and ex- 
position. 
&wort c o s t s  = A + B(L) 
where L is runway length. B(L) is conventionally of the form: 
B(L) = C + DL 
where C represents overruns and clear  zones that ex is t  a t  either end of 
the runway. The clear  zone is not necessar i ly  part of the airport prop- 
erty; i t  is the airspace above the land under the approaches to  the run- 
way that must be kept c lear  of obstacles  to  permit safe  descents  t o  and 
climb-outs from the runway. Use  of a i rspace in the c lear  zones is thus 
severely restricted. Any activity on the land in the c lear  zones that 
might lead to  extensive personal injury or property damage in  the event 
of an accident such a s  an  aircraft landing short or overshooting the run- 
way is discouraged. Where the airport does  not acquire t i t le to  the c lear  
zones,  restrictions are often sought through zoning or, a s  a compromise, 
through purchase of the a i r  rights. 
At short runway lengths, C need no longer be treated a s  a constant 
but will diminish with L o  The reason is that aircraft capable of landing 
and taking off from short runways will  a l so  be capable of approaching 
and climbing away from the runway along much s teeper  paths than con- 
ventional aircraft,  with the result  that c lear  zones can  be shortened. 
For the conventional c a s e ,  C and D are both constants,  proportional to 
the number of runways. 
The aircraft cos t  curve poses  greater difficulties, To derive i t ,  the 
a i ~ o r t / a i r c r a f t  f leet  owner could take a leaf from the physical sc iences  
and compute something akin to  a frequency response curve. Instead of 
exciting a dynamic system over a frequency range and ascertaining 
response curves,  he  would analyze hypothetical f leets  of aircraft over a 
range of runway performances and ascer ta in  the annual cos t  curve over 
that  range. More specifically,  he  would accept a s  given the fleet  con- 
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s i s t  in terms both of speed and payload and of the utilization (number 
of hours flown during the year) of each aircraft.  He would then compute 
cos t s  a t  a se r ies  of discrete runway lengths by supposing that the entire 
f leet  was made up of aircraft requiring just that length of runway but 
with the same distribution of speed ,  payload, and utilization a s  the 
given fleet  (in which the actual  aircraft have varying runway require- 
ments). 
With his functions of airport and aircraft cos t s  defined, the owner 
would, mathematically, proceed in three s teps:  
1) Sum a l l  relevant cos t s ,  expressed a s  functions of runway length. 
2) Differentiate with respect  t o  runway length. 
3) Set the differentiated sum equal to  zero and solve for runway 
length. 
The summation and differentiation need not be performed analytically. 
They can and perhaps should be done graphically. A graphical presenta- 
tion reveals a t  a glance how sharply defined is the minimum cost  point, 
hence,  what decisions wil l  and wil l  not appreciably influence the mini- 
mum cost .  
Symbolically, the procedure would be a s  follows : 
'structural criteria and range are  other cri t ical  variables but most 
general aviation aircraft are designed to  similar structural standards and 
to  a common endurance based on pilot and passenger limitations; thus 
range is subsumed in speed and structural criteria are not variables. 
C (L) = P (L) + R(L) + I (L) + O(L) + I-' (L) + D (L) 
The symbol "L" is the independent variable, runway length. The func- 
tions are l isted below and subsequently discussed.  Optimum runway 
length is found by solving for "L" in 
a t  the point where the function has  a minimum. 
All functions represent economic cos t s  a s  previously defined and 
cover a time period such a s  one year. 
C(L): Total system 
P (L) : Aircraft parking 
R(L) : Landing area 
I (L) : Capital  improvements 
O(L): Overhead unrelated to  runway length 
F(L) : Aircraft fixed 
V(L) : Aircraft operating (variable) 
D(L) : Congestion or delay 
P(L), representing the cos t s  of parking, whether in a hangar, a shel- 
ter ,  or a t  a tie-down, including a c c e s s  aprons and taxiways, will not 
usually be a function of the aircraft landing and take off performance. 
At the limit of VTOL, however, the requirement for acces s  taxiways could 
be reduced and the arrangement of parking and landing areas  significantly 
altered; for example, a honeycomb airport layout with circular aircraft 
parking around several  landing spots  could be imagined. Parking cos t s  
are basically depreciation on improvements and imputed land rent. P (L) 
must take into account the number of aircraft by the cost  of each parking 
facility. 
R(L), representing landing a rea ,  is largely a land opportunity cos t ,  
including the runway proper, the buffer zones on either s ide  of the run- 
way, the taxiways serving the runway, and airspace over c lear  zones a t  
the runway approaches. I t  a l so  includes improvements such a s  runway 
and taxiway paving and lighting. R(L) is independent of the number of 
aircraft but i s  a function of the number of runways. Multiple runways 
may occur either to  facil i tate operations where wind direction varies 
widely or to  increase airport capacity in terms of operational frequency 
(i. e . , parallel runways). R(L) is an increasing function with L. 
I(L), representing capi ta l  improvement cos t s ,  encompasses non- 
depreciable capital  improvements, such a s  clearing and leveling land, 
filling in swamps, installing drainage systems, e t c .  It is not a factor 
a t  existing airports where the resources in question were expended in 
the past  and are  sunk cos t s .  I t  is a factor in optimizing for a new air- 
port or an expansion, where the resources have yet to  be committed. In 
optimizing such future faci l i t ies ,  a discounting procedure not reflected 
in the equation presented here would be necessary to  take account of the  
one shot nature of the improvements, in  contrast with the roughly contin- 
uous flow over time of the other cos t s .  
O(L) is airport overhead unrelated to  runway length or, generally, t o  
aircraft characterist ics.  General and administrative cos t s  such a s  bill- 
ing and security fall  in this  category. In the future, operating overhead 
cos t s  could be imagined that  influence aircraft landing and take off 
performance while not being a function of runway length. For example, 
landing and take off aid devices  like those on aircraft carriers (catapults, 
arresting gears,  e t  a l . )  might be used a s  an alternative in optimizing the 
runway-aircraft system. In such a c a s e  the term would drop out during 
the differentiation but would be reflected in added aircraft cos t s  appear- 
ing in functions that do not drop out; i t  would be an  airport fixed cos t  
relevant in  establishing average cos t s .  
F (L) , representing aircraft fixed cos t s ,  includes return on capital  in- 
vestment, most depreciation, and insurance. These are  the cos t s  en- 
countered regardless of how much the aircraft f l ies .  They are mostly re- 
lated to  first cost .  First cos t  wi l l  climb because of increasing aircraft 
complexity and weight a s  runway requirements (take off or  landing dis-  
tance) are reduced. The function is the sum of these  cos t s  for a l l  air- 
craft in the fleet; otherwise s ta ted,  it is the sum of the number of aircraft 
of each type times the cost  per aircraft of that type. 
V(L) , representing aircraft variable cos t s ,  includes the remaining, 
the out-of-pocket cos t s  of flying the aircraft in a year: fuel, o i l ,  main- 
tenance,  e tc .  These can  most eas i ly  be calculated for each aircraft by 
multiplying the known (approximate) cost  per hour by the number of hours 
flown. The function sums these  cos t s  over the entire f leet .  The shorter 
the runways from which aircraft can fly, the higher wil l  be the variable 
cos t s ,  for much the same reasons a s  aircraft fixed cos t s ,  namely, the 
greater installed power, weight, aerodynamic drag, and complexity. 
D(L), reflecting delay cos t s  during periods of traffic congestion, is 
extremely difficult t o  calculate but may be an important factor. I t  is the 
sum over a l l  users in the traffic pattern of the opportunity cost  of time 
lost  because of delays  encountered in the pattern and was discussed in  
Chapter IV. This function takes  into account the fact  that runway capac- 
i ty a t  peak periods is measured in time a s  well  a s  distance.  The writer 
could find l i t t le data on the impact of aircraft technology on runway ac- 
ceptance rate,  or capacity.  There i s  an  aerodynamic question of how 
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closely aircraft can follow one another in a pattern, s ince the more 
nearly V/STOL the aircraft,  the more agitated the aerodynamic wake be- 
hind and beneath i t .  There is a l so  the ground handling or taxiing ques- 
tion: the time needed to touch down and vacate the landing area t o  make 
way for the next user.  If operational experience indicates that this func- 
tion is a significant and inherent function of the aircraft runway length 
requirement, i t  must be taken into account. 
Several assumptions are  necessary in the computation of aircraft 
and airport cos t s .  These are  described in the Appendices. In any appli- 
cation of this analysis ,  certain additional assumptions must be made. 
For purposes of this study, three simplifications were made. 
1) Flight hours were assumed to  be the appropriate measure of 
system output for each aircraft. At urban airports of the future, 
this may not be the most appropriate output on which to  base  
cos t  minimization s tudies .  If instructional and recreational 
flying were eliminated, for example, and only transportation 
1 Conversely, V/STOL (vertical or short take off and landing) aircraft 
might be less obliged to  follow identical  flight patterns than conventional 
aircraft. 
flying left ,  then passenger-miles or  vehicle-miles might be  
used.  
2) The system to  be  optimized w a s  assumed t o  be a s ingle  airport.  
A rigorous ana lys i s  would take  into account c o s t s  a t  a l l  the air- 
ports in  the airport network used  by the aircraft f leet .  If calcu- 
lat ions were based on the  exis t ing airport sys tem,  one would 
gues s  intuit ively that  the  complete ana lys i s  would resul t  in  a 
longer optimum runway s i nce  the  resource (land) co s t s  a re  lower 
outs ide  the  urbanized regions. If, on the  other hand,  calcula-  
t ions included airports yet  t o  be  constructed,  the  bias  might be  
reversed.  In any event ,  such a system-wide optimization im- 
p l i es  some intercommunity transfer  payments that  would have t o  
be  resolved.  
3) Finally, it w a s  assumed that  sufficient  time had e lapsed t o  per- 
m i t  adjustments by use rs  of their  aircraft investments.  That is, 
the  age  distribution of the  hypothetical f lee t  was  assumed (in 
th is  study) t o  be  the  same a s  that  in  exist ing f l ee t s .  This a s -  
sumption is necessa ry  to  obtain rea l is t ic  fixed cos t s  of aircraft  
operation. An aircraft 's  fixed cos t s  of capi ta l ,  depreciat ion,  
and hull  insurance depend on its market value ,  which diminishes 
with age .  Some assumptions regarding the  ages  of aircraft in 
the  equilibrium f l e e t  must be  made; assuming that  a l l  a re  brand- 
new is clearly unrealis  tic. 
Sample calcula t ions  of  hypothetical  f l ee t  c o s t s  were performed for 
two airports for which 1969 operating data  were  developed on the bas i s  
of a survey of owners of aircraft based a t  these airports. The survey is 
described in Appendix I ,  Results of these  calculations are presented in 
Table V- 1. With these airplane operating cos t s ,  i t  was possible to pos- 
tulate different airport land values and compare total  system cos ts .  Run- 
way space  requirements are  shown in Figure V-1, based on Appendix VI. 
To recapitulate, the curves are derived a s  follows. 
A curve of aircraft operating cos t s  versus runway length i s  computed 
by calculating cos t s  of hypothetical f leets  a t  several  discrete runway 
lengths. By hypothetical f leet  is meant that ,  a t  each runway length, the 
cos t s  of the aircraft actually based a t  the airport under study were modi- 
fied to what they would have been had each airplane been designed t o  
operate from exactly that length of runway. The point on the cost  curve 
represents the sum of the cos t s  of each aircraft in the hypothetical f leet  
assuming i t  flew the same number of hours during the period in question 
a s  did i t s  real life counterpart. 
The total cost  of production is found a s  a function of runway length 
by summing together the curve of aircraft operating cos t s  and the curve 
of runway cos t s ,  B(L) = C + DL. The lowest point on the cost  of produc- 
tion curve defines what might be called the socially optimal runway length 
for that airport with the activity mix i t  exhibited and the land value pos- 
tulated. 
At low land values typical of f lat  rural and suburban a reas ,  the re- 
sul ts  show, a s  one would expect,  that  the land rent plays a minor role 
1 Scope limitations made i t  impossible to  include a survey of trans- 
ient aircraft in the study. 
TABLE V-1: . TOTAL OPERATING COSTS OF FIYPOTHETICAL FLEETS 
Aircraft de s ign  
Runway length,  feet Airport No. 2 Airport No. 3 
$6478408.00 $574 1966,OO 
284 896 1.00 2575113,OO 
Notes: a .  Based on a c t u a l  1969 flight hours.  
b. 418  a i rcraf t  ba sed  a t  N o ,  2. 
c. 299 aircraft  ba sed  a t  No.  3 .  
d .  Payments to airport and property 
t a x e s  excluded from c o s t s .  
ACTUAL RUNWAY LENGTH, FT' 
Figure V-1 - Surface pre-empted by landing area and c lear  zones 
as a function of runway length. Source: Appendix VI. 
and there is no reason, on that  account a lone,  t o  encourage aircraft of 
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short runway performance. See Figures V- 2 (a) and V- 2 (b) . Historically, 
this was long the ca se  with nearly a l l  general aviation airports, with the 
result that what aircraft manufacturers chose to  produce, aircraft of min- 
imal operating cos t s ,  happily led,  in general, t o  a minimum social  cost  
of production. 
The qualification "in general" merits comment. Land value or even 
runway construction cos t s  on prepared land are not the  only factors in 
airport development. Topography and improvement cos t s  a l so  play a role. 
Not a l l  land where general aviation users  might l ike t o  operate is f la t  
nor readily leveled in  s t r ips  several  hundred feet  long. The imposition 
of long runway airplanes on airport planners has  effectively precluded 
general aviation activity from such a reas .  Were sufficient short take off 
and landing (STOL) aircraft to  become available in service,  some of these  
hitherto undevelopable airports might become economically feasible. 
Similarly, when new airports are  projected for urban areas  (as they 
are  presently in the FAA National Airport Plan) acquisition and improve- 
ment cos t s  will  often be such a s  to  make short runways desirable. I t  is 
one thing t o  acquire bare land a t  a price representing the present, dis-  
counted value of the stream of income i t  would produce i f  put t o  i t s  best  
and highest use .  I t  is quite another t o  acquire land already developed 
to  i t s  present best  and highest u se ,  with structures already in place.  In 
 he results  for Airports No. 2 and No. 3 ,  Figures V- 2(a) and V-2(b), 
respectively, are so similar that subsequent examples are  limited to  Air- 
port No. 2. 
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Figure V-2(a). - Aircraft operating cos t s  and landing area costs  at  low land 
values .  Airport No. 2.  
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Figure V-2(b). - Aircraft operating costs and landing area costs a t  low land 
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these circumstances, a short runway airport may be  the only one finan- 
cially feasible.  
Figure V-3 shows, a s  one would expect,  that the number of runways 
a t  the airport has  a significant influence on the total  cos t  curve. A low 
activity airport, fortunately located where prevailing winds are s o  con- 
s is tent ly  from one direction (or opposite directions, a s  in a valley) that 
one runway suffices,  is much l e s s  sensi t ive  t o  land values than the more 
common c a s e  where two or  more runways are needed. The contrast in 
runway land requirements can be substantial ,  An airport with three dif- 
ferent oriented s e t s  of parallel runways would require s ix  times the run- 
way space  of the single runway airport. Imputed rent on this much land 
would cause  the airport portion of system cos ts  t o  become important a t  
a fa r  lower value per acre  (one-sixth) than a t  the single runway airport. 
A wel l  defined minimum appears in Figure V-3 (upper curve) a t  an 
1 
aircraft design runway length of about 900 feet  (far shorter than most 
general aviation aircraft in production). This minimum implies a system 
cos t  almost $700,000 per  year less than the cos t s  a t  2,000 feet .  I t  
would correspond to  a one runway airport a t  a land value of $400,000 
per acre ,  an improbably high value of airport land, or to a single s e t  of 
1 As discussed in  the Appendices, aircraft ''design runway lengthn is 
the longer of landing or  take off dis tance to  or from a full stop with no 
wind a t  s e a  level  standard conditions on a paved, dry runway, from o r  t o  
a height of 50 feet ,  a s  established by flight t es t .  An operational runway 
to  serve an airplane of given design runway length would be longer by a 
safety factor t o  allow for errors in pilot judgment and other than perfect 
airplane and runway conditions. The factor used in this study, 80%, 
brings the actual  runway length a t  the minimum cos t  point to  1,250 - 
1,450 feet ,  without the added corrections needed t o  account for ambient 
temperature and altitude different from s e a  level  standard conditions. 
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parallel  runways a t  $200,000 per ac re ,  a value that  wi l l  not be  unusual  
a t  a l l  by the  ear ly  1 9 8 0 ' ~ ~  i f  present  trends continue. Alternatively, i t  
would apply for two s e t s  of paral lel  runways a t  $100,000 per  a c r e ,  a 
si tuation that  probably ex i s t s  in  some c i t i e s  already.  
Conversely,  inc reases  i n  aircraft ut i l izat ion o r  in the  number of 
based aircraft o r  both wi l l  shi f t  the  optimum runway length t o  the  right. 
Figure V-4 shows the  influence of doubling the  number of based aircraft ,  
assuming typical  1969 uti l izat ion l eve l s .  The more aircraft based  a t  the  
airport,  the  longer the  optimum runway length,  though the  inc rease  is 
not great .  Figure V-5 shows the  influence of doubling and halving utili- 
zat ion (flight hours per  aircraft  per year) of club and privately owned air- 
craft relat ive t o  ac tua l  1969 ut i l iza t ions .  Except a t  unreal is t ica l ly  low 
uti l izat ions,  the  influence on optimum runway length is similar  but minor. 
In Figure V-6, the  influence of multiple runways can  be  s e e n  at lower 
land values .  Note that  t he  ordinate s c a l e  is expanded relat ive t o  the  
ear l ier  f igures.  Between 800 fee t  and 1,700 feet  des ign runway length,  
to ta l  c o s t s  lie within a $100,000 band around $2,500,000,  o r  4%. Since 
few of the  c o s t  computations a re  accurate  t o  4%, the  minimum shown, at 
about 1, 500 f t .  , is of little significance.  What is significant  is the  re- 
la t ive  f l a tness  of the  to ta l  production c o s t  curve, particularly for multi- 
runway airports a t  lower land va lues .  That is, over  a wide range of run- 
way  lengths,  generally shorter  than those  currently in  ex i s tence ,  it would 
not  make much difference t o  the  to ta l  c o s t s  of production what the length 
of the  runway was  i f  the  use rs  were  operating sui table  equipment. The 
question of what  fraction of the  production c o s t s  should be borne by the 
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Figure V-5. - Influence of aircraft utilization on system cos ts .  
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publicly fumished airport and what borne by the consumers through their 
operating cos t s  is a matter of indifference between broadly separated 
limits in runway length. 
The significance lies in the fact  that  policies could be adopted i m -  
mediately, without raising production cos t s ,  that  would give consumers 
an incentive t o  purchase, hence, manufacturers to  produce, . STOL aircraft. 
If such policies are effected gradually, f leet  composition can change 
and be appropriate t o  predictable future conditions of high land values ,  
If the aircraft inventory is not adjusted in  the interim, total cos t s  of 
producing flying will climb a s  a result of an inefficient plant. The inef- 
ficiency will  result  from an  over-reliance on the publicly fumished por- 
tion of the  plant, the runway system, rather than a shifting or production 
cos t s  t o  the consumer-owned, aircraft portion of the system. 
It  is submitted in this study that  prices constitute the most effective 
incentive to  consumers to adopt less runway hungry aircraft and, further, 
that  the minimum necessary incentive is a pricing schedule that makes 
the aircraft operator indifferent between operating his  long runway air- 
craft and the desired,  equivalent short runway aircraft. If such pricing 
schedules are put into effect a t  enough major airports, the inventory of 
aircraft will  change in the direction of short runway varieties.  I t  wi l l  
then be possible,  in some instances ,  to  shorten landing areas  and clear  
zones,  thus making land and airspace available to  other u ses .  In other 
ins tances ,  where runways are unusually long, i t  may be feasible to 
double the effective runway processing rates by having simultaneous 
STOL operations, landings on the downwind half of the runway and take 
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Figure V-6. - Sum of aircraft operating cos t s  and landing area cos t s .  
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offs on the upwind half. 
The analysis  performed was  limited to  minimizing production cos t s  
in terms of runway length. That is, in  the airport cos t  relation: 
Airport Costs  = A f B(L) 
attention was given to  B(L) alone,  As runway lengths diminish, B(L) will 
decrease in significance relative t o  A. At the limit, one can imagine a 
helicopter landing pad that would be insignificant in extent in contrast 
with other space  requirements, mainly aircraft storage and support and 
automobile a c c e s s  and parking. 
If the concept of land opportunity cos t s  i s  accepted and policy de- 
c is ions  made accordingly, exist ing techniques should suffice t o  facili- 
ta te  efficient (intensive) u s e  of off-runway airport land. The rules that 
s a y  how high land values must climb before multi-story garages or  roof- 
top parking of automobiles become viable apply equally a t  the  airport. 
With minor modifications, the same principles should guide construction 
of multi-level aircraft storage faci l i t ies ,  The modifications concern the 
poor surface mobility of aircraft relative t o  automobiles. This obstacle  
can  be overcome a t  a cos t  in time or equipment or both. 
One technological feature that  may be  revived for aircraft storage 
in civil  aviation is folding wings (or, for rotary wing aircraft, foldable 
rotors). Wing folding leads  not only to  the predictable aircraft cos t s  in 
the added complexity and weight and to  storage space  savings but a l so  to  
time and inconvenience cos t s  of folding and unfolding. The latter  consti- 
tute cos t s  that cannot generally be evaluated; some users will find them 
more burdensome than others,  and the same user will  find them more 
burdensome on some days than on others.  
Because of the unknown elements in wing folding cos t s ,  a rigorous 
analysis  comparable t o  that performed t o  find an optimal runway length 
cannot be carried out t o  determine an "optimal" s e t  of storage dimen- 
s ions .  This matter would be of no concern except for pricing questions.  
Aircraft storage prices in real life must reflect not merely the space  rent 
and all ied cos t s  of the storage space  itself but a l so  an allocated share 
of the cos t s  of airport common areas  (those used by a l l  airport patrons). 
A change in price that reflected only the reduced storage space  result- 
ing from wing folding might appear to  owners t o  be insufficient to  justify 
the adoption of that equipment. In theory, their decision would mean 
simply that the storage cos t  savings resulting from wing folding were in- 
sufficient t o  justify the measureable plus the unmeasurable cos t s  of wing 
folding. In fact ,  i f  direct  storage cos t s  are  a small enough part of the 
price paid for storage, the reduction in price due to  lower storage cos t s  
may be perceived a s  insignificant; the inclusion of allocated cos t s  unre- 
lated to  storage in the bas i s  of the storage price may distort the  ration- 
ali ty of the owner's decision.  
The conclusion is that, i f  a public policy is adopted- that wing fold- 
ing is to  be encouraged, for economic or other reasons,  ' i t  may prove 
l o n e  reason might be forward planning, taking account of lead times 
necessary to  make suitable equipment available to  the  right segments of 
owner market by the time land values climb enough t o  justify the  incentive. 
Another reason might be physical  constraints limiting the expansion of av- 
ailable storage space.  Theoretically, such limits should give rise to  a 
market for land within the airport confines separate from, and a t  higher pre- 
vailing prices than,  the market outside the airport. Were such a market t o  
form, then storage cos t  savings could be guaged accordingly. The author 
knows of no airport where such a market exis ts .  Wait l i s t s  rather than 
prices are  customarily used to  "clear" the market. 
necessary to  provide price incentives greater than the direct value of the 
space  savings effected. The matter is not trivial, s ince manufacturers 
will not design and produce suitable aircraft unless  a market ex is t s ,  and 
the market will not materialize unless  consumers find i t  in their interest 
t o  buy the aircraft.  
The above examination of the major elements involved in a minimum 
cost  system of flight activity rounds out the discussion of objectives that  
pricing strategies a t  general aviation airports might seek  to  achieve. 
Previous chapters have described the demand for airport services,  the 
nature of airport operations, and the enhancement of the value of runway 
use  possible by controlling congestion. In the next chapter, specific 
pricing strategies wil l  be outlined with an  emphasis on implementation, 
CHAPTER VI 
Elaboration of Pricinq St ra tes ies  
The d i scuss ion  thus fa r  h a s  been devoted largely to  defini t ion of 
economic c o s t s  a t  the  airport.  C o s t s  comprise the  dog that  wags  the  
price t a i l  in  a competi t ive,  market economy i f  proper resource al location 
is to  resul t .  Proper resource a l locat ion in  th i s  context  means that  no 
shif t  of resources from one u s e  t o  another could inc rease  overal l  con- 
sumer welfare.  
As h a s  been d i s c u s s e d  i n  the  preceding chapters ,  pract ical ly a l l  
airport c o s t s  a r e  fixed; they d o  not vary signif icantly with output in t h e  
short  run. The only exception is the  c o s t  of congest ion that  w a s  anal-  
yzed i n  Chapter  IV and is briefly d i s c u s s e d  below in  connection with i m -  
plementation of peak load pr ices  for touch and g o  landings.  The fixed 
c o s t s  a re  similar  to  those  of a shopping center: the  opportunity cost of 
the  s p a c e  being pre-empted, maintenance and depreciat ion,  and admin- 
is trat ion.  In urban a r e a s ,  t h e  imputed rent a s soc ia ted  with the oppor- 
tunity cos t  of s p a c e  predominates. 
Three separa te  a s p e c t s  of implementing pricing s t ra teg ies  a re  d is -  
c u s s e d  below: 
1) Establishing the  target  revenue. 
2) Delineating the  goods and se rv ices  on which it is administra- 
t ively pract ica l  t o  levy charges .  
3) Setting price levels on these goods and services .  
Setting the revenue target is straightforward in principle. The cash 
operating expenses can be measured, a s  they are currently a t  most air- 
ports,  and depreciation can be computed a s  well  for airport facil i t ies a s  
for facil i t ies in other f ields.  At urban airports, the largest  component 
of cost  t o  be recovered is the rent imputed to the land and airspace that 
is withheld from other uses  by being committed to  the airport. These 
total  cos t s  can be then modified upward or downward to the extent of ex- 
ternal cos t s  imposed on the community or external benefits provided to 
the community by the airport operation. 
The accuracy with which imputed rent can be fixed does not match 
that of the cash expenses and depreciation. The problem is one of e s -  
tablishing market value in  an imperfect market, real  es ta te .  An exten- 
s ive literature ex is t s  dealing with real  es ta te  appraisal. ' Pristine pure 
theory says  a property is worth the present discounted value of the anti- 
cipated earnings stream. In practice,  neither the discount rate nor the 
future earnings stream can be accurately established. Resort i s  there- 
fore made to market values,  i n  the reasonable belief that they properly 
reflect both the market rate of discount and the market anticipation of 
future earnings. But problems ar ise  here a l so  because market value is 
hard to  es tabl ish in real estate;  properties are  not homogeneous and are 
'see Richard U. Ratcliff, Modem Real Estate Valuation; Theory and 
Application, (Madison, Wis ,  , : Democrat Press ,  1965) and, by the same 
author, Current Practices in Income Property Appraisal, Research Report 
No. 30, Center for Real Estate and Urban Economics, University of Cal- 
ifornia, Berkeley, 1967. 
infrequently traded. 
For general aviation airports, comparable (smaller) plots can  be ap- 
praised in most c a s e s ,  and either that value applied to airport land or  a 
band be defined in which the value of the airport land is sure to  l ie.  For 
policy purposes, such appraisals will  usually have to  be used,  faute de  
mieux. If the airport expands by purchasing adjacent property, then the 
price paid for this property may constitute a basis  for costing a l l  airport 
land. To the extent that  the sel ler  is willing and the price paid is c lose  
t o  what other high bidders would have paid, then the new parcel deter- 
mines the marginal cos t  of airport space ,  and should be then applied to 
the remainder. Thereafter, in general, i t  could be supposed that airport 
space  values would climb a t  the same rate a s  those of surrounding prop- 
e r t ies ,  a rate that  can be measured. 
In conclusion, the airport land, and the surrounding a i r  rights, 
whether pre-empted by zoning or purchased, can be appraised a t  an  ur- 
ban general aviation airport by competent appraisers.  For policy pur- 
poses ,  namely, establishment of revenue goals,  pinpoint accuracy is 
unnecessary. Sufficient information to  es tabl ish the range within which 
target revenue must fa l l  is a l l  that  is called for and i t  can usually be 
furnished. 
Given the revenue target,  the  next problem is that of administrative 
practicality in levying charges.  At general aviation airports, a s  has  
been discussed,  there a re  three major user  groups: FBO's, clubs,  and 
1 individuals. The FBO's characteristically are tenants under relatively 
long term leases ;  30-year l ea ses  are not uncommon for major FBO's. 
Sub-lessees of office or  other space  will  have shorter term l ea ses  such 
a s  one year. FBO's and other business enterprises can be charged space  
rent in the same manner a s  are  businesses  a t  a shopping center. The 
pricing problem relates more to  aircraft owned by clubs and individuals, 
whether tenants of the airport or sub-lessees of FBO's, to  aircraft oper- 
ated by FBO's, and to transient aircraft. 
There are basically only three goods or services for which charges 
can be imposed: 
1) Landing or  take off fees .  
2) Space rental. 
3) Fuel flowage fees  (so much per gallon). 
Landing fees  are common a t  a i r  carrier airports where a small num- 
ber of customers (airlines) can be billed on the bas i s  of published sched- 
ules .  While feasible ,  they are  definitely not convenient when dealing 
with large numbers of unscheduled general aviation operations and would 
lead to high collection cos t s .  Ways to  automate the collection process 
have yet t o  be proposed; metering, turnsti les,  and tollgates do not ap- 
pear feasible.  A voluntary payment scheme might be feasible ,  but diffi- 
cult ies in policing and adjudicating disputes can be anticipated. More 
will be said  about voluntary payments a t  the end of this chapter in con- 
nection with peak period touch and go landing fees .  
llndividuals here means a l l  *on-club aircraft owners who do not op- 
erate aircraft for hire. Subsumed are companies and partnerships. 
,One way to collect  landing fees  a t  a general aviation airport is to 
employ observers, whose so le  function is to monitor operations, identi- 
fying each  aircraft a s  i t  lands and takes  off, and billers to trace the 
owners of the observed aircraft,  bill them for fees  owed, and assure  
collection. Much of the billing process can be automated, but a t  a cost .  
If done continuously, monitoring operations leads  to  substantial  labor 
costs:  most airports are  open seven days per week and 16 or 24 hours 
per day. Traffic volume or  fees  or both must he high i f  a net revenue is 
to result.  
The main problem with landing fees is that  the resources expended 
i n  collection are  dissipated to  no avail  i f  the objective in  levying the 
fees  can be achieved in some other, l e s s  costly manner.  So long a s  the 
objective. is only revenue generation, less cost ly  alternatives are cer- 
1 
tainly available,  namely, space  rental and fuel flowage fees; perhaps 
for this reason, these  are the items on which prices have historically 
been imposed. , 
Except a.s noted subsequently, i t  is assumed that space rental and 
flowage fees  are  the only administratively practicable priclng subjects .  
The final problem is how best  t o  generate the desired revenues by re- 
course t o  these  sources; that is, what should be the levels of the flow- 
age fee (s) and of space  rental charges.  
 he flowage fee is a kind of s a l e s  tax. Many airports impose sa l e s  
tax t j ~ p e  f e e s  on other goods sold a t  the airport, and charge a flowage fee 
on oi l  sold.  The o i l  charge can  be analyzed in roughly the same manner 
a s  the fuel flowage fee.  Most of the others are str ict ly revenue generat- 
ing devices akin to  percentage l ea ses  and will  not be treated in  this  study. 
In considering the alternatives,  two objectives are t o  be kept in 
mind. One is generation of the target revenue, The other is imposition 
of pricing incentives to  effect the f leet  adjustments toward STOL aircraft 
d iscussed in  Chapter V. The first objective may imply higher prices 
than currently are charged. So long a s  an  airport has  excess  capacity, 
meaning extra storage space  and adequately uncongested facil i t ies,  
price increases  should logically be arranged s o  that  no user whose pay- 
ments a t  l eas t  equal cos t s  directly traceable t o  him be priced off the 
system. There is nothing t o  be gained by driving him away. Conversely, 
i f  the airport is full such that there is a wait l i s t  of would-be owners (as 
i s  the c a s e  a t  many airports), then prices should logically be raised s o  
a s  t o  "clear the market. '' Only by using prices to  ration the available 
space  can  the airport management guarantee that the  patrons who are on 
hand are those who value the facility the most, 
Between these  two extremes, economic theory does not help much 
in prescribing prices.  Rather recourse is made t o  the club analogy. The 
members must agree on the amounts each wil l  pay. In a club, discus- 
s ions  of equity would probably predominate i n  the  bargaining. At the 
airport, the philosophy of the management will rule, but probably temp- 
ered by the pleas of users;  in effect, bargaining wil l  a l s o  take place. 
I t  is possible neither to  predict how cos t s  will be allocated among users 
nor rigorously to  prescribe how they should be allocated.  
I t  is possible,  in  a general way, to predict that  successful  efforts 
to  expand greatly the total  of payments made by users would have to  be 
1 by discriminatory rather than uniform prices.  In other words, pricing 
would be according t o  value of service.  Greater payments would be ex- 
tracted from those more willing and able  t o  pay them; some users would 
pay more than others for like services .  While discriminatory pricing 
smacks of unfairness, i t  is a scheme t o  which users  must agree i f  in- 
creased revenue is necessary to  justify keeping the facility open. Those 
paying more must realize that  their allocated share of total  cos t s  would 
be  even greater i f  those paying less were priced off the airport and made 
no contribution a t  a l l  to  meeting cos t s .  
Airport prices a re  mildly discriminatory already. Storage fees are  
often scaled upward with the weight of the aircraft.  The heavier aircraft 
(when new) a re  more expensive; hence,  they are associated with owners 
willing to  spend relatively more on flying. See Table VI-1 for a sample 
price schedule. Though some heavier aircraft are sufficiently bigger t o  
require, say ,  larger hangars, the schedule applies even where facil i t ies 
a re  identical  in dimensions and structure. Thus, the  price scheme seems 
not t o  be cost  based but t o  have discrimination a s  i t s  rationale. 
Table VI- 1 
Sample Aircraft Storaqe Schedules 
Aircraft Certificated Tie-Down Fee, Hangar Fee,  
Gross Weiqht (lbs .) Per Month Per Month 
' ~ i s c r i m i n a t o r ~  here bears i t s  economic sense  of discriminating 
among market segments. 
The fuel flowage fee,  though a uniform amount per gallon, is s i m -  
ilarly discriminatory. The airport col lects  more from an owner the more 
he flies his airplane and the more powerful h i s  airplane i s .  On both 
counts,  approximately, h i s  payments r ise  with the amount he  spends on 
flying, which is a crude measure of how valuable flying is to  him. 
The fuel flowage fee is more c losely discriminatory than are  fees 
linked directly to  aircraft weight. Since old heavy aircraft have depre- 
ciated in value to  wel l  below the values of many newer lightweight air- 
craft, aircraft weight is an unreliable indicator of an  owner's inclination 
to  spend for flying. However, neither is truly discriminatory, based on 
the results  of this study. Basically, the range in  aircraft values and 
that  in total  amount spent  on flying are both proportionately far greater 
than the spread in weight-based storage fees  and in  fuel consumed. 
Compare Tables VI-1 and VI-2. 
Table VI- 2 
Comparison of Airport Fees and Aircraft Utilization 
with Aircraft Value: Individual Owners 
M E A N S  
No. of Total Annual Storage Fuel Utilization 
Value Ranse Cases  Owner Costs  Fee Fee (hours/yearl 
Notes: a)  Based on survey results  a t  Airports (2) and (3). The 
survey is described in  Appendix I. 
b) Seven of the aircraft  in  the 0 - $5,000 value category 
were  not flown a t  a l l  in  1969; the total  cos t s ,  fuel fee ,  
and utilization means in this category are thus biased 
low. 
c) The three most expensive aircraft were a l l  twin engine 
and were stored a t  tie-down facil i t ies.  It is believed, 
that no hangars a t  the two airports big enough t o  hold 
them had space  for rent. It is a matter for conjecture 
whether the owners would have paid more to  hangar 
their aircraft had hangar space  been available. 
d) Corresponding data for club and FBO aircraft (both run- 
ning utilization and total  cost  means consistently and 
substantially higher than individual owners) are  included 
in Tables A-VII- 19 and A-VII- 20 of Appendix VII. 
I t  is probable that the owners of the more expensive aircraft could be 
charged substantially more than a t  present before being priced away from 
the airport. One way to  approximate charges aimed a t  achieving value 
of service pricing would be to  base  fees  on the market value of the air- 
craft rather than on i t s  weight. 1 
The choice between storage fees  and fuel  fees a s  a source of rev- 
enue is arbitrary, but the nod would probably go to the former, for two 
principal reasons: 
1) A fuel fee tends t o  dissuade patrons from flying and there is no 
reason to  do  s o ,  particularly i f  the runway system is under- 
utilized. The result  would be reduction in the va.lue of the 
services  provided by the  airport. If runway system congestion 
builds up, then landing fees  or other devices can  be used to  at-  
tack the problem a s  is discussed subsequently. Furthermore, a 
'1n California, a 1-1/2% property tax is levied on aircraft, based on 
Bluebook values,  already. This is not an airport user  fee; however, it 
confirms the feasibil i ty of Bluebook-based charges.  
fuel fee penalizes the higher powered aircraft such a s  the  STOL 
aircraft that  a sensible  management policy would encourage. 
2) The storage fee  can  more readily be modified to  reflect policies 
of the airport management, such a s  encouragement of STOL air- 
craft. I t  is highly visible,  in contrast t o  the fuel  fee which is 
buried i n  the  pump price. 
If storage fees  were used to  recover cos t s ,  and i f  airport services  
were s o  valuable a s  t o  make discriminatory pricing unnecessary, the 
elements of the storage fee  might be a s  follows: 
1) The physical  cos t s  of the storage facility, including interest  on 
capital  invested i n  improvements and depreciation, both a t  re- 
placement cos t ,  plus maintenance and uti l i t ies,  both of the 
facility itself and a share of accessways.  
2) An imputed rent on space  consumed in  the storage facil i ty and 
the accessway share.  This rent would be the average for the 
airport, modified upward or downward to  reflect the locational 
advantage of one storage space relative t o  others on the airport 
i f  such advantages were significant. Locational advantage for 
aircraft storage might be  relative proximity t o  fueling areas  and 
to  other functions of the airport. Locational advantage should 
a l so  be reflected in FBO and other tenent business l ea se  rates. 
3) A share of the common areas and facil i t ies such a s  landing ar- 
ea s ,  uti l i t ies,  parking aprons, and administrative services  not 
covered by other charges. In a non-discriminatory pricing 
scheme, these  shares  could be uniform, based on averaging 
cos ts  over a l l  based aircraft.  The share of common area cos t s  
would logically be applied to  aircraft based on FBO leaseholds 
a s  well  a s  to  those a t  storage facil i t ies managed directly by 
the airport owning agency. 
4) Modifications upward and downward to  reflect the runway re- 
quirements of the aircraft. As implied i n  Chapter V, the airport 
management would se lec t  (compute) the desired runway length 
and then modify rates charged a l l  based aircraft s o  a s  to make 
owners indifferent between owning an aircraft of that design 
runway length and the one actually operated. 
1 
For transient aircraft aprons, charges could be similarly computed, 
only scaled upward to  reflect the lower average occupancy of transient 
storage. That is, s ince these  facil i t ies are  often only partly filled, 
those that do  occupy them must pay guest  fees  sufficient t o  recoup the 
cos t s  of making transient facil i t ies available a t  al l .  At a given airport, 
i t  be determined that guest  aircraft are  not t o  be charged for com- 
mon areas ,  but i t  is logical  that ,  over the course of a year, a t  l eas t  
those cos t s  directly incurred on behalf of transient aircraft be recouped 
from them. These cos t s  are  the space  rental (based, say ,  on the aver- 
age value of airport land), the cos t s  of the transient storage facil i t ies 
themselves, and administrative cos t s  traceable to  the transients.  
'TO fix these charges in practice, a schedule of charges versus air- 
craft type will be required. To generate i t ,  assumptions regarding utili- 
zation will  have to  be  made to  take account of aircraft variable cost .  
Selection of a higher than average utilization will  make the incentive to  
adopt short runway aircraft effective t o  most operators of long runway 
aircraft. 
While landing fees a re  generally rejected a s  a revenue source a t  
general aviation airports because of high collection cos t s ,  there are in- 
s tances  where they might be used,  namely during the congestion peaks 
that were discussed in Chapter IV. Basically, three situations arise: 
1) Queue jumping fees  that  would be agreed to  by the pilot in h i s  
. . , 
conversation with the a i r  traffic controller and for which he 
would subsequently be billed by administrative personnel mon- 
itoring the tower talk, 
2) Landing fee imposition on a l l  aircraft by monitoring and subse- 
quent billing i f  congestion peaks ever become regular enough 
that a time schedule of fees  can be laid on and, 
3) Fees on touch and go  landings imposed on flight schools during 
periods of congestion, with the flight schools themselves ef- 
fecting collection voluntarily. 
As discussed in Chapter IV, the sett ing of the charge levels for con- 
gestion cost  fees  must be done empirically. Lacking the input data 
needed rigorously to  compute fare levels ,  the practitioner must use  h i s  
judgment t o  determine when the price is right. He will experiment t o  
see how high queue jumping fees must be s o  that the  formation of a sec-  
ondary queue made up of queue jumpers does not convert the process into 
a n  operational nightmare. If peaks are  regular, he  will find the price 
that ,  on the average, results  in  reasonably acceptable delay levels .  He 
wil l  s e t  fees  that  discourage most but not quite a l l  touch and go prac- 
t ice  during congestion peaks.  Implementation is straightforward for 
queue jumping fees  and conventional peak load tolls  but is elaborated 
below for the touch and go  fees .  
As stated i n  Chapter IV, collection problems for touch and go fees  
during periods of congestion could probably be solved by a system of 
voluntary payments. The reason voluntary payments are proposed is that 
nearly a l l  landing practice is done by a relatively few aircraft in  the FBO 
flight schools.  FBO's a t  most airports are  regulated in  some measure by 
the airport management, via l ea se  contracts i f  nothing more. Agreements 
between FBO's and management providing for the provision of notifica- 
tion of when fees were to  be imposed and for the monitoring by FBO's of 
their own operations can readily be imagined. 
In conclusion, price sett ing a t  an airport must be done by those on 
the scene.  A central  agency can only provide policy guidelines. The 
local  agency must measure the cos t s  that user  revenues are  to meet, in 
accordance with policy guidelines. I t  may be that uniform prices t o  a l l  
users for identical services  wil l  fa i l  t o  generate the target revenue; man- 
agement would, in  such a c a s e ,  have to experiment t o  see which users  
would pay more than others for, basically,  the same services .  One ap- 
proach suggested is to  s c a l e  prices according to  the value of the aircraft. 
CHAPTER VII 
Conclusion: Prices and Technolosy 
The research reported has  largely been focussed on pricing a s  a tool 
to  influence the efficiency of airport operation. One branch of the effort 
was to  apply the concepts of congestion cost  pricing to  the special  c a s e  
of general aviation airport runways. Adoption of such prices would make 
possible the basing of substantially more aircraft a t  a given airport than 
has  typically been the c a s e  in  the past .  The increased patronage would 
lead to  more business for FBO's a t  the airport, t o  a larger number of users 
over whom to spread airport fixed cos t s ,  and to  diminished need for air- 
port capacity expansion. 
The other branch deal t  with airport and aircraft technology and has  
wider implications. Economic analysis  leads  to  the recommendation that 
airport management policy take into account the value of airport real  es- 
tate; that is, responsible officials should expand the scope of their at-  
tention to include long run considerations of land use .  In urban a reas ,  
external forces may compel them to  do s o  in  any event. The competition 
for urban space  that  pushes  land values upward will  insure, sooner or 
later,  that a l l  available land be used intensively. Long runways and low 
density aircraft parking do  not f i t  the  intensive use  mold. Technology, 
in the form of V/STOL aircraft,  c an  relieve the external pressures by 
shrinking the runway space  requirements. 
The pricing problem ar i ses  because no substantial  market for V/STOL 
general aviation aircraft wi l l  materialize so long a s  communities provide 
long runway airports with no discrimination in charges according to  the 
length of runway a user  requires. Failing exis tence of such a market, 
quantity production of V/STOL aircraft will  never be launched and they 
will  never amount t o  more than a tiny fraction of the general aviation 
fleet .  If most of the fleet requires long runways then the users will ap- 
ply pressures on the communities t o  provide them. There are  conse- 
quences for the network of general aviation airports and a l s o  for govern- 
ment policy regarding aeronautical research expenditures. 
In regard to  general aviation airports, i t  will  remain economically 
unattractive t o  construct new, short runway airports in  either urban or 
rugged rural locations s o  long a s  the number of aircraft in service cap- 
able  of using these  facil i t ies remains small. Furthermore, a s  shown in 
Chapter V, increasingly greater resource was te  wil l  occur in urban ar- 
e a s  where the long runways consume precious land that  could be used 
for other purposes. In addition, s ince  V/STOL aircraft can effect s teeper  
climb outs and approaches and shorter radius in-flight turns than conven- 
tional aircraft, a n  opportunity t o  diminish the area around airports ad- 
versely affected by noise and hazard wil l  be lost .  
In regard to  aeronautical research,  i t  follows that resource expendi- 
tures on research and development of low-speed flight and other needs 
of V/STOL aircraft wi l l  never bear fruit s o  long a s  conditions in the mar- 
ketplace are such that  the findings will not be implemented. In evaluat- 
ing research and development, i t  is insufficient t o  demonstrate potential 
benefits of technological advances; i t  is necessary to  demonstrate a high 
probability that  these benefits will  materialize. 
There is no question that economic benefits could result  from V/STOL 
research in  general aviation type aircraft.  Since current airport pricing 
policies effectively prevent the  realization of these benefits, a strong 
argument for policy change ex is t s .  If pricing patterns are not changed, 
and with them the aircraft market conditions, then resources expended 
on associated V/STOL research, in both the private and public sectors ,  
may be wasted.  Strategies such a s  those proposed herein, penalizing 
long and rewarding short runway aircraft,  would lead airport users to  ad- 
just their inventories. In the long run, airport layouts could be modified 
accordingly and the feasible economic benefits realized. 
APPENDIX I 
The Questionnaire: How I t  Was Coded and Lessons Learned 
"Dear Sir, 
I am not answering your questionnarie because 
I am s ick  and tired of being discected,  refer- 
enced, digitized, and cataloged - 
Yours, 
-------- ------------- 
So much for the non-respondents. Their sentiments in large meas- 
ure are accurately reflected i n  this note that  one was kind enough to  re- 
turn. The questionnaire to  which he  made reference had been sen t  out 
in a survey to  gather information about aviation activity. This informa- 
tion provided the bas i s  for computing the cos t s  developed in Chapter V. 
I t  a l so  served to  illuminate some aspec ts  of general aviation flying. 
The survey, the questionnaire, and the processing of the results  are  de- 
scribed in  this Appendix. 
About 740 questionnaires were mailed to  aircraft owners. Of these,  
340 replied, for an overall response rate of about 45%. Some responses 
were not usable,  reducing the effective response rate t o  about 42%, s t i l l  
quite satisfactory in comparison with many surveys. 
l ~ h e  term "about" reflects the facts  that  certain questionnaires were 
given to others to  be forwarded to  potential respondents and others were 
sent  to  respondents with more than one airplane, in  which c a s e  more than 
one response per respondent would be received. 
The questionnaire is reproduced in  Exhibit A-1-1. I t  was  mailed to  
owners of aircraft based at: 
1) One publicly owned airport serving scheduled a i r  carrier, busi- 
ness  jet aircraft,  and 500 based general aviation aircraft from 
one long 9,000 x 150 ft .  runway, a shorter 4,400 x 150 ft .  one, 
and a 3,000 x 40 ft.  s tr ip for light aircraft.  
1 
2) One publicly owned Basic Utility Stage I1 airport serving about 
400 based aircraft from a single 3,100 x 75 ft .  lighted runway. 
1 3) One publicly owned Basic Utility Stage I1 airport serving about 
300 based aircraft from a single 2,500 x 75 ft .  lighted runway. 
4) One privately owned (on leased property) airport with a 3,500 x 
30 ft. runway and 25 - 30 based aircraft. 
These airports were selected because of their geographical conven- 
ience to  the author. Since the primary objective of the survey was  to  
develop input data for the analysis  reported in  Chapter V, i t  was  not 
necessary that they be selected randomly from a l l  airports. Since they 
were not randomly se lec ted ,  caution should be exercised in citing activ- 
i ty  s ta t i s t i cs  published in  this  report; nonetheless, there is l i t t le reason 
to suppose that these  s ta t i s t i cs  exhibit any peculiar bias  unless some 
ex is t s  a s  a result of the weather in the survey area which is far better 
for year round flying than is the c a s e  in most other parts of the country. 
'FAA classifications.  Basic utility Stage I1 airports accommodate 
about 95% of a l l  propeller aircraft with gross weights under 12,500 lbs .  
See Utility Airports - Air Access to  National Transportation, FAA, AC 
150/5300-4~, 1968, Chapter 2.  
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Response Number 
EXHIBIT A-I- 1 (p. 1 of 2) 
S t a n f o r d  - NASA - E. R. 
GENERAL AVIATION SURVEY S p r i n g ,  1970 
A i r p o r t  wliere A i r c r a f t  i s  based: 
Makc and Model of A i r c r a f t  -- 
Ycnr of m a n ~ €  ac ture  
Estimntcd c u r r e n t  v a l u e  of a l l  a v i o n i c s  
equipment i n s t a l l e d  5- - - - - -  -- 
Monthly ~ i e d o w n / s h e l t e r / h a n g a r  f e e  
P l e a s e  i n d i c a t e  (x)  t h e  b u s i n e s s  o r  i n d u s t r y  i n  which t h e  a i r c r a f t  owner is  
p r i m a r i l y  engaged. 
- 
R e t a i l  Trade 
- Wholesale Trade  
- Manufacturing 
- 









Other ,  p l e a s e  s p e c i f y  - 
IMPORTANT - ALL THE REMAINING QUESTIONS ON THIS FORM REFER TO ACTIVITIES WHICH 
OCCURRED DURING 1969. YOUR ANSWERS SHOULD APPLY ONLY TO THAT PORTION OF THE 
YEAR WHEN THE AIRCRAFT WAS REGISTERED BY YOU AND BASED AT THE ABOVE AIRPORT. 
This  a i r c r a f t  was based a t  t h e  above a i r p o r t  months d u r i n g  1969. 
P l e a s e  estimate t h e  number of t a k e o f f s  from t h e  b a s e  a i r p o r t  t h a t  were  made f o r  
each of t h e  f o l l o w i n g  a c t i v i t i e s .  
- 
Local  F l i g h t  (bo th  t a k e o f f  and l a n d i n g  a t  b a s e  a i r p o r t )  
- 
Touch and Go ( p r a c t i c e  t a k e o f f s )  
- F l i g h t  t o  Another A i r p o r t  
- 
T o t a l  
Approximately how many h o u r s  were logged on t h i s  a i r c r a f t  d u r i n g  1969,  w h i l e  i t  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  was based a t  t h e  above a i r p o r t ?  h r s .  
Approximately what p e r c e n t  of t h e s e  h o u r s  were logged d u r i n g  weekends and 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  h o l i d a y s ?  % 
P l e a s e  i n d i c a t e  t h e  p e r c e n t  of t h e  t o t a l  hours  logged f o r  each of t h e  f o l l o w i n g  
purposes  : 
% I n s t r u c t i o n a l  
% A i r  Tax i  o r  C h a r t e r  S e r v i c e  
% A v i a t i o n  S e r v i c e  ( c r o p  c o n t r o l ,  photography, e t c . )  
% Lease 
% Company Bus iness  (no t  f o r  h i r e )  
% I n d i v i d u a l  Bus iness  ( n o t  f o r  h i r e )  
% P e r s o n a l  and P l e a s u r e :  under  100 mile r a d i u s  
Z P e r s o n a l  and P l e a s u r e :  o v e r  100 m i l e  r a d i u s  
% Other  
100% (Should t o t a l  100%) 
===== 
More q u e s t i o n s  o v e r l e a f  - P l e a s e  t u r n  over!  
EXHIBIT A-I- 1 (p. 2 of 2) 
1 2 .  I f  i n s t r u c t i o n  f l y i n g  w a s  i n d i c a t e d ,  how many i n d i v i d u a l  s t uden t s  were 
served by t h i s  a i r c r a f t ?  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
13. I f  f l y i n g  hours were i n d i c a t e d  f o r  bus iness  purposes (not  f o r  h i r e )  o r  f o r  
long pe r sona l  t r i p s ,  why were General Avia t ion  a i r c r a f t  r a t h e r  than Commercial 
A i r c r a f t  used? P l ea se  s co re  each i tem on a  s c a l e  from 0 t o  5 ,  where 5 means 
"extremely important" and zero means "not important  a t  a l l . "  
Lack of commercial f l i g h t s  t o  des i r ed  d e s t i n a t i o n s  
- Convenience t o  base a i r p o r t  
 Cost cons ide ra t i ons  
- F l e x i b i l i t y  i n  schedul ing  t r i p s  
Other ,  p l ea se  s p e c i f y  
14. I n  going t o  t h e  base a i r p o r t ,  what was t h e  major u s e r ' s  most f requent  depa r tu re  
po in t ?  The major u se r  i s  the  person who causes  most of t h e  f l i g h t s  -- e.g. ,  
t he  owner lp i l o t  of t h e  a i r c r a f t  who f l i e s  f o r  persona l  reasons ,  t h e  bus iness  
execut ive  who uses  an a i r p l a n e  f o r  company bus iness  but h i r e s  a  p i l o t  t o  
f l y  i t ,  e t c .  
Residence P l ace  of Work 
15. The l o c a t i o n  of t h e  major u s e r ' s  most f requent  depa r tu re  is i d e n t i f i e d  by what 
z i p  code? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
16. P lease  estimate t h e  number of t r i p s  t o  t h e  base  a i r p o r t  from t h e  depa r tu re  
po in t  made by t h e  major u s e r  i n  1969. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I 
17. What is t h e  primary occupat ion of t h e  major u s e r  of t h e  a i r c r a f t ?  (person 
descr ibed  i n  I t e m  14) .  
P r o f e s s i o n a l  Aviator  
P r o f e s s i o n a l  t e c h n i c a l  
Manager, execut ive  
S e c r e t a r i a l ,  c l e r i c a l  
- Mechanic, craf tsman 




Housewife, s t u d e n t ,  r e t i r e d  
Other ,  p l ea se  s p e c i f y  
18.' What was t h e  primary reason  t h a t  t h i s  a i r p o r t  was s e l e c t e d  as a  base r a t h e r  than  
o t h e r s ?  P l e a s e  s c o r e  each i t e m  on a  s c a l e  from 0 t o  5, where 5 means 
"extremely important" and ze ro  means."not important  a t  a l l . "  
Cost cons ide ra t i ons  Convenience t o  r e s idence  
- 
S a f e t y  cons ide ra t i on  Convenience t o  p l a c e  of work 
 
Serv i ce s  a v a i l a b l e  a t  . -  Other ,  p l ea se  s p e c i f y  
a i r p o r t  
- 
F a c i l i t i e s  a v a i l a b l e  a t  
a i r p o r t  
Thank you f o r  your cooperat ion!  
The questionnaires were enclosed with monthly billings t o  a l l  owners 
who were tenants of the airport management a t  Airport No. 1, the a i r  car- 
rier airport. At Airports No. 2 and No. 3 ,  address l i s t s  of airport tenants 
were obtained and the questionnaire s en t  out a s  a separate mailing. The 
response in these  c a s e s  was  appreciably lower than a t  Airport No. 1, 
where they anjoyed more of an  aura of official approval, 40% a s  compared 
with 5 2 % -  The questionnaires were given to  an officer of the club manag- 
ing Airport No. 4 who agreed to  mail them out with the billings. Response 
rate here was  30 - 35%, gratifyingly high from a group of owners who had 
by choice shunned the publicly owned airports and had l i t t le motivation to 
cooperate in a study s o  dimly related t o  their benefit. A cover let ter  (EX- 
hibit A-1-2) and a stamped and addressed return envelope were enclosed 
with each questionnaire. 
Though only about 740 questionnaires were mailed, there were some 
1,200 aircraft based a t  the  airports during 1969, About 15 - 20% of these,  
o r  180 - 240 were in FBO f leets  (flight schools ,  e tc . )  leaving something 
over 200 unaccounted for. A number of FBO's rent storage space,  either 
hangars or tie-downs; such FBO tenants were not contacted. These air- 
craft included those in inventory awaiting s a l e  (new and used); newly 
sold aircraft (new and used) whose buyers had not yet made other stor- 
age arrangements; and aircraft awaiting shop service or repairs. In other 
words, non-fleet aircraft based on FBO leaseholds were usually transient, 
unlikely t o  remain their longer than a few months. 
Of the remaining unaccounted for aircraft, i t  is believed that the ma- 
jority involve multiple-ownership by either individuals, firms, or clubs; 
EXHIBIT A-I- 2 
Survey Cover Letter 
EDUCATION h E s E A R ~ H ,  I N c .  
A N O N - P R O F I T  C O R P O R A T I O N  
2831 Seventh Street 
Berkeley, California 94710 
Telephone (415) 848-5527 
A p r i l  30, 1970 
Dear A i r c r a f t  Owner: 
>- 
Education Resea rch  Inc. i s  undertaking a study of the economics of 
genera l  aviation a i rpor t s .  The study is being performed with pa r t i -  
cipation f r o m  the Stanford Universi ty Graduate  School of Business  
under cont rac t  NAS2-5737 to the National Aeronaut ics  and Space 
Administrat ion.  A majo r  objective i s  to furnish guidance to NASA 
in  future aeronaut ical  r e s e a r c h  re la ted  to genera l  aviation. 
We a r e  conducting a survey of all owners  of a i r c r a f t  based  in  Santa 
C l a r a  County to l e a r n  m o r e  about the nature  of their  flying activity. 
Our data  will  be  available to the responsible  a i r p o r t  managements  
and may  a s s i s t  them in establishing pol ic ies  regarding facil i t ies and 
se rv ices .  As  t he re  a r e  only about 1000 a i r c r a f t  owners  in  the region, 
each individual response i s  important.  Your cooperation i n  completing 
the enclosed form,  and returning i t  i n  the envelope provided, will  be  
great ly  appreciated.  We should l ike to  have the completed f o r m  re turned  
within two weeks. 
Al l  of the information furnished will  be  t rea ted  a s  confidential; responses  
will  be numerically coded s o  a s  to maintain respondents '  anonymity. 
We rea l ize  that  i t  m a y  be difficult to answer  some  of the questions on , 
the survey fo rm;  none the l e s s ,  it is important  that  information be 
supplied a s  completely and accura te ly  a s  possible. P l ea se  furnish 
your  "best  es t imate"  f igures  for  e n t r i e s  where  r eco rds  a r e  not available. 
If you have any questions concerning the survey,  o r  our study, please  
send them in  the enclosed envelope. 
Sincerely  yours ,  
Rober t  R. P iper  
Pr inc ipa l  Investigator 
Enc losure  
one questionnaire sen t  t o  each such owner would be inadequate for his  
f leet .  Some instances of this nature were discovered and subsequently 
corrected (by furnishing additional questionnaires). 
Non-fleet aircraft based with FBOis were generally omitted from the 
survey. Information on the FBO f leets  was obtained by interview with 
13 of the 16 FBO's operating flight schools a t  the airports. Fleet con- 
s i s t s  of the remaining three were obtained by other means. The utiliza- 
tion of the aircraft in these  three fleets was estimated by observation of 
their operations in comparison with those of f leets on which data were 
obtained. Some of the FBOis who were aircraft dealers or who operated 
repair stat ions but who did not engage in rentals,  charter flying, or 
flight schooling were a l s o  interviewed. In addition to  three of the 16 
flight school operators, one a i r  taxi  operator refused to  be interviewed. 
The questions on the questionnaire are discussed in  turn below. 
The objective i s  s ta ted,  comments on i t s  validity i n  hindsight are pre- 
sented,  and the associated coding is described, For purposes of this  
study, coding was  laid out s o  a s  to fi t  a l l  needed input data on one 80- 
column card. 
Initial card coding was  four digits for the  questionnaire number. 
This proved invaluable in tracing coding errors or other corrections that 
became necessary.  Two respondents were sophisitcated enough t o  guar- 
antee the anonymity promised in  the cover letter, one by tearing the res- 
ponse number off and the other by altering i t .  The questionnaire number 
was  coding variable V- 1, columns 1-4. 
Question Number 1, 
the "base airport," was  coding variable V-2, column 5. Digits 1-4 
denoted the four airports. 
Question Number 2, 
"Make and model of aircraft,  " and 
Question Number 3,  
"year of manufacture, " yielded several  coding variables, a s  follows: 
V-3, columns 6-7. Last two digits of year of manufacture, indicat- 
ing the aircraft age .  
V-4, column 8, number of s e a t s  on the aircraft,  with 0 indicating 
10 or more sea t s .  The number of s ea t s  is a useful proxy for the aircraft 
payload. The pilot seat(s)  is (are) included. For those rare aircraft that 
double a s  cargo carriers,  an  equivalent number of s ea t s  was assigned. 
V-5, column 9, number and type of powerplant(s), was  coded a s  
follows : 
Number and type of powerplant Code 
1 piston engine 
2 piston engines 
3 piston engines 
4 piston engines 
1 turboprop engine 
2 turboprop engines 
2 jet or fan engines 
3 jet or  fan engines 
4 jet or fan engines 
In the survey, the vas t  majority of the aircraft were single or twin 
engine piston varieties.  There were a small number of twin turboprop 
aircraft; few single engine turboprop general aviation aircraft exis t .  
There were two corporate jet aircraft based a t  the a i r  carrier airport. 
V-6, columns 10-12, was the rated horsepower per powerplant. 
Code 999 was  used to  indicate engines of 999 horsepower or more, a 
situation which arose only with a couple of World War I1 P-51 fighter 
planes maintained a t  the a i r  carrier airport. In the c a s e  of turboprops, 
equivalent horsepower would be used,  and for jets the rated thrust in 
hundreds of pounds. Were the study to  be repeated, a two-digit engine 
make and model identification number would be coded instead of horse- 
power. Then both horsepower and hourly overhaul cos t s  for each engine 
code could have been programmed separately,  thus making possible con- 
siderable refinement of the cost  computations of Appendix 111. 
V-7, columns 13-16, w a s  the aircraft retail market value a s  of July 
1969, expressed in  hundreds of dollars. The source of these data was 
the ADSA Aircraft Bluebook that is discussed i n  Appendix IV. For some 
old aircraft not included i n  the Bluebook, values were estimated by ev- 
aluation with comparables. In a few c a s e s  appraisal  values established 
by the County tax  officials were used.  As stated i n  Appendix IV, aircraft 
appraisal  is a chancy business  a t  best: the market is spread thin and 
nationwide; furthermore, each individual aircraft has  i t s  own mainten- 
ance history, time remaining before overhaul, and optional accessor ies .  
Prices fluctuate seasonal ly  and with regional and national economic con- 
ditions. Despite these vagueries, the Bluebook values are  the best  guide 
to  market value available and are probably within 20 per cent  of market 
value for a l l  but exceptionally good or poor condition aircraft. 
V-8, columns 17-18, was  the maximum rated airspeed in  tens of 
miles per hour. Maximum rated airspeed is for level  flight a t  design 
gross weight a t  s e a  level,  standard atmospheric conditions. 
V-9, columns 19-21, was the required runway length, in tens  of fee t .  
Runway length a s  here defined is the longer of the dis tance to  take off 
from a standing s tar t  and reach 50 feet  of al t i tude or the dis tance to  land 
and roll to  a complete stop from an  altitude of 50 feet  a t  design gross 
weight and s e a  level ,  standard conditions. There is no legal  (FAA) or in- 
dustry standard by which these  numbers a re  defined. The numbers are  
usually published in  the owner's manual that accompanies each new air- 
plane. They are generated during flights by company tes t  pilots on dry, 
paved runways. Some airplanes are cri t ical  on take off, not landing; the 
margin of airspeed a t  the 50 foot height is considerably more important 
in determining landing (or take off) dis tance than how hard the pilot 
s tands on his  brakes or manipulates h i s  f laps ,  e t c .  
One manufacturer stated that  take off dis tances  were established 
employing climb speeds that would enable a pilot t o  establish a safe  
glide in  the event of sudden powerplant failure (for single engine aircraft); 
for twin engine aircraft a n  additional criterion is maintenance of direc- 
tional control following single engine failure. This implies an  airspeed 
of 1.15 - 1.25 times the power-off s t a l l  speed,  depending on how abrupt 
the airplane stalling characterist ics are .  On landing, a power-off glide 
a t  1 .25  - 1.35 times power-off stall ing speed is used,  with the criterion 
being ability t o  execute a landing flare "without special  skil l .  " When 
installed (as they a re  on most modern aircraft), flaps are sometimes used 
during take off and climb out; they are always used during a "short field" 
approach glide but "dumped" to  a s s i s t  braking during the roll out. 
99 
Techniques used by other manufacturers are believed similar. It 
should be noted that the dis tances  do not imply sa fe  operations over a 
50 foot obstacle,  s ince some margin of clearance over the obstacle is 
normally desired. Both landing and take off performance deteriorate with 
unfavorable atmospheric conditions, primarily temperature and baromet- 
r ic pressure, the la t ter  usually associated with alt i tude above s e a  level. 
Wet or icy runways clearly lengthen the landing run and an unpaved run- 
way will  lengthen the take off run and influence the landing run, prob- 
ably lengthening i t  on the average. Since flight t e s t s  are  scarcely ever 
performed a t  s e a  level,  standard conditions, flight t e s t  results  are  cor- 
rected to  these conditions using semi-empirical techniques developed 
and refined by each manufacturer. 
A variety of sources were used to  es tabl ish V-4 through V-9. The 
ADSA Aircraft Bluebook provides numbers in  most c a s e s .  Toward the end 
of the coding process i t  was  discovered that some ADSA performance fig- 
ures were a t  variance with published manufacturers' numbers. This was  
particularly true with landing and take off dis tances  which were often 
l isted shorter than field lengths specified by manufacturers. In a number 
of c a s e s  cross  checks were made with figures published in  the annual 
"Forecast and Inventory" i s sue  of the McGraw Hill weekly, Aviation Week 
and Space Technoloqy, whose numbers were more often accurate though 
a l so  not entirely reliable, For older aircraft,  recourse was  taken to  back 
i s sues  of Jane's  Al l  The World's Aircraft. In some instances ,  landing or  
take off roll only were given; a t  l eas t ,  the dis tances  were remarkably 
short, given the airplane wing loading and power loading, the primary 
determinants of landing and take off performance. In these c a s e s ,  run- 
way requirements were estimated by reference t o  similar aircraft (general 
layout, wing loading, and power loading) whose performance w a s  known. 
A few aircraft had variable seating capacity,  such a s  6 - 7 or 2 - 4 ,  
depending on whether or not bench or jump s e a t s  for the additional pas- 
sengers were installed.  In  such c a s e s ,  where the airplane was  a famil- 
iar  one, judgment was  used i n  assigning a high or low number of s ea t s .  
In other ca ses ,  the middle of the range w a s  used. 
Question Number 4 ,  
"estimated current value of a l l  avionics equipment installed,  " proved 
to  be a poor one. The objective had been to  es tabl ish a realist ic total  
value of the aircraft a s  equipped. I t  was init ial ly assumed that Bluebook 
values were for the airframe without optional extras; hence, the value of 
major extras would have to be added. As i t  turned out, except for cur- 
rent year models (see Appendix IV), the Bluebook l i s t s  aircraft with "aver- 
age" avionics installed.  Thus the original objective of the question 
was  vitiated by the nature of the reference source,  except for current 
year (1969) aircraft. In addition, the  concept of "estimated current value" 
is vague. List  value, purchase price under l i s t ,  value installed (gener- 
al ly considered 50 per cent  of l ist)  and some lower figures were a l l  pos- 
s ible  interpretations. There is no way of knowing which interpretation 
respondents used,  except in  the c a s e  of a few FBO's interviewed who 
specified list prices.  Were the questionnaire repeated, the question 
would be bes t  restricted t o  new aircraft and new value of avionics. I t  is 
noted that some owners have spent more on their avionics equipment than 
the value of the airframe. The coding variable was V- 10, columns 22-24, 
presenting value of avionics in hundreds of dollars.  
Question Number 5, 
"Monthly tie-down, shelter,  or  hangar fee,  " was  intended to  reflect 
the owner's payment to  the airport management. It yielded straightfor- 
ward responses from owners who were direct airport tenants for aircraft 
storage only. For FBO's who leased  plots of land and erected buildings 
or hangars or tie-downs or some combination of these ,  the question was 
of no use .  Similarly, it would have been of l i t t le help in  fixing user pay- 
ments t o  the airport of FBO sublessees  had sublessees  been included i n  
the survey. At the a i r  carrier airport, a "use fee" was imposed on FBO 
f leet  aircraft,  those used for flight school,  rental, or charter. (None 
was  imposed on aircraft held for sale . )  For these aircraft,  the u se  fee 
was  inserted a s  the answer t o  question 5. Otherwise, for aircraft based 
with FBO's, the answer, zero, was  inserted. The coding variable was 
V- 11, columns 25-26, i n  dollars per month. 
Question Number 6 ,  
regarding the "business o r  industry i n  which the aircraft owner is 
primarily engaged, " proved not t o  have been s o  suitable a s  hoped. 
Clubs were omitted from the l i s t  and constituted a major owner category. 
Fortunately, many clubs were identified a s  such under the "other" cate- 
gory. Also omitted were law, and medicine or dentistry, categories a l so  
picked up frequently under "other. " The objective of the question was  to  
develop something of an  owner profile for comparison with regional and 
national profiles that have been compiled from other surveys. Since the 
market area  of the survey included residences of many airline personnel 
associated with two major a i r  carrier airports and a nes t  of electronics 
and research and development firms, i t  is expected that these  f ie lds  (the 
former reflected in "other" responses) are unusually prominent in the 
survey results .  In some c a s e s ,  responses t o  question 17, which was  
not coded a t  a l l ,  were used to  ;clarify the answer t o  question 6; the a s -  
sumption then was  made that  the "owner" and the "major user" were one 
and the same. The coding variable was V-13, columns 28-29. In these 
columns, 30 two digit codes were defined. Eleven were for clubs,  de- 
fined to  include partnerships of three or more. Two were for FBO's, one 
with and the other without a flight school, and 17 for different individual 
or  corporate owners categories. " 99" signified no response.  
Question Number 7, 
I 
"the number of months during which the aircraft was based a t  the 
airport during 1969, " w a s  reasonably straightfoward.  Since the survey 
was  made in  May 1970, some addressees  had not based aircraft in 1969 
and some 1969 owners were not reached a t  a l l ,  having moved on or quit 
general aviation entirely, There is no conveneint way to  avoid this prob- 
lem of peripatetic airplane owners in  a survey. In computing airport ac- 
tivity and cos t s  (questions 8, 9, and to  a lesser extent 1 0  and 11) air- 
craft based less than the entire year were treated a s  though the monthly 
activity during their s tay  had been maintained a l l  year. For example, an  
aircraft based two months and logging 20 hours was assumed to have log- 
ged 120 hours during the year. This device was resorted to  in  order to  
counter-balance aircraft that had departed during the year. Conceptually, 
t h e se  were assumed replaced by those  arriving l a t e  i n  the  year  (hence, 
still present  in  1970). The assumption of constant  year round activi ty 
is reasonable i n  the geographic area  of the  survey,  where s ea sona l  fluc- 
tuations in flying weather  a r e  not severe .  Daylight hours a r e  fewer to- 
ward the end of the  calendar  year and winter rain st.orms pose  problems 
but otherwise condit ions a r e  uniformly good. The coding variable w a s  
V- 12, column 27, and the  coding w a s  as follows: 
Number of months based  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12  
Code 0 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6  7 8 9 
In computations of ac t iv i ty ,  code  0 w a s  treated as two months. 
Question Number 8, 
"the number of t ake  offs'' of different types ,  was  a n  effort t o  meas- 
ure runway u s e  by different owners.  A smal l  number of respondents went 
through their  pilot logbooks and actual ly  counted flights but such  dili- 
gence is hardly t o  be  expected during a survey! The simple fac t  is that  
remembering the  number of t ake  offs made i n  a year  is very difficult.  An 
individual who f l i e s  very little c a n  es t imate  fairly c lose ly  but a club 
respondent h a s  only  a h a z y  notion of the  act iv i ty  of the  other members. 
In brief,  there seems  no w a y  of judging whether responses  were  distri- 
buted in  some normal manner about the  ac tua l  numbers of take  offs ,  bi- 
a s e d  upward, o r  b iased downward. 
During the  FBO interviews,  rules of thumb were developed whereby 
it w a s  poss ible  to  es t imate  the  numbers of t ake  offs by analyzing the  
u se  of the aircraft  and t he  to ta l  hours flown. FBO's knew the  to ta l  flight 
hours logged per  a i rp lane and the  approximate portions of these  devoted 
to instruction, t o  rental, and to  charter. Instructional hours1 could be 
broken down, according to  the level  of instruction offered (to a Private 
Pilot or a Commercial Pilot Certificate) and accordingly subdivided into 
three categories: 1) airwork, 2) practice take offs and landings, and 3) 
cross country flying. Airwork flights averaged one hour in duration, or, 
one take off per hour. For take off and landing practice, estimates 
ranged. from s ix  per hour for full stop landings to  15 for one optimistic 
notion of four minutes per touch and go circuit.  The average was  about 
8 - 10 take offs per hour. The average flight duration in cross  country 
practice was  2-1/2 hours, leading to  one take off (from the base  airport) 
in  that period. The proportions of training hours, both dual -- with a n  
instructor on board -- and solo,  devoted to  these categories differed 
greatly among flight schools.  A typical  school qualifying a neophyte for 
a private l icense in  50 hours would have him spend 23 hours on a i r  work, 
12 on cross  country, and 15 on practice take offs and landings, a l l  num- 
bers plus or minus 2 or 3 .  Some schools devote one-third or less of this 
t i m e  t o  practice take offs and landings and twice a s  much to  cross  coun- 
try. Corresponding distributions of training hours in programs preparing 
pilots for the Commercial certificate existed a t  each school. 
For rental hours, the accounting for take offs was 'more difficult; 
however, rental hours were a minor part of the total  and many FBO's 
could estimate the  average rental flight duration, which would merit one 
take off. For charter work, most flights were cross country. Generally, 
1 Instructional hours are  those flown either with the instructor on board 
and teaching or  "under h i s  supervision" without his  physical  presence. 
there was either l i t t le  enough charter business  or most of i t  was  to  a few 
destinations so that the FBO could estimate his  average trip length and 
number of take offs with fair accuracy. For each FBO aircraft, take offs  
were computed according to  flight practices the interviewed FBO des- 
cribed a s  characterist ic of his  operations. The coding variables were: 
V-14, columns 30-31: tens  of take offs on local  flights 
V- 15, columns 32-34: tens  of touch and go take offs 
V-16, columns 35-36: tens  of cross  country take offs (from the base 
airport) 
In c a s e s  of no response,  9 's  were entered. 
Question Number 9, 
"number of hours logged, I' was  reasonably straightfonvard for most 
respondents. The number of hours flown serves  a s  a flight activity meas- 
ure, an  indication of aircraft utilization, and a vi ta l  input t o  the aircraft 
operating cos t  computations of Appendix 111. Some respondents did not 
remember the number of hours flown, did not wish to look them up, o r  
did not keep thorough records. These owner's ei ther guessed or  did not 
reply, Arnont the 13 FBO's interviewed, most gave off-the-cuff answers 
based on their notions of average monthly utilization per aircraft. At 
two, competent secretar ies  had the numbers a t  hand in  written records, 
and a third looked these  up himself. 
Although there was  a spread i n  FBO aircraft utilization, there was  
less than each FBO gave the impression there would be; that  is, some 
who considered their  operations exceptionally efficient were deluding 
themselves, The more successful  operators managed to  average 100 
hours per month on their bas ic  training aircraft, while monthly utilization 
of a few were a s  low a s  60, The larger aircraft used predominantly for 
cross  country flying flew about 50 - 60 hours per month. Unusual air- 
craft such a s  twin engine trainers or  acrobatic aircraft rarely logged 
over 300 hours in  a year. The coding variable was V-17, columns 37-39, 
i n  tens of hours; 999 signified no response. 
Question Number 10, 
"percent of flying on weekends, " was  seemingly straightfornard ex- 
cept  that ,  in  interviews, i t  became apparent that  people often tend not 
t o  realize that a weekend is nearly 30% of the week (2/7 = 0.285). I t  
may be that the  workweek s o  predominates in people's thinking, and the 
weekends p a s s  s o  quickly, that  their  perception of how large a fraction 
of the week the weekend consti tutes is somehow shrunken. Whether or 
not there is a downward bias  t o  the estimates of the  per cent flown on 
weekends, the  response is accepted a s  a measure of weekend peaking 
of activity. The coding variable was  V- 18, column 40, in  tenths (not 
hundredths), with 9 indicating 90% or  more. 
Question Number 11, 
asking the "purposes of the flight hours, " was  aimed a t  defining 
the uses  actually served by the airport, The choice of the word "lease" 
rather than "rental" was unfortunate but proved not t o  be a problem. 
Both l ea se  and rental are  associated with FBO's and the  distinction was  
clarified during interviews. Lease is associated with the s a l e  -- lease-  
back arrangements described in  Appendix IV, whereas rental is the u s e  t o  
which the aircraft is put by the FBO, who may be a l e s see .  
In retrospect, the results  would have been more complete had the 
purpose of the rentals a l s o  been established. That is, how much rental 
was  business transportation, how much personal, e t c .  In practice,  i t  
was  difficult enough to justify taking the time of FBO managers t o  obtain 
the information that was provided without probing other areas; in any 
event,  i t  was not c lear  how well  the FBO knew the purpose of rentals.  
He would be unlikely to  ask .  1n .a  specific instance,  the person handl- 
ing the rental paperwork could make a good guess ,  but the  manager prob- 
ably could not aggregate t hese  guesses .  
One purpose of this question was  t o  determine how much of the fly- 
ing was for purposes of transportation. In this connection, the categor- 
ies, "Company business,  Personal business ,  and Personal and pleasure: 
over 100 m i l e  radius, " were defined to  be transportation flying. In the 
1969 time frame, ins tances  where a traveler could effect portal to  portal 
travel more advantageously by private aircraft than by automobile over a 
dis tance less than 100 m i l e s  were considered rare. 
Although trips are  frequently made t o  airports within the 100 m i l e  
radius, many, i f  not most, a re  made largely a s  an  excuse to fly the air- 
plane.  ' At leas t  three airports within the radius boast popular restaur- 
ants  that at tract  casua l  and business  travelers. Trips made purely to  
patronize them cannot really be interpreted a s  transportation. The ob- 
jective is to  go for an  airplane ride and the restaurant provides an  ex- 
cuse.  The coding variables were a s  follows: 
'one notable exception was  an  airplane dealer who lived in  the sur- 
vey area and commuted by a i r  t o  his  place of work a t  another airport, 30 
a i r  miles away, rather than fight 40 miles of freeway a t  commute hours. 
V- 19, columns 4 1-4 2: per cent instructional 
V-20, columns 43-44: per cent a i r  taxi or charter 
V-21, columns 4 5-46: per cent aviation service 
V-22, columns 47-48: per cent l ea se  (rental) 
V-23, columns 49-50: per cent company business  
V- 24, columns 5 1-5 2: per c e n t  individual business 
V-25, columns 53-54: per cent personal, under 100 m i l e s  
V-26, columns 55-56: per cent personal, over 100 m i l e s  
V-27, columns 57-58: per cent other 
The code, 99, indicated 99 or  100%; the code, 98, indicated no responseo 
The responses t o  questions are  tabulated in  Tables A-1-1, for a l l  air- 
craft, A-1-2 for aircraft with annualized utilization under 100 hours, 
A-1-3 for utilization between 100 and 500 hours, and A-1-4 for utiliza- 
tion greater than 500 hours. By annualized is meant that V-17 (the num- 
ber of hours flown while based a t  the airport) was modified upward when- 
ever V-12, the reply to  question 7, indicated that the aircraft had not 
been based an  entire 12 months. V-17 was considered evenly distributed 
over the months based and the resulting monthly utilization multiplied by 
12 to  obtain annual utilization, 
Replies for 520 aircraft are tabulated. From 220 - 230 of these a re  
in  FBO fleets; rarely do non-FBO aircraft qualify under V-19, V-20, or  
V-22, training, charter, and rental, respectively. The remaining approx- 
imately 300 aircraft in  the tabulation are aircraft whose owners flew their 
aircraft in  1969 and who answered question 1 1 in  their responses.  Thus, 
while almost a l l  FBO aircraft are  included in the tabulation (save those 
in s a l e s  inventory), only about one-third of the individually and club- 
owned aircraft are  included. Since FBO aircraft tend to be utilized much 
more than non-FBO aircraft,  care should be used in interpreting the tabu- 
lation. Probably a bare half dozen FBO aircraft are  in  the under 100 hours 
group, 75 - 80 are  in  the 100 - SO0 hour group, and about 140 are  in the 
over 500 hour group. 
Question Number 12, 
was intended to generate information on the number of students act-  
ive at the airports. Only a few respondents indicated student activity. 
In hindsight, this was t o  be expected since few students purchase aircraft 
prior to  obtaining a Private License. Some students are  members of clubs 
owning aircraft but few club respondents answered the question. Nearly 
a l l  instruction is by FBO's using their fleet aircraft. I t  proved impracti- 
ca l  to  extract meaningful data on numbers of students from FBO's. I t  
would be interesting to  measure the dropout rate among students but ques- 
tion 1 2  was not a suitable vehicle for this.  Because of i t s  limitations, 
the question was not coded. 
Question Number 13 ,  
was intended to  e l ic i t  reasons why people used general aviation ra- 
ther than commercial aviation for transportation purposes. It is believed 
that most respondents answered the question simply on the basis  of why 
they used i t  for transportation a t  al l .  Although very few indicated "cost 
considerations" t o  be significant, some who did pointed out that cos t  
per person became competitive a s  the s ea t s  on a 4- or 5-place airplane 
were filled (high load factor). Others commented that  once the airplane 
Variable 
Table A-I- 1 
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Tabulation of Responses to Question 11 
for Those Aircraft Flown More Than 500 Hours Durinq 1969 
Percentage Ranges 
0-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 ' 71 -80  81-90 
2 4 9 24 1 2  3 2 5 17 11 
146 0 .  1 0 4 0 0 0 0 
155 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 7 17 1 3 4 12  9 15 7 
1 5 1  1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
152 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
132 7 1 8 4 2 1 0 0 
14 1 2 6 4 1 0 1 0 0 
155 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
was owned and a commitment to  meet i t s  fixed cos t s  made, for whatever 
purpose, additional out-of-pocket cos t s  i n  using i t  for trips were quite 
low. 
The most impressive feature of the replies to  question 13 was the 
large number of respondents who volunteered under "Other, p lease spec- 
ify" that the pleasure or fun of flying, or equivalent considerations, was  
a major reason for using general aviation. While it comes a s  no surprise 
t o  those c lose to  general aviation that the psychic rewards of piloting 
loom high in people 's  minds, i t  was quite an eye opener that they loomed 
so high a s  to  be a major reason for traveling by private airplane. This 
response was volunteered with absolutely no solicitation in the  question- 
naire. 
Neither clubs nor FBO's answered the question, nor were they ex- 
pected to  do so.  I t  would be of some interest  to  know why people charter 
aircraft for trips. One suspec ts  that  lack of commercial flights to  de- 
sired destinations and flexibility i n  scheduling predominate a s  reasons. 
Some respondents answered using the numerical sca le  a s  requested, 
although a tendency existed t o  use  only the extremes (e. g., 5 or zero). 
Other respondents merely checkmarked the important items and left the 
others blank. In retrospect, better responses would have been obtained 
had the sca le  been printed out s o  that the respondent merely had t o  circle 
the desired response; that  is, in lieu of "score each  item, " instructions 
would have better been to: "circle the appropriate score: 
Not important a t  a l l  Very important 
0 1 2 3 4 
The same critique appl ies  to  quest ion 18, d i s cus sed  la ter .  
The coding variables for quest ion 13 were: 
V-28, column 59; l ack  of commercial f l ights 
V-29, column 60: convenience of ba se  airport 
V-30, column 6 1: cos t  considerat ions 
V-3 1, column 6 2: f lexibil i ty in  scheduling 
V-32, column 63: p leasure ,  fun of flying 
V-33, column 64: other (besides pleasure) 
If the  sub-questions were fully answered,  the  coding was  0-5. If the  
sub-questions were answered with check marks only,  then 6 indicated 
no check and 7 was  for checked i t e m s .  No response  a t  a l l  was  shown 
by 9 ' s "  The responses  from owners a t  a l l  four airports  a r e  tabulated i n  
Table A-I- 5. 
Table A-1-5 
Reasons for Flyins i n  Transportation 
Response 0 1 2 3 4 5 no check check 
Lack of commercial f l ights t o  des i red des t inat ions  
V- 28 6 6 13 32 36 3 2 65 17 10 
Convenience of ba se  airport 
V- 29 65 15  26 43 40 52 16 13 
Cos t  considerat ions 
V-30 81 2 5 36 49 16 36 2 1 6 
Flexibility in  scheduling t r ips  
V-3 1 3 2  4 15 2 2 4 1 127 11 19 
(continued) 
Table A-1-5 (Cont'd .l 
Pleasure, fun of flying 
V-3 2 184 0 1 3 7 53 15 8 
Other (excluding pleasure) 
V-33 208 2 2 1 5 2 9 22 2 
NOTES : 
a)  The tabulation is of individual owner responses to  question 13. 
Not a l l  individuals responded and neither clubs nor FBO's were 
expected to  reply. Responses are  from Airports 1, 2, 3, and 4. 
b) Since "Pleasure, fun of flying" was  a reply volunteered under 
"Other, " the 184 "zero" and 15 "no check" (code 6) entries in- 
dicate "no response" rather than a low valuation of that reason, 
Questions Number 14 and 15, 
were intended to  yield c lues  regarding the nature of the market a reas  
served by the airports. Questions of this  nature could provide useful in- 
formation for planning airport a c c e s s  transportation and for locating future 
airports. The information could a l s o  help clarify the breakdown between 
personal and business flying and, with the data from question 15, could 
reflect the kind of neighborhoods where principal aircraft users are to  be 
found. That is, recourse to  census  tract  data and zip code will make 
possible an  aggregated sociological description of the major users ,  to  
the extent that  their departure points a re  well  clustered. These data 
were not required in completion of the present study. They were gathered 
primarily for possible future s tudies .  
In hindsight it is clear  (as with question 16 also) that  these responses 
will  be of l i t t le  help in  a c c e s s  transportation planning. The drawback 
centers  on clubs and FBO's whose members and customers sure ly  account 
for a majority of surface tr ips t o  and from the airport.  There was  no con- 
venient  way t o  es tab l i sh  origin points  for th i s  majority of the  airport us-  
e r s .  Since a c c e s s  planning w a s  not a major objective of the study,  a 
subs tan t ia l  time or money expenditure w a s  not justified t o  process  t he  
responses  t o  t he se  quest ions .  
The coding variable for quest ion 1 4  w a s  V-34, column 65, coded: 
1 most frequent departure point is res idence.  
2 most frequent departure point is p lace  of work, 
3 most frequent departure point is both of t he se  (both were checked).  
9 no response ,  
For quest ion 15, it w a s  V-35, columns 66-69, the  l a s t  four d igi ts  of 
the  zip code.  No response  w a s  coded 9999. The f irst  digit was  common 
to  a l l  respondents; hence ,  it did not  have t o  be coded,  
Question Number 16, 
the  number of tr ips made t o  the  airport,  was  coding variable V-36, 
recorded i n  columns 70-71, t en s  of tr ips.  Despi te  the  conclusion that  
the  data  would be  of limited uti l i ty for a c c e s s  planning, i t  was interest-  
ing t o  note that  a few "major use rs"  (owners) made many more tr ips t o  
the  airport than they logged flight hours o r  registered t ake  offs (questions 
8 and 9). Presumably t h e s e  owners frequently came t o  the  airport t o  work 
on  the  airplane rather than t o  f ly i t .  
Question Number 17, 
w a s  included t o  develop further background on the  use r  profile. I t  
w a s  pertinent only for individually or  corporate owned aircraft,  not for 
clubs or FBO's. Clubs could have been requested to  l i s t  information (on 
questions 14 - 17) on each member. The probability of a club going to  
the trouble t o  dig out such a large quantity of information is considered 
minute; in any event, they were not requested to  do  so.  The response 
to  question 17 would be significant only to  the extent that the major us- 
er ' s  occupation provided data sub.stantively different from question 6 ,  
the business or industry in which the aircraft owner is primarily engaged. 
For example, i t  would be illuminating to  know i f  "major users"  of a cor- 
porate owned aircraft were executives or technicians.  It was concluded 
from scanning the returned questionnaires that  the  additional information 
gained from question 17 was  insignificant in the population surveyed; 
question 17 was ,  therefore, not coded. 
Question Number 18, 
was intended to  determine the relative competitive advantages of the 
airports under study. I t  would suggest  what airport characterist ics were 
perceived a s  important t o  airport users  (other than FBO's and their cus- 
tomers, from whom answers t o  the question were not solicited). This 
marketing information is relevant in a general way to  airport planning. 
I t  was a l so  hoped that  the resul ts  would be  of some interest  t o  the man- 
agers of the airports studied. 
Because of certain conscious parallelism in rate setting among the 
three publicly owned airports surveyed, cost  considerations did not loom 
large. Patrons a t  the one private airport paid substantially l e s s  than 
their fellows a t  the other airports, but were few in number. Furthermore, 
the private field was remotely located relative t o  the major population 
centers of the county and tended to  serve the small local  communities 
rather than the urban area served by the public airports. 
So far a s  facil i t ies and services a t  the  airports were concerned, 
there was l i t t le  t o  choose among the publicly owned airports in  those fa- 
ci l i t ies and services  conveniently available and of benefit to  the  locally 
based light plane owner. The significant exception was the ILS (Instru- 
ment Landing System) a t  the a i r  carrier airport. With this system, prop- 
erly equipped aircraft could land and take off under conditions of reduced 
visibility; reliability of operations was thereby enhanced and this advan- 
tage was cited by a number of respondents. For the few large general 
aviation aircraft,  the  long runway a t  the a i r  carrier airport was not merely 
preferrable but necessary.  
The nature of facil i t ies and services  available a t  an  airport is likely 
t o  be of greater significance t o  transient airport users than to  those lo- 
cally based. The transient arrival will be interested in surface transpor- 
tation such a s  car  rental or public transport to  his  ultimate destination, 
He may need meal service and lounge facil i t ies (for the flight crew), 
neither of which consti tutes a pressing need to  the locals.  The survey 
did not include transients.  The question was aimed primarily a t  the needs 
of the local ,  not the transient users .  
Under "other," a number of respondents a t  the smaller airports indi- 
cated availability of storage space  a s  the reason for their airport selec- 
tion. All exist ing hangar, storage, and tie-down space  a t  the a i r  carrier 
airport, where these respondents would apparently have preferred to  base 
their aircraft, was taken, with a long wait l i s t  for any vacancies that  
might a r i se .  The availability problem cropped up s o  often that i t  was 
accorded a separate coding variable, a s  was the ILS, 
The responses were coded a s  in  question 13. The coding variables 
were: 
V-37, column 7 2: cost  considerations 
V-38, column 7 3: safety  considerations 
V-39, column 74: services  available 
V-40, column 7 5: facil i t ies available 
V-4 1, column 7 6: convenience to  residence 
V-4 2, column 7 7: convenience to  place of work 
V-43, column 78: ILS facility 
V-44, column 79: only place with storage available 




General  aviat ion insurance is most readily described t o  non-special ists  
by comparison with automobile insurance.  There a r e  paral lels  i n  the types  
of coverage and illuminating contras ts  in  the  ways  that  premiums are  writ- 
t en .  One major coverage is hull ,  which can include "in-flight, " corres- 
ponding t o  auto  coll is ion,  and "ground, " corresponding t o  auto  compre- 
hensive .  The other is bodily injury and property damage l iabil i ty (BI and 
PD), which corresponds t o  auto  l iabi l i ty  and may be  expanded t o  cover 
su i t s  entered by passengers .  Aircraft accidents  leading t o  l iabil i ty c la ims  
are  rare relat ive to  s ingle  vehic le  damage and accessory  theft.  Since air- 
craft a re  expensive t o  repair and accessor ies  t o  replace,  hull  insurance 
commands most at tention in  the  industry and accounts  for the  l ion 's  share  
of the  premium payments. 
The primary difference between aircraft  and auto  insurance is the  
spa r s enes s  of s t a t i s t i c a l  da ta  on  which t o  b a s e  premiums for aircraft 
insurance.  The entire ac t ive  general  avia t ion f l ee t  numbers only about 
150,000 aircraft ,  of a l l  age s .  This barely surpasses  the number of new 
automobiles that  are  delivered i n  just one average week.  The ta l ly  of 
ac t ive  pi lo ts ,  600,000 - 700,000, is l ikewise  a t iny fraction of the  num- 
ber of l icensed drivers.  The time logged by both individual pilots and 
vehicles is a l so  lower than that of their highway counterparts. Finally, 
the number of general aviation accidents is far lower and the number of 
variables held to  influence them somewhat greater. A s  a result,  no sound 
actuarial  basis  ex is t s  t o  guide underwriters. in  evaluating risks and i n  ra- 
tionally setting prices and terms of coverage. Perhaps in consequence, 
aviation insurance is the only one in  the  property and liability field (be- 
s ides  ocean marine) where prices a re  unregulated by governmental bodies. 
The Coveraqes 
The day to  day business  of aviation insurance centers on hull insur- 
ance which accounts for well  over half of the premium expense.  Annual 
rates range from a s  low a s  1-1/2% of the  aircraft value on big corporate 
aircraft to  over 15% on small ,  old,  low-valued aircraft. Hull coverage 
1 is responsible for the vas t  majority - perhaps 99% - of the claims sub- 
mitted. In contrast to  automobile experience, few aviation accidents in- 
volve third parties.  Most occur a t  the airport during take offs and land- 
ing or taxiing and result  in limited damage. Hull claims tend to  be for 
repair of partial,  not total  damage incidents or from theft or weather l o s se s .  
As  owners invest  increasingly in expensive avionics accessor ies  t o  
e a s e  the piloting t a sk ,  t o  increase safety  of operations in  congested air- 
space ,  and to  permit flight under instrument conditions, theft has  become 
an increasingly serious problem from a claims standpoint. The compon- 
en ts  are relatively eas i ly  removed from one aircraft in a condition suitable 
 umber of claims, not dollar amount of claims. Liability settlements 
following serious accidents  can  be high even though the number of liability 
claims is low. 
for installation in another. Few airports go to the expense of providing 
adequate security,  and the market for second hand avionics equipment is 
apparently large enough to  absorb stolen systems and components. 
There is a l so  a jurisdictional problem in that no governmental agency ex- 
i s t s  to  trace stolen gear (unless there i s  proof of interstate movement, 
in which c a s e  the FBI takes  over). Thus, over one-half of the hull pre- 
mium is normally made up by the "ground" or comprehensive portion. 
Claims under "ground" coverage a l so  include weather damage such a s  
can  be incurred during wind or hailstorms, 
Under some policies,  the ground coverage includes taxiing; under 
others,  the distinction is whether or not the aircraft i s  in motion under 
i t s  own power. Taxiing accidents do happen. They can  a l so  give r ise  
t o  third party property damage claims if,  for example, the pilot taxis into 
another aircraft or vehicle. Since the deductible is generally lower for 
the ground portion of the policy than for the in-flight or in motion cover- 
age,  the distinction is generally spelled out carefully in  the policy. 
The majority of hull claims stem from bungled landings: ground loop- 
ing, "gear up" landings with retractable landing gear aircraft, and, with 
certain aircraft,  nose gear  failure, e tc .  It i s  i n  this area that some un- 
derwriting f inesse  is called for. Aircraft differ both in how prone they 
are  t o  landing accidents (how "forgiving" they are of pilot errors) and in 
how expensive the repair will  be i f  a given type accident takes  place.  
Since repairs are  no l e s s  expensive on old, low-valued aircraft than on 
new ones ,  hull premiums climb a s  a fraction of the aircraft value a s  this 
value declines.  Some insurers impose a minimum premium regardless of 
aircraft value; conversely, a relatively new company has  been formed 
that focuses on the low value aircraft segment shunned by most insurers. 
As with automobile collision and comprehensive insurance,  not ev- 
eryone carries hull insurance Many owners prefer t o  insure themselves. 
This is particularly true with owners of low valued aircraft (those worth 
under $5,000) who would usualLy have to pay 10 - 20% of the market value 
to  obtain coverage, an  amount they prefer not t o  spend unless the aircraft 
is mortgaged and they are  obliged by the lender t o  carry hull insurance. 
Some wealthy owners a l s o  carry no hull insurance a t  a l l ,  or just the 
"ground risk only" portion. Some owners purchase only ground coverage 
under a philosophy that is mildly macabre. They reason that any damage 
from a landing accident would fall  within the deductible amount and that  
any in-flight accident would be s o  severe that  they would not survive to  
collect  under the policy. Others want ground only s o  a s  to  protect against  
events over which they have no personal control, such a s  theft and the 
elements. 
Limits of hull coverage vary. Although normally the limit (in the 
event of total loss)  is the market value, the parties may agree to  an ag- 
reed or stated value independent of the market, Particularly with old air- 
craft, policies may incorporate a component parts endorsement, specify- 
ing the maximum that will be paid for specific components such a s  a wing, 
an elevator, e tc .  The logic is t o  limit the  liability of the  insurer and en- 
able him to  sell the policy a t  a lower price because component repairs on 
an  old aircraft a re  a s  expensive a s  on a new one; they can  be even higher 
i f  the craft is out of production and the component must be hand fabricated. 
Occasionally the policy i s  written only for the  amount of a loan for which 
the aircraft is collateral. If the  loan is for l e s s  than the market value, 
the insured must generally pay a surcharge or set t le  for a larger deduct- 
ible than otherwise. As with automobiles, lenders accepting aircraft a s  
security ins i s t  on hull coverage to  protect themselves in  c a s e  their col- 
lateral  i s  destroyed. Oftentimes they will a l so  request a "breach of war- 
ranty" coverage to  assure  repayment of the loan following aircraft loss  
under circumstances not covered by the hull policy. Such circumstances 
might be use  by a pilot or in an application (e.g . , flight instruction) not 
authorized in the insurance contract. This breach of warranty insurance 
is usually quoted a t  0.5% of the unpaid balance.  
Deductibles vary from one insurer t o  another and are sometimes sub- 
ject for negotiation, with lower premiums associated with higher deduct- 
i b l e ~ .  The typical  (single engine aircraft) policy specified $50 or $100 
deductible on the ground and $250 on the in motion coverages. For more 
expensive aircraft, the deductibles are often higher; for example, $2,500 
on a $75,000 airplane. 
Liability coverage corresponds to  that  for cars except that  claims 
are  infrequent and large s ince they usually stem from major accidents.  
The municipal airports studied in this  project required minimum liability 
coverages on a l l  based aircraft (even those under repair and not in flying 
condition !) . The airport owner is thus protected against  eventual sui ts  
entered by injured parties unsuccessful in suing the owner of an airplane 
based a t  the airport. The airport, by guaranteeing to  a l l  users a minimum 
financial responsibility for damages of a l l  other users ,  effectively ra ises  
the  quali ty of service  that  it offers. In any event ,  both brokers and un- 
derwriters agreed that  most owners carry l i m i t s  higher than the  required 
minima. The typical  policy w a s  100/300/100, meaning $100,000 limit 
per  person,  $300,000 maximum bodily injury to ta l ,  and $100,000 property 
damage limit.  
In contras t  t o  hull  coverage.  4ut in  paral lel  with automotive insurance,  
l iabil i ty limits a r e  a function more of the  insured's  exposure t o  law su i t s  
than of the  airplane type. With remuneration based on a per cent  of the  
se t t lement ,  lawyers tend t o  work harder suing a wealthy individual o r  
corporation than in suing less prosperous targets  who could not afford a 
set t lement were it imposed. Thus, wealthier  owners tend t o  protect them- 
s e lve s  with higher l i m i t s  such  a s  $500,000 or $1,000,000,  The higher 
limit coverages tend t o  be  "single l i m i t "  per  accident; that  is ,  sub  limits 
per  individual injured a re  not speci f ied .  In some measure, the more ex- 
pensive  aircraft tend t o  be  owned by the  more prosperous owners, who 
carry high limits; however some wealthy owners of inexpensive aircraft 
wi l l  a l s o  t ake  out  high limit coverages .  With few exceptions,  policy 
l imits  in e x c e s s  of $1,000,000 a r e  no longer sold ,  a s  customers with ex- 
posure that  great  tend t o  carry "umbrella pol ic ies"  extending over a l l  man- 
ne r  of l iabil i ty,  not merely aviat ion.  
A couple of s idel ights  emerged during d i scuss ions  of l iabil i ty cover- 
age .  One is that  aircraft renters such a s  s tudents  o r  pi lots  renting a n  
airplane for recreational  flights can be held l iable  following a n  accident; 
thei r  l iabil i ty is not covered i n  the  FBO's policy on the  aircraft.  Some 
companies offer spec i a l  l iabil i ty pol ic ies  for and t o  renters. A further 
wrin.kle is that liability policies on FBO aircraft vary in whether or not 
the FBO i s  covered for sui ts  entered by renters, or by renters' e s t a t e s .  
Although one might think that a renter operates the aircraft a t  h i s  own 
risk,  such has  not always been held to  be the ca se .  In the event of a 
serious accident,  the FBO can be sued for renting an  aircraft "beyond 
the pilot 's  abil i t ies" or one that suffered mechanical deficiencies res- 
ponsible for the accident. 
People riding in aircraft are  not covered by the typical third party 
liability contract. Although laws vary somewhat from one s ta te  t o  an- 
other, those in California make a distinction in riders between passeng- 
e rs  and guests .  A passenger is one whose presence on board can be 
construed to  involve consideration, hence to impart responsibility t o  the 
aircraft owner. Examples include not only the c lear  cut c a s e  of paying 
passengers in charter or a i r  taxi  operations, but a l so  employees flying 
in company work and prospects being flown to  inspect real  es ta te  prop- 
erty. A guest is just a friend or relative up for a spin with no implied 
obligation or consideration. Following an accident, a passenger sui t  
need only prove simple negligence, while a guest  must prove gross neg- 
l igence to  win an award. Owners of aircraft carrying passengers tend to  
carry liability insurance to  protect against  passenger sui ts .  The usual 
limit is $100,000 per passenger s e a t  when the policy is sold separately. 
Single limit liability policies,  that  do not limit the payments t o  any in- 
jured party but only a total  limit per incident, will simply include an ad- 
ditional premium per seat .  
Commercial operators flying passengers for hire (charter and ai r  taxi) 
1 
must register with the Civil Aeronautics Board and carry a minimum pas- 
2 
senger liability l i m i t  coverage of $75,000 per passenger sea t .  Since 
there is no question of liability in such si tuations,  and s ince,  nation- 
wide, there have been a number of third level carrier accidents,  the  pre- 
miums are  quite high. Although arrangements differ from one insurer to  
the next, a typical  premium per charter s ea t  is $350 per year. The rate 
is higher than average i f  the flights are  unusually hazardous, such a s  
into small, mountain airports, and lower i f  the aircraft is used only in- 
frequently for charter work. 
Passenger liability insurance may incorporate a "medical payments" 
coverage similar t o  that sold in the  automotive field. Limits vary but 
seldom exceed $2,500. Payments made under this  coverage imply no 
legal  liability for the  injury suffered; they are  made whether or not such 
liability ex is t s .  Prompt payment under the medical payments portion of 
the passenger liability policy benefits the injured passenger and may 
a l so  reduce his  inclination to  sue .  
A final type of insurance is "admitted liability. " Under i t ,  payments 
are made in  the event of death or  dismemberment of passengers or guests ,  
whether or  not legal l iabil i ty ex is t s .  Admitted liability coverages have 
never been widely sold to  typical  general aviation aircraft owners. They 
'operators of aircraft under 12,500 lbs  . design gross weight need only 
register, filing proof of insurance and other information. Those employ- 
ing heavier aircraft must not merely provide proof of passenger liability 
insurance, but a l so  be subject  t o  other economic regulation. 
'1n California, the Public Utilities Commission requires a minimum 
limit of $100,000 per  passenger  s ea t .  
were formerly popular with large corporations operating fleets of business 
aircraft (such a s  executive jets) but are  seldom written any more. The 
original intent was to  reassure employees and their  families that payments 
would be effected in the event of accidents during flights on company 
business .  More recently, other company insurance policies have been 
extended to  include the company aircraft and have made admitted liability 
coverage superfluous. If admitted liability coverage is provided on a 
company aircraft, then the premium for any passenger liability policy car- 
ried will logically be lower than otherwise, s ince the probability of a 
law suit  would be diminished. 
Liability insurance limits apply only to  the amount of the award or 
settlement. The insurer a l so  bears "reasonable" additional cos t s  of the 
insured. In particular, the legal  cos t s  of negotiating a settlement or of 
defense in  court are  borne by the insurer. These cos t s  can be of the 
same order of magnitude a s  the limit i t se l f .  As legal cos t s  of defending 
against  su i t s  climb and the amounts awarded by the courts increase,  s o  
must the prices that insuring companies charge their insureds. 
The Underwritinq: Types of Ownership 
In contrast t o  most other property and liability insurance fields where 
premiums are proposed by rating bureaus for commissioner approval, avi- 
ation insurance premiums are  s e t  by the individual companies. About ten  
companies sell the bulk of the policies.  Each provides rate schedules 
and guidelines to  i t s  regional underwriters who enjoy substantial  auton- 
omy in selecting within the guidelines the premium cost  appropriate t o  a 
particular customer. Most companies represent pools (or "markets'l) of 
insurance companies whose primary business is not aviation. Each pool 
member, typically, is limited in the extent of participation in premium 
revenues - and lo s ses .  The companies operate on what amounts to  a 
commission basis  and d o  not participate in losses .  Under this arrange- 
ment the pool organizer can conceivably prosper in the short run (a few 
years) a t  the expense of the pool members. This will  happen if the pre- 
mium level  is s o  low in relation to  the r isks  that net l o s se s  are suffered 
by the pool. 
Most insurers that write aviation insurance, a s  i n  other fields of 
insurance,  operate through independent agents or brokers but two are 
"direct writers." In the former c a s e s ,  the broker or agent contacted by 
the customer (the "risk" i n  trade parlance) ac t s  a s  go-between; he either 
se lec t s  an insurer h e  knows is appropriate and obtains a quote from that 
company's underwriter o r  he  obtains quotes from a number of underwriters 
and chooses the best .  The broker, or  agent,  of course, receives a c o m -  
mission for h i s  service.  When the "risk" contacts a "direct writing" 
company, he  deals  directly with a salesman, who i s  a salaried employee 
of, the firm, with some underwriting authority. The industry is competi- 
tive. A risk will  often shop around t o  s e e  where h e  can secure the most 
favorable rate and coverage package. 
The insurance companies work to  minimize their "loss ratio," or an- 
nual ratio of loss  payments to  premium intake. The loss  ratio must be  
under about 65% if  the operation is to  be  profitable to  the pool members, 
who receive only about 70 cents  of the premium dollar. Agent or broker 
commissions run 10 - 15% and occasionally l e s s  on a large l ine,  and the 
insurers themselves (the underwriting firms) have cos t s  and target profits. 
One insurer claimed a l o s s  ratio under 50%, but most seemed to  l i e  in  the  
55 - 65% range. 
I t  is through analysis  of l o s s  ratios and competition that ra tes  a re  
se t .  That is, results  are  reviewed af te r  the  fact  in search of significant 
patterns that would justify rate and coverage adjustments in the future. 
The justifications are  often tenuous,  with the result  that underwriting is 
a highly subjective, personal business .  For example, one insurer wil l  
suffer a rash of accidents (meaning perhaps a s  few a s  two or three) with 
one model of airplane and react  by increasing premiums or even by refus- 
ing t o  cover further r isks with that  model. These are  often inconsistent 
from one insurer to  the  next and lead t o  the  differences in  rates and cov- 
erages that brokers and agents  must learn. With rate setting s o  dependent 
on experience and judgment rather than sound s ta t i s t i cs ,  i t  is not hard to  
understand why shopping by aircraft owners can be a sensible  exercise.  
Within a geographic region, the  underwriter evaluates his  risk in  
terms of aircraft type, the pilot or pilots who fly i t ,  and the kind of fly- 
ing t o  be performed. Among regions, exposure t o  risk varies because the  
hazards and the types of operation differ. Weather and topography exert 
obvious influences on the probability of accidents.  Local flying out of a 
small town airport in the plains s t a t e s  is less likely t o  result in  a n  acci-  
dent than hunting trips t o  Alaska. The temptation to  and likelihood of 
thieves may be  l e s s  in  the plains town than in a n  urban area,  but the  
probability of hai l  damage may be  higher. Because of these factors,  
underwriters tend to  become spec ia l i s t s  in the territory where they prac- 
t ice .  
Neglecting small ,  spec ia l  use  groups l ike crop dusters and firefight- 
e r s ,  airplane ownership fa l ls  into three broad categories: 
1) Business and personal (B, and Po) 
2) Clubs ;. I i 
3) Commercial (FBO's) 
Insurers tend to  prefer insuring the B. and P. r isks.  These are  aircraft 
owned by individuals (or partnerships of up t o  three members, depend- 
ing on the company) or bus inesses  using the aircraft for purposes that 
are  not directly revenue producing. The loss  experience i s  best  and 
processing cos t s  the lowest in  this  category. One company does not 
handle FBO's a t  a l l  and another tr ies t o  avoid both commercial and club 
r isks .  The rate structures tend to  be about twice a s  high for clubs and 
commercial r isks a s  for B, and P. policies.  The club is the hardest t o  
define, a s  discussed below. The commercial category involves, basic- 
a l ly ,  u se  of the aircraft for hire and, a s  a practical matter, includes 
primarily flight school,  rental, and charter or  a i r  taxi  aircraft. 
Flying clubs ex is t  in several  guises  and each may be  treated differ- 
ently by the same insurer or by different insurers. The most commonly 
accepted definition of a club is a group of individuals who have banded 
together to  own and fly aircraft. Some firms insis t  that the club be form- 
ally incorporated and that  each member share equally i n  the ownership of 
the aircraft. Numerical limits such a s  a minimum of three members and 
a maximum of eight members per aircraft are  typical. Average clubs will 
have s ix  to  seven members per aircraft,  and fleet s i z e  varies from one 
to  eight or nine. Some clubs that  are  properly incorporated and own air- 
craft are captives t o  an  FBO act ive in aircraft s a l e s .  The salesman or- 
ganizes the club and manipulates i t  s o  a s  to  maximize the frequency of 
aircraft purchases or trades on which he  can collect  his  commission. 
Other types of flying clubs are  organized by FBO's to fly FBO owned air- 
craft a t  reduced rates.  Still  others center around one legal owner who 
organizes the club to  defray h i s  fixed cos t s  of ownership. Sometimes 
such an owner will have a flight instructor rating and i s ,  in  fact ,  oper- 
ating a flight school in competition with the local  FBO's. At airports 
where such quasi-commercial enterprises are forbidden, they must be 
carried on surreptitiously. The fortunate club will include a s  a member 
a l icensed and competent mechanic t o  perform inspections and mainten- 
ance a s  required. 
From an insurance standpoint, the principal feature - and disad- 
vantage - of clubs is the high risk exposure relative to  B,  and P.  air- 
craft. The whole raison d 'stre of a club is to  increase utilization of the 
aircraft s o  a s  t o  spread fixed cos t s  over more flight hours and thereby t o  
reduce the per  hour cos t s  to  the members; consequently, there is more 
flight time in  a year, and flight time is accident exposure time. Addition- 
ally, several  pilots have a c c e s s  to  the airplane and the experience and 
expertise of each may be lower than those of a single or of two pilots 
per aircraft; pilot competence has  a bearing on risk exposure when the 
aircraft is in flight. 1 
Many of the same considerations that work against  insuring club air- 
craft are common to  FBO operations: high aircraft utilization and many 
pilots per aircraft. While a wel l  managed FBO wil l  exercise c lose  con- 
trol over who rents h i s  aircraft, the same cannot be  said  for a l l  FBO's. 
A pilot may be l e s s  inclined to  exercise  care with a rented airplane than 
with one he owns. For aircraft used primarily in charter work, many un- 
derwriters will assume a professional, fully qualified pilot and provide 
rate breaks in liability and hull coverage accordingly. However, charter 
aircraft must carry passenger  liability coverage which pushes the total 
premium upward. 
Juqqlinq the Airplane - Pilot Mix 
The f inesse  in underwriting l i es  in matching the  aircraft and pilot(s) 
t o  a premium and a coverage. There is an  element of revenue maximiza- 
tion here, trying to  s e l l  a s  much coverage a s  possible without driving the  
would-be client into the arms of a competitor. But the  main goal is t o  
avoid entirely those r isks  believed to  be excessively bad and to  match 
premiums to  the  estimated risk of those applications on which a quote is 
made, 
The first item for attention is the aircraft i t se l f .  Aircraft differ widely 
in  complexity and in  how difficult they a re  t o  keep under control. A twin 
engine aircraft that cruises  a t  205 mph and has  f laps  and retractable 
 here are  flying clubs made up of airline pilots; underwriters will 
clearly rate these  clubs more kindly than those including student or  rela- 
t ive novice pilots,  providing that  the airline pilots are  "current" in  light 
aircraft. 
landing gear is clearly more demanding in pilot ski l l  than an  old,  surplus 
World War I1 spotter plane with only a control s t ick,  rudder pedals,  throt- 
t l e ,  and a carburetor i ce  flap and whose cruise speed is about 80 mph. 
The "hotter" the airplane, the more experience one would like to s e e  un- 
der the pilot 's  belt. The more experience he  has  in that model of aircraft 
("time in type"), the better acquainted he should be with i t s  mechanisms 
- and foibles,  In addition t o  differences in how "hot" the airplane is, 
and how complex, aircraft of a given general capability differ in flying 
quali t ies.  This is partly a question of traditional stabil i ty and control 
a s  studied in  the classroom; i t  is more a matter of how forgiving the air- 
plane is a s  the pilot allows i t  t o  depart from the desired flight condition: 
in a n  emergency, is control l o s s  gentle s o  that the pilot can recover or 
is i t  abrupt such that  only violent maneuvers and an altitude drop can 
serve to  regain control? How great are  the margins before loss  of control 
becomes a problem? These are  questions to  which aeronautical sc ience 
has  yet to  provide convincing answers.  What happens is that aircraft 
develop reputations among pilots; in some c a s e s  they develop consistent 
accident histories that  identify flight conditions to  be avoided. To the 
insurer, such flight conditions a re  a red flag; sooner or later the pilot 
will  forget, and then there will be trouble. 
Examples abound. Probably a l l  companies, and many individual un- 
derwriters, have blacklists  of aircraft they will not cover a t  a l l ,  or only 
a t  certain minimum premiums, regardless of pilot qualifications. The 
blacklists  sometimes, but not always,  overlap between insurers, a fact  
that  emphasizes the subjective element in aviation underwriting, Many 
insurers shun amphibians and seaplanes .  This i s  not necessari ly a ca s -  
tigation of the aircraft design. It is rather based on experience that d6b- 
ris  in the water frequently damages such aircraft; a t  70  mph during a take 
off or landing run a partially submerged log can barely be seen ,  much 
less avoided i f  in  the aircraft path. Other aircraft are placed on black- 
l i s t s  with far l e s s  imposing rationales. 
The design,  vintage, and spare parts situation of the aircraft play a 
role by influencing the cost  of repairs which may have to  be effected. If 
parts are scarce or expensive or both, repair costs  climb. If the design 
is such that  a given accident causes  extensive damage (in relation to  
other aircraft) allowance must be made in  the premium. In the event of 
total  l o s s ,  market value of the aircraft rather than replacement value of 
components comes in  question for the usual  B, and P. policy (unless a 
s ta ted value is specified) a s  th i s  is what the risk will be paid ( less  the 
deductible). In some c a s e s  of total  l o s se s  of FBO aircraft, the  insurer 
may simply replace the aircraft with an equivalent one; either the com- 
pany or the FBO may be able to  acquire aircraft a t  wholesale. Such re- 
placement can  be quite satisfactory both to  the  FBO and to h i s  mortgagor. 
Where and how the aircraft is based can influence ra tes ,  particularly 
for hull coverage. What is the theft experience? Is the aircraft hangared, 
to  protect i t  from the elements, and in  a securely locked and l i t  hangar t o  
dissuade thieves? In addition to  the base  airport, the  other destinations 
a re  a l so  important. If the owner is act ive in real  e s t a t e  or construction, 
will  the aircraft be flown into crude, inadequate str ips in the boondocks? 
Similarly, if  the owner takes  the aircraft on vacations, will these be in 
rough terrain that  the  pilot  is not accustomed t o  handling,  o r  along e s -  
tablished airways t o  we l l  developed airports that  pose  no unusual  haz- 
a r d s ?  How the  airplane is based  may give c lues  a s  t o  how wel l  t he  
owner maintains it: a n  owner who keeps  an  airplane i n  a high rent hangar 
is considered l e s s  l ikely  t o  skimp on maintenance than  one whose "bird" 
is t ied down on  a n  unpaved area  of the  airport,  o r  a t  a n  airport where 
storage charges a r e  low. 
The most important factor,  of course ,  is the  pilot ,  or pi lots .  When 
more than one pilot is involved, the  premium must be  based on the  l e a s t  
qualif ied,  the most r isky.  Natural quest ions  a r e  age  (at both ends  of 
the  s ca l e ) ,  physical  condition, and recent  prior flight history.  Consid- 
eration is given t o  prior record such a s  FAA ci ta t ions  (that a re  rare) and 
drunk driving convict ions,  under the  assumption that  a pilot who mixes 
drinking and driving might a l s o  try mixing drinking and flying. Last,  but 
not l e a s t ,  is the  pilot occupation,  with some occupations being consid- 
ered more favorably than others .  
In addition t o  to ta l  flight time and t i m e  in type,  a pilot with a cur- 
rent instrument rating wil l  receive  lower ra tes  from some, if not a l l ,  in- 
surers .  The reason is that  many bad acc iden t s  resul t  from pilots  flying 
in to  weather conditions where they  l o s e  v i sua l  contact  with the  ground. 
Without v i sua l  ground reference it is difficult t o  judge the  aircraft at t i -  
tude i n  space  (little th ings ,  l ike  whether or not it is right s i de  up). A 
properly trained, instrument rated pilot with reasonably recent  practice 
c a n  fairly readily remain "on top"  of the  s i tuat ion by referring t o  the  air- 
craft instruments. He  is thus  l e s s  l ikely t o  become a victim af ter  flying 
into instrument flight rules (IFR) conditions. 
In summary, companies generally provide their underwriters with 
guidelines in  the nature of a two-dimensional grid. On one axis  is the 
aircraft degree of difficulty and spread along the other axis  are pilot 
qualifications for each degree of difficulty, divided into rate categories. 
For example, for a simple airplane based in  a hangar, a single pilot with 
over 500 hours tota l  and 150 hours "in type" might receive the lowest 
rate; the same airplane, unhangared, with pilots including a 16 year-old 
student pilot would bear the  highest  rate. For a twin engine business 
aircraft, a single,  instrument rated pilot with over 5,000 hours total and 
1,000 in type might be the lowest category and no insurance would be 
sold a t  a l l  by some firms i f  a pilot had under 1,000 hours total  and l e s s  
than 50 hours "in type. " Within these guidelines, the underwriter has  
considerable flexibility i n  selecting among the pilot categories to  fix the 
rate t o  be quoted. The broker or  agent will negotiate with the risk pros- 
pect t o  se t t l e  on policy limits. 
Helicopters and V/STOL 
If there is a dearth of s ta t is t ical  data on conventional general avia- 
tion aircraft, the  situation is far worse with helicopters and STOL aircraft 
and impossible for VTOL's s ince none (other than helicopters) are  in  ser- 
vice. The fleet  s i z e s  for helicopters and STOL are  both minute and, in 
large measure, t he se  aircraft are  employed in  hazardous, special  t asks  
not characterist ic of the recreational and transportation missions of most 
general aviation. The STOL situation is the simpler and is dealt  with 
first .  
A few STOL1s are  in u se  and some insurers admit insuring them. 
STOL aircraft in  this context are those that  land and take off over a f if ty 
foot obstacle in less than 1,000 feet  under "standard" atmospheric con- 
ditions. ' Most of these  aircraft are operated by professional (high time) 
pilots.  Markets that insure them do s o  a t  roughly the same rates a s  con- 
ventional aircraft of comparable speed and payload. Since the STOL air- 
craft init ial  cost  is greater, the hull premium is higher, but i t  is not s e t  
extraordinarily high a s  a per cent of aircraft market value* 
Those underwriters and brokers experienced in  STOL who were inter- 
viewed expressed reservations about pilot technique and the kind of land- 
ing spots  used. Most believed that special  piloting techniques were nec- 
essary  to  push these  aircraft t o  their maximum performance and that acci-  
dent rates might be higher i f  many were operated by other than professional 
pilots. 
STOL policies that charge no more than on comparable conventional 
aircraft generally incorporate an  endorsement restricting operations t o  
regular, paved runways, somehow defined. Of course, the major reason 
for investing the extra funds necessary to  buy STOL capability is usually 
t o  fly in  and out of short fields; i f  operations are restricted to  conventional 
airports, the STOL loses  much of i t s  raison d '&re. Many owners need 
the STOL ability t o  fly in and out of short and sometimes crude strips in 
the woods or mountains. They presumably pay extra premiums. In short, 
STOL's operated from airports usable by conventional aircraft pay no more 
'sea level  and 59 '  F. 
for insurance than conventional aircraft of the same value. Whether ac- 
cident rates would increase,  and with them insurance cos t s ,  were STOL's 
operated from paved and sophisticated,  but short, urban runways is a 
matter for speculation. 
The situation with helicopters is decidedly less attractive. Hull in- 
surance experience with helicopters has  been s o  disastrous that no Am- 
erican markets currently will handle them. They must be re-insured 
through London markets (e . g . , Lloyd's) and only a few of these will 
handle them. Liability rates are  not extraordinarily high relative to  con- 
ventional aircraft except insofar a s  London rates generally are  somewhat 
higher than domestic. 
The fundamental problem with helicopters is the difficulty in having 
any accident that  is not serious in  terms of destruction to  the machine. 
A landing mishap that  might result  in  only a scraped wing t ip with a con- 
ventional airplane would result  in  rotor contact with a helicopter, A ro- 
tor in motion simply must not str ike a solid object .  With extreme good 
fortune, only one blade need be replaced.. . . a  matter of $1,000 - $2,000 
for most small helicopters. More often than not, a l l  blades are involved 
and pilot corrective action is often unsuccessful  in preventing a roll over 
accident .(on a small machine). A helicopter that rolls over a t  operating 
RPM will be a total  l o s s .  Indeed, one of every three helicopter accidents 
does result in a total  l o s s ,  according t o  one underwriter. 
As a result ,  hull coverage ra tes  and deductibles are imposingly high. 
The lowest rate cited was 13% and i t  was matched to  a "rotor in motion" 
deductible of lo%,  "Rotor not in motion" deductible is l e s s  of a blow: 
$250 - $1,000 for smal l  hel icopters .  The premium climbs a s  a per cent  
of market value a s  market value dec l ines ,  for the  same reason a s  on con- 
ventional  aircraft: i t  c o s t s  a s  much t o  replace  o r  repair  the rotor system 
and,  a s  necessary ,  controls ,  t ransmiss ion,  and cockpit she l l  on a wel l  
depreciated machine a s  o n  a new one.  The per  cent  deductible tends  t o  
diminish a s  market value c l imbs,  but there a re  s o  few helicopters of 
greater  than f ive  s e a t s  in  service  that  t rends a r e  not necessar i ly  mean- 
ingf ul . 
The pract ica l  consequences  a r e  that  insurance ra tes  prevent many 
a helicopter  bus iness  from eve r  s tar t ing and contribute, together with ex- 
penses  such  a s  maintenance, t o  keeping operating cos t s  wel l  above the  
prices that  many se rv ices  could bear.  I t  should be  recalled that  not only 
a r e  the  ra tes  extraordinarily high re la t ive  t o  conventional aircraft but s o  
a l s o  a r e  the  ba se  values  on  which they a r e  computed. A helicopter  wil l  
co s t  three t o  four times a s  much t o  purchase  a s  a conventional aircraft of 
comparable speed ,  range,  and payload. The premiums become substan- 
t i a l ,  For example, a would-be entrepreneur may be  ab le  t o  buy a used,  
three- t o  four-place helicopter  for  $18,000.  He may find it impossible 
t o  obtain a hull  insurance quote based  a t  less than $20,000. At th i s  
value ,  the  rate might be  17%, leading t o  a hull  insurance expense  of 
$3,400; if h e  h a s  a n  accident  and  the  deductible is lo%,  he wil l  pay the  
f i r s t  $2,000 of repair ,  o r  i f  t h e  machine is total ly destroyed,  ge t  h i s  
$18,000 back. Insurance on a comparable fixed wing aircraft might run 
$600 with a $250 deductible,  
Of course,  present  helicopter  accident  experience and insurance 
rates are  based on the machines and applications typical  of the past .  
The applications are largely spec ia l  purpose missions characterized by 
low alt i tude and proximity to  obstacles ,  sometimes with the added fillip 
of s l ing load operations. Apparently not enough helicopters are  in  ser- 
vice performing strict ly transportation duties between safe ,  prepared 
landing spots  t o  es tabl ish the different accident rates one would expect. 
In short, helicopter rates may be unduly high to  reflect rates appro- 
priate to  uses  typical  of general aviation, but insurance cos t s  must re- 
main high relative t o  fixed wing aircraft because of the inherent vulner- 
ability of helicopters to  serious damage in the event of accident,  coupled 
to  an inherently greater cost .  The prospect for other VTOL concepts is 
clouded but similar. A l l  involve large power sources activating devices 
t o  accelerate a i r  downward in low speed flight. In many c a s e s ,  the 
probability of an accident following a loss  of control over a l l  this power 
may be higher than on a helicopter, but the cri t ical  unknown for insur- 
ance purposes will be the relative probabilities of minor and major acci-  
dents .  
Implementation: Costs  Used in  the Calculations 
For purposes of this study, the objective was to sift available data 
on insurance and to  develop numbers that would be representative of the 
insurance cos t s  borne by airport users .  By representative is meant an  
average among a se r ies  of means taken in identifiable categories.  The 
procedure followed was  to  gather estimates made by practitioners in the 
field and to  suppose that each practitioner accurately identified the 
means among rates and coverages that  were assumed normally distributed 
among h i s  r i sks .  Finally, the  means of different practi t ioners were given 
approximately equal  weights in  arriving a t  composite insurance c o s t s  to  
be  applied t o  the  f leet .  
A drawback of the  procedure w a s  that  no provision is made for c a s -  
ualty co s t s  borne by the  use rs  but not covered by insurance.  These in- 
c lude the deductibles under pol ic ies  that  have deductibles , l o s s e s  that  
were not insured,  and l o s s e s  on  which claims were not submitted for 
one reason or  another. They a re  believed insignificant  in  the  aggregate.  
To the extent  that  they a r e  significant ,  the  insurance cos t s  used in  the  
s tudy understate the  casua l ty  c o s t s  ac tual ly  borne by general  aviat ion.  
The calculat ion s tar ted  with plots  (where applicable)  agains t  conven- 
ient  parameters of values  considered by practitioners t o  be  typical  of the  
policies sold.  Straight l ines  sui table  for simple mathematical presenta-  
t ion on the  computer were drawn through the result ing points ( ~ i g u r e  
A-11-1) and the corresponding equations defined. These equations were 
then modified (downward) to reflect  the  consensus  of practitioners re- 
garding the percentages of use rs  who purchased the  coverages a t  a l l .  
For example, hull  insurance on a $4 ,000  airplane might be charged a t  
10% or $400 but if only 25% of the  owners carry hull  coverage then 2.5% 
is the  composite rate.  
The resulting insurance c o s t  components used in  the aircraft co s t  
computations a re  a s  follows: 
1, Business and Personal  
A. Bodily Injury and Property Damage (BI and PD) 
1) S ing leeng inea i r c ra f tva lueda t$20 ,000or l e s s :  $65.00 
7 COMMERCIAL SINGLE ENGINE 
\ 
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL 
AIRCRAFT VALUE, DOLLARS x j000 
Figure A-11-1. - Typical hull insurance rates 
2) Multi-engine aircraft and a l l  aircraft valued over $20,000: 
$100.00 
3) Assumptions a r e  that  $65.00 is typical  premium for the 
100/300/100 BI & PD coverage commonly carried and that  
$100.00 is a fa i r  representat ion of higher l i m i t  policies 
carried by bus inesses  and f inancial ly vulnerable (rich) 
owners.  The approximation is made that  t he se  higher lim- 
its ($500,000 o r  $1,000,000) can  be  assoc ia ted  with the  
higher valued aircraft .  Note that  not many multi-engine 
aircraft valued a t  under $20,000 a re  in  service .  A l l  air- 
craft based a t  the  airports studied had t o  carry minimum 
liabil i ty coverages to  comply with loca l  laws.  
B. Passenger  Liability 
A ra te  of $35 per  passenger  s e a t  (total number of s e a t s  l e s s  one) 
is charged t o  a l l  multi-engine aircraft ,  to all aircraft valued a t  over 
$20,000 and t o  all other aircraft  used  over 20% of the  time for company 
o r  private bus iness .  I t  is assumed that  a l l  aircraft in t he se  categor ies ,  
but no others ,  wi l l  carry passenger  l iabil i ty coverage and that  $35 is a 
representat ive rate.  Note that  s ingle  l i m i t  pol ic ies  would, in  practice,  
combine the  passenger  and other l iabil i ty coverages by formulae more 
complicated than simple addition. Neglect of this  complexity is believed 
not to influence the  result ing average ra tes  significantly. 
C. Hull 
1) Aircraft value (va/,) l e s s  than $5,000: $0.05 Va/c 
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Figure A-11-2. - Hull insurance rates used in calculations - 
4) $85,000 < V a l c  : $0.018 V a l c  
5) Assumptions: (a) few aircraft  valued a t  under $5,000 wi l l  
carry hull  insurance,  perhaps 25%; however, r a tes  charged 
for t he se  few, a s  a pe r  cen t  of aircraft value ,  a re  s o  high 
that  5% is the  be s t  es t imate  of the average rate.  
(b) That the  combination of owners in  the  $5,000 - $15,000 
who take  no hull  coverage a t  a l l ,  o r  who take  only ground 
coverage (about 50% - 65% of ful l  coverage,  depending on 
whether o r  not t he  aircraft is hangared) l eads  t o  a n  effect- 
ive  fract ion of 60% of the  typical  premium i n  th i s  range,  
which is 
(c) That the  corresponding fraction for higher priced aircraft 
is 90%; most r i sks  carry hull  but a few a re  self  insured and 
others settle e i the r  for higher deductibles than normal o r  
for a s t a ted  value l i m i t  less than the  aircraft value.  The as- 
sumed premium in  the  $15,000 - $85,000 range is 
and, over  $85,000,  2%. 
Glubs 2 -  -
A. Bodily Injury and Property Damage 
The ba s i c  coverage is assumed t o  be  100/300/100 a t  a premium 
of $150.00 for a l l  aircraft .  Quotes a l leged t o  be typical  of clubs ranged 
from about $85 t o  $200, The $150.00 figure may be a l i t t le  higher than 
the  ac tua l  club average.  
B, Passenger  Liability 
The typical  premium on a $100,000 limit per passenger  s e a t  is 
taken t o  be $100/seat,  but it is assumed that  only 10% of a l l  c lubs  carry 
the  coverage a t  a l l  s o  that  t he  average annual  payment is $lO/passenger 
s e a t .  Few c lubs ,  and none i n  the  survey sample,  operate aircraft with 
more than s i x  seats. One insurer  would offer only a maximum limit of 
$501000/seat because  of its poor experience with c lubs .  
C. Hull 
The rate formula used  were: 
1) Va/, < $5,  000 : $0.05 Va/, 
2) $5,000 &Va/, 4. $20,000: $0.009 (41 ,000-va /c )  
3 ,000 va/c 
5) The assumptions  a r e  similar  t o  those  s e t  forth under Busi- 
n e s s  and Pleasure  hull  coverage.  For low valued aircraft  
5% is taken  as a n  approximation reflecting the  fact  that  
many such  c lub  aircraft  wi l l  not be insured; many c lubs  
owning unmortgaged aircraft find it more advantageous for 
members t o  make periodic payments in to  a contingency or 
new airplane kit ty rather than t o  take  out  relat ively expen- 
s i ve  insurance.  For aircraft valued $5,000 or  more, it is 
assumed that  90% are insured for full risk hull coverage. 
3, Commercial 
A. Bodily Injury and Property Damage 
The base  rate is assumed to  be $150.00 for 100/300/100 cover- 
age.  Few FBO's will  purchase higher limits. Aircraft used solely for 
charter may be charged lower premiums than others because i t  is assumed 
that the pilots are professional and fully qualified, even though utiliza- 
tion (hence, exposure) may be high. 
B. Passenger Liability 
1) Less than 10% charter flying. It is assumed that  a l l  such 
FBO aircraft are insured for passenger liability according 
to  the formula $150 + $100 x (number of passenger  sea t s ) ,  
or, $250 for a two-place airplane, $350 for a three-place, 
e tc .  
2) More than 10% charter flying. The base  rate per passenger  
s ea t  is assumed t o  be $350.00. All aircraft used over 10% 
charter are assumed to  be insured for the full year a t  the 
California legally required $100,000 limit. FBO's who use  
.aircraft for charter only occasionally may make arrangement 
for temporary coverage, a s  needed, or  otherwise economize 
on premiums; therefore, in the computations, the lower, 
standard commercial rate was applied to  FBO aircraft flown 
less thar: 10% of the time in charter service.  
C. Hull 
1) Single Engine 
$60,000 4 Va/, : $0.05 V a l c  
2) Multi-Engine . ' 
$5,000 < Va/, 4 $20,000: $0.01 (321ooo-va /c )  
3,000 Va/c 
$60,000 & Va/c : $0.03 V a l c  
3) Assumptions 
(a) That many FBO's wi l l  self  insure thei r  low valued air- 
craft rather than pay high hull premiums. 
(b) That all FBO aircraft over $5,000 in  value wi l l  carry a l l  
r isk hul l  insurance.  
(c) That twin engine aircraft (the only multi-engine type 
pertinent t o  th i s  study) wi l l  qualify for  somewhat lower 
ra tes  than s i ng l e  engine aircraft because  of multi-engine 
rel iabil i ty (safety) and the  assumption that  they a re  gener- 
a l ly  flown by competent, profess ional  p i lo ts ,  a s  in  charter  
work. 
In conclusion,  i t  is emphasized that  t he se  numbers resul t  from aggre- 
gating and simplifying inputs from severa l  sources ,  The inputs were,  in  
all cases, es t imates  only and did not a lways  refer to  comparable policies 
and r isks .  They should lie within the  range of premiums charged by a l l  
insurers and,  hopefully, c l o s e  t o  the  average premiums of most, based ,  
a s  indicated,  o n  the  average of owners '  preferences in  how much insur- 
ance  t o  carry. 
APPENDIX I11 
Variable Operatinq Costs 
Summary 
1 As analyzed in this and other s tudies ,  aircraft variable cos t s  are  
of three major types: 
1) Fuel and oi l  consumption. 
2) Powerplant and propeller wear, reflected in  overhaul cos t s  that 
can be pro-rated over the time between overhauls (TBO). 
3) Airframe wear and deterioration, part of which is unrelated t o  
flight hours but a l l  of which i s  customarily assigned to  periodic 
maintenance and inspection cos t s ,  pro-rated over the hours 
flown. 
The hourly fuel  cos t s  of piston engine aircraft are the eas ies t  t o  ap- 
proximate s ince average fuel  consumption can be estimated within 10 - 
20% from engine horsepower. Engine and propeller cos t s  can be fixed 
with corresponding accuracy i f  the engine make and model is known; in 
the study, make and model were not included in the data and an  approx- 
imate per hour cost  curve in  terms of engine horsepower was defined and 
used. Maintenance and inspection cos t s  vary with labor rate,  the prior 
IF or example, General Aviation Aircraft Operatinq Costs ,  Department 
of Transportation, Federal Aviation Administration, Office of Policy Dev- 
elopment, February, 1969, This FAA report includes certain additional 
cos t s  that are  treated differently herein, 
maintenance history of the aircraft,  and the operator's maintenance phil- 
osophy; consequently, these  cos t s  are  very difficult t o  estimate accur- 
ately. A multiple regression analysis  of a small sample of estimated 
maintenance cos t s  was performed. It yielded a cost  function in  terms of 
horsepower and maximum speed. 
Fuel 
-
Fuel cost  is computed on an hourly bas i s .  It i s  the hourly fuel con- 
sumption, in gallons, times the cost  per gallon. The fuel consumed by 
an aircraft will vary, a s  does  that of an  automobile, with pilot technique, 
aircraft loading, and, t o  a minor extent, engine condition. Many of 
these variations are indicated in  the owner's manuals that are supplied 
with each new aircraft.  For purposes of this  study, the following as -  
sumptions were made: 
Specific fuel consumption : 0.5 1 lbs /hp ,  hr. 
Throttle sett ing : 70% rated hp. 
Fuel density : 6 lbs/gal, 
Resulting fuel consumption: (0.5 1) (0.7) / 6  = 0.06 gal/rhp-hr. 
(where rhp means rated horsepower). 
This formula was  found t o  underestimate some manufacturers' claims 
for "normal" fuel consumption and t o  overestimate others, but the dis-  
crepancy was rarely over 20%. For turbine powered aircraft, other form- 
ulae would hold, but none was  analyzed i n  the study. With a turbine, 
both the specific fuel consumption and the throttle sett ing would be higher, 
and the fuel perhaps a l i t t le  more dense ,  but the combinations are more 
complicated by airspeed and alt i tude than they are with piston engines. 
In 1969, the pump price per gallon of aviation fuel  included in the fol- 
lowing components : 
1) The wholesale price ( less  taxes  collected) paid t o  the supplier 
(the oi l  company). For 80 octane gas  in Santa Clara County, 
California, in 1969 this price was  approximately 26C. 
2) The federal gas  tax  of 4C. Of this ,  the buyer could apply for a 
2C refund, while the remaining 2$ went into the Highway Trust 
Fund. 1 
3) The s ta te  gas  tax.  In California, this amounts to  7 ~ ; ~  the buyer 
can request  a refund of 5$, the remaining 2$ going into an Aer- 
onautics Fund and an  Airport Assistance Revolving Fund (AARF). 
If the owner requests the  refund, then he must pay the s ta te  
s a l e s  tax of 5% on the price paid l e s s  the 7$ s ta te  tax.  For 
prices in the 45 - SO$ range, the s a l e s  tax reduces the effect- 
ive refund to  about 3$. 
4) The pumping cos t s .  These include direct labor and allocated 
equipment depreciation and operating cos t s ,  plus allocated 
rental  on land. The direct ,  per gallon cos t s  of fueling a large 
aircraft are l e s s  than those of fueling a small  aircraft. One 
'under Sec. 202 of the  Airport and Airway Revenue Act of 1970, 84 
Stat. 237, the federal  tax was  increased by 3$ t o  7$ a s  of 1 July, 1970 
on a l l  fuel  used in general aviation save  that used for agricultural pur- 
poses  and other minor exceptions. None of the 7% tax  is refundable; a l l  
monies are now transferred to  the Airport and Airway Trust Fund. 
2~ brief outline of the s t a t e  tax si tuation nationwide is presented by 
Thomas H. Hughes i n  "Aviation Fuel Tax Program, " pages 15- 18 of the 
Course Notes, Tenth Short Course in  Airport Manasement, Institute of 
Transportation and Traffic Engineering, University of California. 
estimate of the cos t  range was 1 - 3c/gal. 
5) Fuel flowage fees  to  the airport owner (when FBO's other than 
the airport owner pump the fuel). These fees represent a signi- 
ficant source of user  payment t o  the airport. Various schedules 
of fees are  found: in some a fixed fee is levied on every gal- 
lon pumped; in most, the fee varies with the number of gallons 
that are sold by that  outlet in the year. The fee increases  i n  
some c a s e s  but decreases  in most s o  a s  t o  give the FBO an in- 
centive to  increase business (by increasing his  marginal return 
per gallon). A typical  fee structure would be: 1 
4 cents  per gallon for the first 150,000 gallons of fuel. 
3 cents  per gallon for the next 150,000 gallons of fuel, 
2 cents  per gallon for each and every gallon thereafter. 
6) Profit t o  the  pumping organization, hopefully reflecting a de- 
sired rate of return on investment in pumping facil i t ies and 
equipment. If the airport owner (the government a t  publicly 
owned airports) sells the fuel ,  this profit can be considered the 
user  payment in  lieu of a fuel  flowage fee.  I ts  amount is obvi- 
ously a function of markup over cos t s .  
When the fuel  is purchased by an FBO (or certain other privileged 
users) a price reduction such a s  2$/gal under the pump price is some- 
times made. If a n  FBO sells fuel, then the price he  s e e s  in  fueling h is  
' ~ r o m  Airport Ordinance. Rules. and Requlations, County of Santa 
Clara, January, 1968. An 8$ per gallon fee was a l so  levied on o i l  and 
lubricants. In February, 1970, the fuel fees  were increased by 2$ each,  
with the same quantity break points. 
own aircraft is h is  total  cos t s ,  items 1 - 5, plus his  target rate of re- 
turn. 
Of these price components, the refundable taxes  are  clearly not , 
valid costs  t o  the  buyer. It is h i s  prerogative not t o  collect  refunds to  
which he is entitled. His failure to  do s o  means only that he is indulg- 
ing in unsolicited philanthropy t o  his  government, not that  his costs  of 
flying are raised. The aviation fuel taxes  that were paid into the high- 
way trust fund, in  particular, but t o  other regional funds a l so ,  bear no 
direct relation to  resources consumed, They can be considered reimbur- 
sement by the users  for economic cos t s  imposed on the public only in an 
indirect and irregular s ense ,  (Some highway trust fund monies go to  im-  
prove a c c e s s  to  some airports; the State Division of Aeronautics and i t s  
AARF provide resources of direct benefit t o  some aviators). The unre- 
funded taxes  are  not direct payments t o  the  airport but are  unavoidable 
elements in the price that the user  must pay; hence,  in  this study, they 
have been considered a s  part of his fuel cos t  per gallon, 
For each airport, then, the cost  borne by the user  per gallon has  
been computed a s  illustrated in  the following example: 
Cents/gallon 
Pump Price (1969; 80 octane) 46 
State tax 7 
Price subject  t o  s a l e s  tax 39 
Refund requestable 5 
Sales tax a t  5% 1.95 
Effective amount of s ta te  refund 3.05 
Federal t ax  refund 2 
Total t ax  refunds 5.05 
Price corrected for tax  refunds 40.95 
Fuel flowage f e e  t o  airport - 3 . 5  
Price t o  buyer l e s s  payment t o  airport 37.45 
Note that  pump pr ices  were not ident ica l  a t  a l l  airports ,  tha t  the  pump 
price t o  an  FBO w a s  less, by two cen t s ,  and that  the  price of 100 octane 
g a s  w a s  higher by four o r  f ive cen t s  per  gallon. In the  calculat ions,  i t  
was  assumed that  a l l  engines  under 250 horsepower burned 80 octane ga s  
and that  the res t  burned 100 oc tane  g a s .  The f e e s  paid t o  the  airport 
a re  c o s t s  t o  the  buyer but were  subtracted from the  price t o  the buyer be- 
c a u s e  they a r e  sub jec t s  of the  study.  
Powerplant and Propeller Overhaul 
Most powerplants in  general  aviat ion a r e  s t i l l  piston engines and at-  
tention was  given exclus ively  t o  thei r  co s t s .  Several  engines,  spanning 
a horsepower range from about 65 t o  450, a r e  in service .  Two manufac- 
turers account  for  most of the  market but two others  have appreciable 
shares .  Comparable competing engines  of a given horsepower, whether 
of one manufacturer's l ine o r  of different manufacturers, differ not only 
i n  time between overhaul (TBO) and cos t  of overhaul but a l s o  in operat- 
ing character is t ics .  Pertinent d i f ferences  include fue l  consumption, re- 
lat ion between output power and R ,  P, M, , rel iabil i ty,  e a s e  of start ing,  
serviceabil i ty,  etc. Engines of a given horsepower a l s o  differ in sophis-  
t icat ion over a range from the  simple,  aspirated (carburetor), direct  drive 
models upward through fue l  injection,  geared,  partly supercharged, and 
fully turbocharged versions, each offering cost  and performance advan- 
tages  and penalt ies,  
Overhaul cos t s  are  largely direct labor and, therefore, vary with 
labor rate.  San Francisco Bay area labor rates were held by most shop 
managers interviewed to  push total  overhaul cos t s  some 20 - 25% higher 
than those prevailing in other parts of the country. When an engine i s  
sufficiently worn that  acceptable tolerances can no longer be maintained 
through overhaul, i t  can be subjected to remanufacturing, a t  a cost  about 
25 - 30% greater than an  overhaul. Overhaul cos t s  climb with sophisti- 
cation,  taking a big jump in most c a s e s  of full supercharging and a lesser ,  
but s t i l l  significant jump with gearing. Overhaul cos t s  tend, in the ag- 
gregate, to climb with rated horsepower; however, both design variations 
and the experience of shop personnel with a particular model (related to  
the number in  service) cause  minor irregularities in  this trend, even for 
engines of the same complexity. 
Overhaul cos t s  logically include not only the price charged by the 
specil ized shops that perform them, but a l so  other work which may come 
to  light upon engine removal for overhaul. Engine mounts may have de- 
teriorated and require service.  Accessories such a s  starter or magnetos 
may not be included in  the overhaul cost  and need attention. The la t ter  
cos t s  are  hard to  estimate,  because they depend s o  much on the mainten- 
ance  and use  history of the aircraft and on things l ike variations i n  man- 
ufacturing quality and how the aircraft is stored. 
TBO i s  determined by design and how widely the engine type has been 
in  service.  Long and widespread time in service leads  to  thorough debugging 
and to  a n  experience base  that  permit increasing the TBO. TBO tends ir- 
regularly t o  decline a s  rated power increases .  The decline may be more 
a result of the fact  that  the  larger engines in service  are fewer in number 
and have, in general, been on the market a shorter time rather than of 
an  inherent tendency toward more rapid wear. 
Propellers a re  usually overhauled a t  the same time a s  the powerplant, 
For simple, fixed pitch propellers, overhaul consis ts  mainly in filing 
down knicks and resurfacing. For variable pitch propellers, the pitch 
change mechanism and, a s  appropriate, governor will require attention. 
Generally, propeller s i ze ,  complexity, and overhaul cost  will climb with 
engine horsepower. 
For purposes of the study, overhaul cos t  estimates and TBO data on 
a variety of engines were obtained from three separate sources and con- 
verted into overhaul cos t s  per hour. These cos t  points were then plotted 
vers,us horsepower. A curve consist ing of two l inear segments was drawn 
that seemed bes t  t o  summarize the scat ter  exhibited by a l l  the three 
groups of points. High points corresponding to  turbocharged engines 
(known to  be rare in the fleet  under study) were subjectively accorded 
less weight than other points. Otherwise, no weighting was performed. 
It was considered beyond the scope of the study and unnecessary to  i t s  
objectives t o  ascertain how many engines of each model, were in service 
and to  weight the points accordingly. 
The final curve, Figure A-111- I ,  was  of the form: 
rhp < 106 : $0,75/hr 
rhp > 106 : $0.01 (1.2 rhp-50)/hr. 
Note: Piston engines only. 
Figure A-111- 1. - Engine and propeller overhaul costs 
Maintenance and Inspection 
Maintcnance and inspection cos t s  are ,  i f  anything, harder to  pin- 
point than insurance cos t s  (Appendix 11). Not only do aircraft differ in 
design,  both in how fa s t  they wear out and in  how easy  i t  is to  inspect 
and service parts that do  wear out,  but wear and deterioration will vary 
with how the aircraft are  used and stored. Most important, maintenance 
can  be traded off against  accelerated deterioration, which is reflected 
both in  a loss  in  value that  an  expert buyer can detect  and in degraded 
safety  that is hard to  quantify in monetary terms. 
Owners differ greatly in their approach t o  maintenance. Prosperous 
owners and many business owners will  have their aircraft serviced a t  
regular intervals by the manufacturers' authorized dealers .  The dealers 
usually are FBO's in  their own right and do  the maintenance on their own 
f leets .  Dealer service leads  t o  high visible out-of-pocket cos t s  that  
are  shunned by the majority of individual owners who own old rather than 
new aircraft. These l e s s  prosperous owners resort t o  various stratagems 
t o  effect the maintenance they consider necessary and the annual inspec- 
tion that  is legally required. 
First,  there are  established shops unaffiliated with dealers (as in 
the automotive field). These shops may have lower overhead cos t s  and 
billed labor rates than dealers; they sometimes use parts manufactured 
by other than original equipment manufacturers (OEMS) and sold a t  lower 
prices than offered by OEMs, 
Second, and a more common stratagem, is the "rolling repair station" 
which cons is t s  of a tool kit in the  trunk of a licensed mechanic's automobile. 
This mechanic works on other people 's  aircraft in his  spare time (moon- 
lights). His labor rate is probably about half that charged by the regular 
shops.  The quality of work offered by rolling repair stat ions probably 
varies over a wide range. Nonetheless, these men can  legally perform 
the required annual inspection and, within the limits of their toolbox and 
imagination, remedy deficiencies uncovered during the inspection. 
Lastly, the owner may do much of the maintenance and inspection 
work himself. Much of the work requires more in terms of time than spe- 
c ia l  ski l ls  and car. be handled by reasonably capable do-it-yourselfers. 
Not unknown is the owner who h a s  an aircraft for the joy of working on 
i t  rather than for the pleasure or utility of flying it; almost one per cent 
of the airplanes surveyed were grounded during a l l  of 1969. Antique and 
home-built airplane clubs are  remarkably active.  These owners then con- 
tact  a l icensed mechanic, who may not even have a rolling repair shop, 
t o  come and inspect their handiwork. H e  will sign the required forms for 
a small fee  such a s  $25.00. 
The spread in monetary cos t s  implied above for these different ap- 
proaches t o  maintenance is not merely in  labor and, occasionally, in  
non-OEM parts. It is often i n  mark downs from retail ,  The safety  con- 
1 
scious owner will change oi l  every 50 hours. The dealer will  charge 
the full retail rate of around 60 - 70 cents  per quart, The owner can  pur- 
chase oil  in bulk elsewhere for a s  l i t t le a s  36e. Discounts on other it- 
e m s  may be significant. For example, there are two spark plugs per 
' ~ v e r ~  25 hours i f  h is  engine lacks  a n  oil  f i l ter .  Typical engine ca- 
pacit ies run between 6 and 14 quarts. 
cylinder, four or s ix  cylinders per engine; spark plugs retail for about 
$5,50 each,  or  about $14.00 for "platinum" plugs that  are  believed more 
reliable but both can be purchased a t  20 - 40% under retail.  Since spark 
plugs should l a s t  about 300 hours, the resultant savings per hour are not 
gigantic, but several  such economies can mount up to  appreciable sums. 
The chief difference between dealer and non-dealer service probably 
centers on intensity of maintenance. Prosperous individual and business 
aircraft owners usually have aircraft inspected every 100 hours even 
though an annual inspection is a l l  that  the law requires. Commercial 
operators such a s  FBO0s a re  legally required to  inspect a t  every 100 hours 
and usually submit t o  50 hour inspections a s  well. These inspections 
are in search of deficiencies: safety  of flight items that  must be tended 
to. During the operational history of any aircraft model, safety related 
engineering changes,  such a s  a component re-design, occur. Most are 
confirmed by FAA Airworthiness Directives (AD'S) sent  to  a l l  registered 
owners of that model directing that  the changes be incorporated either 
immediately or  a t  the time .of the  next inspection. The manufacturer a l so  
furnishes his dealers  with service bulletins concerning remedies for 
troublesome components. The dealer,  during ' inspections,  will automat- 
ically note unincorporated AD'S with other deficiencies and will a l so  . l ist  
"squawks, " which are  i t e m s  such a s  service bulletins or work recom- 
mended to  forestall  cost l ier  subsequent repairs. 
The approach taken for the study was  to  seek  a n  expression for hourly 
maintenance cos t s  a t  dealer  shops in  terms of variables that were avail- 
able  on the data cards (Appendix I). Dealer shop managers were asked to  
estimate maintenance cos t s  on specif ic  aircraft. The aircraft were of 
known characteristics: installed power, number of s ea t s  (a proxy for 
payload), and maximum speed. Under the assumption that maintenance 
cos t s  could be defined a s  a l inear relationship among these  variables, 1 
a multiple regression analysis  was performed using cost  estimates on 45  
different airplane types.  
The results  of the preliminary analysis  are shown in  Exhibit A-111-1. 
The number of s e a t s  is seen ,  in the correlation matrix, t o  correlate pos- 
itively with both horsepower and speed. That is, the more sea t s  on 
board, the greater the  installed power, a s  is to  be expected, but a l s o  
the greater the cruising speed. The probable explanation is that multi- 
passenger aircraft a r e  used more for transportation, where speed is i m -  
portant. More to  the  point, the number of s ea t s  was insignificant a s  a 
predictor of maintenance and inspection cos t s ,  a s  can be seen  from the 
small value of Beta squared. 
In the second analysis ,  Exhibit A-111-2, the number of s ea t s  was 
omitted a s  a predictor. Scarcely any accuracy was lost ,  a s  measured 
by the coefficient of multiple correlation, plus 0.937 without number of 
'some shop managers stated that maintenance and inspection cos t s  
per period would climb a s  the aircraft aged because some components 
simply deteriorate with age.  This deterioration would occur more rapidly 
for aircraft not hangared than'for hangared aircraft but would inevitably 
show itself .  A sophisit icated analysis  would correct for age a s  a vari- 
able  and, perhaps, include the storage history, In the  present study, it 
was assumed that these  cos t  differences were s o  small (and the storage 
history not available) a s  t o  be overshadowed by the differences in  labor 
cost  cited; they have,  therefore, been ignored. They may a l s o  be par- 
t ial ly reflected in  deterioration and, thence, in depreciation cost .  
sea t s  and plus 0.938 with. Since 1.0 would mean perfect correlation, 
the prediction is considered satisfactory.  The distribution in variable 
values is discernable from the means and standard deviations shown. 
The final equation for maintenance and inspection (including oi l  changes) 
cos t ,  in dollars per hour, was: 
Cm = -1 .52  + 0.013 HP + 0.019 Vm 
where HP i s  the rated horsepower and Vm is the design maximum speed 
in  m i l e s  per hour. 
The resulting l inear equation should accurately reflect average dealer 
charges on well  maintained aircraft.  For aircraft serviced under contract, 
for other FBO's or  for the lessors  of leaseback aircraft,  typically, a 10 
per cent reduction (to 0.9 cm) would be given by the dealer shops.  It 
was assumed in the study that business  aircraft would be maintained by 
dealer shops and non-business aircraft would be otherwise maintained. 
The breakpoint was arbitrarily chosen to  be 35% or more of flight hours 
for business purposes; such aircraft were charged the full C,. The cost  
for non-business aircraft was correspondingly s e t  a t  60% of the dealer 
shop cost ,  0.6 C m l  to  reflect the  lower cos t s  incurred, on the average, 
by owners not patronizing dealer shops.  It is assumed to  include any 
depreciation in value in excess  of normal that  results  i f  the cheaper 
maintenance is, indeed, substandard. 
Although the regression analysis  is s:traightforward, some comments 
on the input cost  data are  in order. These were based on off-the-cuff 
estimates by five shop managers. ' The managers were asked t o  quote 
' ~ h r e e  from one manufacturer and one each from two other manufacturers. 
Exhibit A-111- I 
Results of Resres sion Analysis Usinq Three Variables to Predict 
Maintenance and Inspection Costs 
Correlation Matrix 
No. of Seats 
HP No. of Seats vm 'm 
1,000 0.754 0.903 0.930 
0.754 1.000 0.715 0.684 
0.903 0.715 1.000 0.889 
0.930 0.684 0.889 1.000 
Coefficient of Multiple Correlation, R: + 0.938 
F for analysis of variance on R: 97.337 (Number of degrees of free- - 
dom: 3,40) 
Contributors to R: 
Predictor 
HP 
No. of Seats 
Vm 
Nature of Data: 
Test Mean 
HP 348.07 












Exhibit A-111- 2 
Results  of Reqression Analysis Using Two Variables to Predict 
Maintenance and Inspection C o s t s  
Correlation Matrix 
Coefficient of Multiple Correlation, R: 4- 0.937 
F for ana lys i s  of variance on R: 147.309 (Number of degrees of free- 
dom: 2,41) 




Nature of Data: 
Test  Mean 
HP 348.07 
Vm 200.52 








Final  Computed Equation: 
C, =-1.52416 + 0.01262 HP $. 0.01928 Vm 
from memory the billings for service cos t s  over a 100 hour period, includ- 
ing inspections, oi l  changes,  and maintenance according t o  manufacturer 
guidelines; that is, a 100-hour, a 50-hour and sometimes two 25-hour 
inspections, o i l  changes,  repairs and adjustments. Inspection and stan- 
dard servicing charges do not vary much over different aircraft of a parti- 
cular model, given the dealer 's  inspection labor rate (which was usually 
$1.00 - $2.00 lower than the standard labor rate). Some variation oc- 
curs because mechanics work a t  different speeds and because any mech- 
an ic  can inspect  ana service an  airplane with whose maintenance history 
he is familiar fas ter  than he  can  one of the same type that he  is inspect- 
ing for the first  time. But the  major uncertainty leading to  variations in  
estimates (over and above variations due to  billing rate differences) lies 
in  the cos t s  of rectifying deficiencies and squawks uncovered during in- 
spections.  In none of the shops had billings ever  been s ta t is t ical ly  an- 
alyzed to  ascertain standard cos t s .  
All rejected a s  unrealistically low the average hourly maintenance 
cos t s  published in  their  own manufacturer's s a l e s  literature. The kind- 
e s t  estimate was  that  the  actual  cos t s  are  greater by 33%, but some dis-  
crepancies of 150% were admitted. Most managers agreed that  the dif- 
ferences were only partly accounted for by the high local  labor billing 
ra tes  (which include overhead rates  running 100 - 150 per cent). 
The preceding discussion relates t o  inspections and maintenance on 
the  airframe and includes the normal engine and propeller service besides 
overhaul. It does not include servicing of electronic equipment. Nearly 
a l l  aircraft operating in metropolitan areas  have a t  l eas t  radio communications 
gear on board for contact with control towers. Most have navigation 
aid equipment in addition. Increasingly, aircraft have stabilization de- 
vices  t o  aid in the piloting task.  Some have instrument landing aids  on 
board. Those flying in  high density traffic areas  carry radar transpond- 
ers  (to a s s i s t  ground based a i r  traffic controllers in  aircraft identifica- 
tion). Laws in  some areas  require the installation of emergency radio 
beacons to  a s s i s t  searchers after a crash in  uninhabited areas .  Al l  of 
th is  avionics gear is subject  to  failure, hence to  servicing, repair, and 
replacement cos t s .  Avionics maintenance requirements are best  des- 
cribed a s  s tochast ic .  Equipment in  one installation will function flaw- 
l e s  s ly  for years while supposedly identical  equipment in another instal- 
lation will  be continuously in  and out of the repair shop. No data were 
found on which to  base  average avionics maintenance cos t s .  They have 
been ignored i n  the study, a c lear  understatement of cos t s  but one whose 
extent is unknown. 
In conclusion, the typical dealer  shop maintenance charges computed 
would overstate monetary cos t s  if applied over the entire fleet: shoestring 
many operators simply do not purchase services  of dealer quality and 
price. The 60% factor used to  reduce dealer  cos t s  on aircraft predomin- 
antly used for other than business  purposes may, i tself ,  be high. On the 
other hand, neglect of avionics related cos t s  leads  toward understatement 
of total  maintenance cos t s .  It is assumed, for want of better information, 
that the effects are  self-cancelling on the average. 
APPENDIX IV 
Depreciation Costs 
Depreciation is the decrease in economic value of a fixed a s s e t  over 
time, whether the result  of deterioration, technological obsolescense,  
s tyle  change, or whatever, As the  Civil Aeronautics Board has  written 
for airline aircraft,  
"Aircraft do not deteriorate in a physical sense .  Under 
normal maintenance, they can be kept in an operational 
s t a t e  for indefinite periods of time. Thus, depreciation 
is essent ia l ly  caused by the lo s s  in market value of the  
aircra t attributable t o  technological obsolescence fact- 
ors.  " f 
The same holds true for general aviation aircraft. 
The annual decrease in  value is a cos t  t o  the a s s e t  owner. I t  will 
usually diminish i n  magnitude a s  the  a s s e t  ages .  The following section 
describes research performed t o  derive a schedule showing depreciation 
cos t s  a s  a function of aircraft age.  A s ta t i s t i ca l  analysis of used air- 
craft values was performed to  develop the schedule for aircraft over one 
year old. A means for estimating depreciation during the first year was 
developed on the basis  of interviews. A complicating factor in regard to 
new aircraft is the large number that are  in  the  hands of FBO's under sale- 
leaseback agreements that  are ,  accordingly, a l so  discussed.  Note that  
economic depreciation in  this  context is the loss  in  market value over a 
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12-month period, measured in  constant dollars,  and i s  quite different 
from depreciation used for f inancial  accounting or  tax purposes. 
Since a basic  input t o  the  computations, a s  explained in  Appendix I ,  
was  the 1969 market value of each  aircraft, a function expressing the 
depreciation during the year, 1969, in terms of this  variable was sought. 
To do so ,  a s ta t i s t i ca l  analysis  of market value decreases  for over 4 0  
aircraft types was performed, The change in market value over a 12-month 
period was expressed a s  a fraction of the final value. Factors of the form: 
Value in year (y-1) - Value in year y 
Value i n  year y 
were generated for several  airplanes of different ages  for y = 1969 and y 
= 1968. 
The analysis was  premised on the simplifying assumption that ,  on 
the average, a l l  aircraft decrease the same per cent i n  value during the 
nth year of life. In fact ,  some models depreciate less because of a rep- 
utation for quality and others depreciate more. An individual airplane 
will be evaluated in  the marketplace on the bas i s  of i t s  actual  condition 
(overall, and flight time s ince l a s t  powerplant overhaul) and the acces-  
sories installed. Average aircraft condition and average equipment were 
assumed in  the analysis .  
The source of market data was  the Aircraft Dealers Service Associa- 
tion (ADSA) Aircraft Bluebook, The ADSA Bluebook is published quarterly. 
The origins of the retail  and wholesale prices contained in  i t  are  not spe- 
cified but are  understood t o  be aircraft auctions that  take place periodic- 
al ly,  tempered by information contributed by dealers and by much judge- 
ment. The Bluebook data  are not the  ultimate in reliability a s  measures 
of market value because the market for used aircraft is very thin. Sample 
s i ze s  in  many models are  not large enough to  justify great confidence in  
the Bluebook prices.  In many c a s e s ,  there are  simply not enough aircraft 
in existence to  provide a proper market, even i f  a l l  were traded in  the 
period of observation, a s  they clearly are not. Of the aircraft s a l e s  and 
trades that do  take place,  a large fraction are  between individuals and 
not reported. Of the others,  many involve trades,  s o  that i t  is difficult 
t o  sort out what price is associated with which aircraft. 
That the sample s i z e  must be small becomes obvious when i t  is re- 
called that only about 150,000 aircraft are  in the whole general aviation 
fleet ,  spread through a l l  50 s t a t e s .  Of this f leet ,  only s ix  models were 
even manufactured i n  quanti t ies a s  great a s  1,000 in one year. Of those 
in service,  only a small fraction can  be expected to  be on the market a t  
a l l  during a given period and only a few of these  become part of the sample. 
Swings in the economy influence demand (hence, prices). The mar- 
ket was relatively strong in 1967-68, but the bottom had fallen out by 1970. 
To avoid the problem of cycl ical  swings, a thoroughgoing study would in- 
clude several  years. In the  current study, three success ive  years,  or two 
year pairs were taken: 1967-68, and 1968-69 (third quarter data). 
To correct for the  fact  that  some models were produced in  far larger 
quantities than others, hence could be expected t o  consti tute a larger 
part of the market, the depreciation factor for each model was weighted 
by the number of aircraft manufactured in  that  model and year. The prod- 
uction figures were taken from industry output summaries published an- 
nually in  the magazine, Aviation Week and Space Technolosy, formerly 
Aviation Week. In c a s e s  of some older ,aircraft where Aviation Week data 
were not available,  production run lengths were inferred from beginning 
and ending ser ia l  numbers; i t  was assumed that  aircraft were numbered 
consecutively (i. e. ,  that no ser ia l  numbers were skipped) . 
Finally, a correction was applied to  correct for inflation, The con- 
sumer durables price index was used to  express a l l  prices and price 
changes i n  1969 dollars. 1967 prices were accordingly multiplied by 
1.07 and 1968 prices by 1.037, 
A sample calculation is shown i n  Exhibit A-IV-1. The results  for the 
year pair 1967-68 are  shown in Exhibit A-IV-2 and for 1968-69 in Exhibit 
A-IV-3. Comparison of the two shows some significant differences that  
are  assumed to  be the result of the small sample s i z e s  behind the Blue- 
book values.  The two year pairs are  combined in  Exhibit A-IV-4, which 
-
is the basis  for the points shown in Figure A-IV-1. The straight l ine 
curves of Figure A-IV-1 were drawn somewhat arbitrarily, There was no 
reason to  suppose that the sawtooth pattern of the data  points would per- 
s i s t  i f  further comparisons were made. The 1967-68 resul ts  alone do not 
exhibit i t  ( ~ x h i b i t  A-IV-2). Since it is a commonplace in the industry 
that  the bulk of depreciation takes  place in the early years of the aircraft 
life, the  early portion of the curve was made correspondingly steep.  
Note, in  interpreting both the tables  and the curve, that  an aircraft y 
years old is in  its (yf 1)th year; that  is, a one year old airplane is in i t s  
second year. The ordinate s ca l e  of Figure A-IV-1, then, presents the 
depreciation during the nth year a s  a per cent of the aircraft value a t  the 
end of the nth year; the absc issa  s ca l e  presents the aircraft age a t  the 
start  of the nth year. 
The Bluebook prices were for aircraft with "average" equipment. Al- 
though there are  substantial  variations possible in  trim, powerplant, and 
other aircraft accessor ies ,  the  equipment question usually revolves ar- 
ound avionics. The Bluebook does not distinguish between an airplane 
from a rural airport containing only a simple radio and one based a t  a 
ci ty and containing full instrument landing a ids ,  auto-pilot, weather ra- 
dar, radar transponder, e tc . ,  even though participants in  a n  individual 
transaction would. One reason for th i s  is the rapid write off of avionics,  
partly itself a result  of high retail  markup (100% or more). The other 
reason is the spread in owner preferences that  reduces the marketability 
of installed avionics: the  second owner may just not be interested in 
first owner's avionics package. 
For new aircraft,  the Bluebook l i s t s  a "Fly away Factory'' price, with- 
out options. Two problems a r i se .  First,  some cos t  is associated with the 
loss  in  value of options and i t  must be computed. Second, the "Fly away 
Factory" l i s t  price does not accurately reflect market, what buyers actu- 
a l ly  pay. Because of these  uncertainties,  the s ta t i s t i ca l  analysis  could 
not be used to  compute the first year depreciation cos t s .  Instead, the 
approach taken was  to  assume that  avionics were the only options in 
question and to  treat  avionics depreciation separately from airframe de- 
preciation. The input data from the survey included the owner's estimate 
of the value of his avionics equipment. While the accuracy and meaning 
of his  estimate are  open to  question (as discussed in  Appendix I) the 
number he  provided is better than none a t  a l l .  It w a s  assumed to  be the 
Exhibit A-IV- 1 
Sample Calculation of Depreciation Factor 
Aircraft Model 
Year of Manufacture 
1967 Market Value 
1968 Market Value 
1969 Market Value $5750 
' Number of Aircraft Manufactured 138 
1967 value in 1969 dollars: (1.07) (6600) = 7070 
1968 value in  1969 dollars: (1.037) (6000) = 6230 
Year of aircraft l ife during 1967 
Year of aircraft l ife during 1968 
2nd year Depreciation Factor: 
3rd year  Depreciation Factor: 
Weighting factor used in combining these  with 2nd year factors and 3rd 
year factors of other aircraft models: 138 
Exhibit A-IV- 2 
Depreciation Means and Standard Deviations Usinq Bluebook Values 
for Years 1967 and 1968 
Weighted Weighted 
Years Old No. of C a s e s  Mean Standard Deviation 
Exhibit A-IV-3 
Depreciation Meails and Standard Deviations Usinq Bluebook Values 
, for Years 1968 and 1969 
Weighted Weighted 
Years Old No. of Cases Mean Standard Deviation 
Exhibit A-IV-4 
Depreciation Means and Standard Deviations U s i n q  Bluebook Values 
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Figure A-IV-1. - Depreciation schedule used in  computations for aircraft 
one year old and older , 
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l i s t  value, new, for new aircraft (1969 aircraft in this  study). The trade 
rule of thumb i s  that  avionics equipment drops t o  50% of i t s  retail  value 
a s  soon a s  i t  is installed in the airplane and retains this value during 
i t s  first year in  the aircraft.  Based on interviews with dealers i t  is a s -  
sumed that  new avionics equipment on the average is sold a t  10% off l i s t ,  
The depreciation cos t  t o  the owner during the first year is then 40% of 
l i s t .  In the computations, then, owners of 1969 aircraft were charged 
an  avionics depreciation cost  of 40% of the value they had l isted for avi- 
onics equipment installed.  
Similarly, the trade consensus was that aircraft depreciate to  75% 
of factory l i s t  during the first year and that they sell, on the average, 
a t  5% off l is t .  Under these  assumptions, the  owner suffers a deprecia- 
tion loss  equal t o  20% of the "Fly away Factory" price l isted in the Blue- 
book, An example of the calculation of depreciation cos t s  on a new air- 
craft and electronics is presented in  Exhibit A-IV-5. 
The calculation of f irst  year depreciation cost  was complicated by 
two facts .  In the first  place,  the  majority of new aircraft sold become 
parts of the FBO f leets .  One estimate is that 70% of new sa l e s  are  for 
FBO's, In the second place,  most modern FBO f leets  are  operated partly 
under sale-leaseback arrangements. Some FBO's operate only leased 
aircraft. These arrangements a re  discussed below. 
In a fleet composed of mixed owned and leased aircraft,  i t  can usu- 
ally be assumed that the  FBO pays only the wholesale price for his air- 
craft, generally about 80% of l i s t ,  He suffers only a 5% depreciation 
cost  i f  he  s e l l s  the  aircraft af ter  a year a t  retail,  75% of l i s t .  The lessor  
Exhibit A-IV-5 
Sample Depreciation Calculation for New Aircraft 
Bluebook, "Fly away Factory" value 
Airframe Depreciation (20%) 
Owner's estimate of avionics value 
Avionics Depreciation (40%) 
Total Depreciation Cos t  
What owner paid: 
Airframe (95% of list)  
Avionics (90% of l ist)  
Total 
Resulting assumed Market Value at end of year 
Which equals  7 5% Airframe list 
plus 50% Avionics list 
usually, hut not always,  pays tklc full l i s t  price for the aircraft,  and suf- 
fers depreciation cos t s  accordingly. These vagueries have been taken 
into account in the assumptions cited for computing first year deprecia- 
tion cos t s  . 
The leaseback arrangements are  a product of tax laws; detai ls  of the 
contracts are  shaped by Internal Revenue Service regulations and guide- 
l ines.  In general, a n  individual buys the aircraft new (under a bank or 
finance company loan) and enters a l ea se  contract with the FBO, Usually 
the lessor  receives l i t t le or  no guaranteed rent, but i s  paid a certain 
amount for every hour the airplane is flown. The hourly lease  payments 
vary with the airplane, of course, and with whether the  lease  is wet or 
dry. Under a dry l ea se  the FBO is responsible for a l l  aircraft operating 
cos t s ,  including maintenance and insurance. Under a wet l ease ,  the 
form predominating in  the survey, the  lessor  is responsible for insurance, 
maintenance, taxes,  and fuel ,  There are a l s o  in  between arrangements, 
the most common being where the FBO fuels the aircraft but the lessor  is 
responsible for other operating expenses.  The lessor  normally enjoys a 
reduction such a s  10% on maintenance performed by the lessee;  he may 
a l s o  profit from any fleet  rate insurance premium reductions negotiated 
by the FBO, 
The lessor  is usually a pilot who can use  his  aircraft - with informal 
priority over other FBO customers. He pays the standard rental fee  t o  the  
FBO. Since part of this rental fee comes back t o  him a s  a l ea se  payment, 
h is  per hour, out of pocket cos t  of flying is l e s s  than straight rental. The 
lessor  enters into the l ea se  agreement in the belief that his total, after 
tax flying cos t s  will be lower than they would be i f  he  either owned the 
aircraft and did not l ea se  i t  out or rented FBO aircraft.  That i s ,  if the 
l ea se  payments contribute to  his fixed cos t s  and i f  he fl ies enough, the 
cos t s  of his flying a re  lower than they would be otherwise, 
From the FBO's standpoint, the leaseback serves  i t s  usual purpose 
of freeing capital  for other purposes. Also, with l ea se  payments largely 
or wholly on a per flight hour bas i s ,  the risk of a business  downturn is 
passed on to  the lessor .  If the FBO is an aircraft dealer,  then he earns 
a profit on the aircraft sa le ;  indeed, most sale-leaseback deals  are  en- 
gineered by salesmen. 
Two final comments regarding the depreciation computations used in 
the report are offered. First,  i t  is emphasized that  the depreciation fac- 
tors are based on market value, not book value a s  in  conventional depre- 
ciation calculations.  As  a result ,  although the factors total well over 
loo%,  each factor is applied to  a depreciated, market value such that 
depreciation to  zero value does goJ occur. Indeed, s ince the deprecia- 
tion schedule is assumed to  s tar t  from a value equal t o  75% of list a t  the 
end of the first year, the aircraft are  assumed to  decrease to  about 25% 
of their value new (in constant dollars) a t  the end of 15 years. 
Second, the analysis  and its schedules and conclusions apply only 
t o  light planes of the type that  comprised nearly a l l  the aircraft in the  
survey. The situation may be different for larger, more sophisiticated 
aircraft such a s  executive jets used in  business transportation, No an- 
a lys i s  of the prices paid nor of the depreciation suffered on these aircraft 
was performed. 
APPENDIX V 
Cos t s  of the  Hypothetical  Fleets  
The hypothetical  f l ee t s  were those  assumed in computing the  curves 
of f l ee t  operating c o s t s  versus  runway length used in Chapter  V. The 
hypothetical  f lee t  is one in  which a l l  aircraft a re  designed t o  one and the  
same runway length.  l The aircraft in  the  f lee t  a re  otherwise the same 
a s  those  in  the  ac tua l  1969 fleet  in  terms of age ,  mission capabil i ty,  2 
and general  quali ty.  The assumption of no change in the age  distribu- 
tion of the  f l ee t  implies that  sufficient time has,  pa s sed  for the f leet  t o  
reach equilibrium a t  a new technology level; i f  new aircraft only were 
used ,  the aircraft  values  and assoc ia ted  fixed cos t s  would be unrealis- 
t i ca l ly  high. Cos t s  of the  hypothetical  f lee t  for the year 1969 are  com- 
puted under t he  assumption that  each  hypothetical aircraft flew the ex- 
a c t  number of hours a s  did its real  life counterpart.  
The curves of airplane operating cos t  versus  runway length, L, in  
Chapter  V, were found by computing c o s t s  a t  15 discreet  values  of L.. A 
separa te ,  16th point was  computed for VTOL and is considered t o  apply 
lThroughout th i s  d i scuss ion ,  required runway length is understood 
to be  the  longer of t ake  off o r  landing t o  o r  from 50 feet  height a t  s e a  
level ,  59" F, on  a dry, paved runway. 
'speed, range and payload. 
1 
over the entire range 0 C L & 600 feet .  In order t o  perform the com- 
putations, means had to  be devised to  express yearly cos t s  of any air- 
craft in terms of runway length. As is evident from Appendices I1 - IV, 
fixed cos t s ,  with the exception of some liability insurance premiums, 
are functions of aircraft value. The variable aircraft operating cos t s ,  
correspondingly, are functions of aircraft horsepower, except for design 
speed corrections which are  of no concern s ince the hypothetical aircraft 
are assumed to  fly a t  the same speeds a s  their  real  life counterparts. 
The problem, then, was to  develop relationships between runway length 
and both aircraft price and installed horsepower. 
The relationships found are presented in Figures A-V-1 and A-V-2 
whose interpretation and development are discussed below. The follow- 
ing nomenclature is defined: 
Bhp Base horsepower (defined below) 
BV Base aircraft value (defined below) 
hp Rated horsepower (from survey analysis ,  Appendix I) 
Hhp Horsepower required in  hypothetical aircraft 
HV Value ascribed to  hypothetical aircraft 
L Aircraft design runway length 
V Aircraft value (from survey analysis ,  Appendix I) 
Vm Aircraft maximum design airspeed. 
A l l  variables apply either to  the actual  aircraft (based on the survey) or 
 or purposes of this study, 600 feet  was assumed to  be the shortest  
dis tance from which reasonably conventional fixed wing aircraft could be 
designed to  operate. 
Note: Applies only to  propeller driven aircraft under 
12,560 lbs .  design gross weight. 
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Figure A-V-1. - Assumed horsepower variation used i n  cos t  
calculations of hypothetical aircraft. 
Note: Applies only to  propeller driven aircraft under 
- 12,500 lbs .  design gross weight. 
- a. Vm < I80 m?h 
b .  180<Vm < 210 mph 
\ C. 210<Vm < 240 
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Figure A-V-2. - Assumed value variation used in  cos t  calculations 
of hypothetical aircraft. 
to  their hypothetical counterparts or, in the case of Vm,  to  both. 
The total  cost  of the hypothetical f leet  a t  each runway length, L, is 
computed by summing the cos t s  of a l l  hypothetical aircraft.  Each hypo- 
thetical  aircraft is assumed t o  have been designed for just that runway 
length. A hypothetical aircraft is associated with every aircraft that was 
based a t  the airport under study during the period in question (1969, i n  
this report). Each hypothetical aircraft ha s  a power of Hhp that  is used 
to compute variable cos t s  following the procedures laid out in Appendix 
I11 and a value, HV, used to  compute fixed cos t s ,  such a s  return on in- 
vestment and depreciation. Insurance cos t s  are computed a s  explained 
in  Appendix 11, using both Hhp and HV wherever horsepower and aircraft 
value enter the calculations.  The purpose of the following discussion i s  
to  describe how Hhp and HV are computed. 
At the s tar t  i t  should be made clear  that aircraft designers try t o  op- 
timize designs for certain missions,  and that they are reasonably success-  
ful a t  doing so.  Among general aviation aircraft,  the characteristic of 
greatest  importance in determining design configurations1 is cruise speed 
(which i s  usually around 90% of maximum design speed) .  Aircraft designed 
for high speed cruise have higher wing loadings than those cruising a t  
lower speeds.  Because of the higher wing loading, the minimum safe 
speed of the fas ter  aircraft is generally higher than that  of the slower; 
consequently, the landing and take off speeds are  a l s o  higher, and the 
required runway length greater. Correspondingly, for any aircraft, the 
 or a given payload and range or flight endurance. 
requirement t o  acce le ra te  t o  t a k e  off speed  means added thrust  a s  the  
d i s t a n c e  in  which t h i s  acce le ra t ion  must be  ach ieved  d iminishes .  The 
added thrus t  means inc reased  horsepower,  which accoun t s  for the  inc rease  
i n  s lope  a t  the  le f t  e n d s  of the  Figure A-V-1 curves .  
S ince  many ex i s t ing  aircraft  have  not been  optimized for runway 
length ,  i t  turns  out  tha t  re la t ive ly  minor modifications could be  made t o  
improve the i r  runway performance. The horizontal  port ions of the  curves 
i n  Figures A-V- I and A-V- 2 correspond t o  the  b a s e  horsepower and value 
tha t  aircraft  would exhibi t  i f  no  sac r i f i ce  were  made tha t  improved runway 
performance. As examples ,  i t  is assumed  tha t  a n y  aircraft  with a maxi- 
mum speed  of 210 miles per  hour (mph) could be  des igned t o  a runway 
length of 1 ,400 feet without addi t ional  power. The added sophis t ica t ion ,  
however, could add t o  in i t i a l  c o s t s  a t  somewhat g rea te r  runway lengths .  
Curve (b) i n  Figure A-V-2 shows tha t  c o s t  pena l t i e s  would b e  incurred a t  
runway performances be t t e r  than 1 ,650  fee t ,  where curve (b) s t a r t s  t o  
climb. 
Some exis t ing  aircraft  d o  incorporate t h e  addi t ional  power or the  
o ther  modifications n e c e s s a r y  t o  improve runway performance. These 
aircraft  a re  assumed to  be overdesigned re la t ive  t o  the  b a s e  aircraft for 
the i r  mission.  The s loped portions of the  curves  make i t  poss ib le  t o  
compute what  the  b a s e  horsepower,  Bhp, and b a s e  va lue ,  BV, of t h e s e  
aircraft  would be .  The computation is i l lus t ra ted  by a n  example. 
Character is t ics  of the  based  airplane:  
Rated horsepower,  hp  
Take off d i s t a n c e  
26 0 
1, 240 fee t  
Landing d i s tance  1,000 feet  
Design runway iength (the longer of landing 
o r  t ake  off), L 1, 240 fee t  
Aircraft Value, V $14,000 
Aircraft maximum des ign  speed ,  Vm 166 mph 
The ba se  horsepower, Bhp, and ba se  price,  BV, a r e  calculated by refer- 
ence  t o  the curves .  
For Vm = 166, u s e  the  lower curve in Figure A-V-1, that  for Vm & 
210, to find hp/Bhp. At L = 1, 240 feet ,  th is  value is 1.03. The 
ba se  horsepower is then: Bhp = 260/1.03 = 252. Similarly, u se  
-
curve (a) in  Figure A-V-2, that  for  Vm & 180, t o  find BV/V, At L 
= 1,  240, th is  value  is about 1.16. The ba se  price is then: BV = 
14,000/1.16 = $12,100. 
With the  b a s e  horsepower and the  ba se  price in  hand,  exact ly  the  
same curves se rve  t o  derive the  hypothetical  horsepower and hypothetical 
price.  Continuing t he  same example: 
Given: Vm = 166 mph 
Bhp = 252 
BV = $12,100,  
1) Find Hhp and HV corresponding t o  L = 1,000 feet .  U s e  the  same 
curves a s  previously i n  Figures A-V- 1 and A-V-2. 
At L =  1,000,  ~ h p / ~ h p  = 1.08 
and H V / B V = ~ . ~  
Thus: Hhp = (1.08) (252) = 273 
and HV = (1,3) (12,100) = $15,740 
2 )  Find Hhp and HP corresponding t o  L = 800 fee t .  
At L = 800,  ~ h p / ~ h p  = 1.20 
and H V / B V = ~ . ~ ~  
Thus: Hhp = (1.2) (252) = 303 
and HV = (1.55) (12, 100) = $18 ,800  
I t  should b e  emphasized tha t  Figures A-V-1 and A-V-2 a r e  assumed to 
reflect  a l l  the  d e s i g n  changes  needed t o  effect shor t  runway performanceo 
Some of the  des ign  implicat ions a r e  d i s c u s s e d  below. 
For l ight  wing loading a i rcraf t ,  runway performance c a n  be e a s i l y  
improved by increas ing low s p e e d  propeller  thrust  and some re la t ive ly  
minor aerodynamic form and control modification t o  make low speed  f l ight  
sa fe ly  pi lotable.  The inc reased  thrust  usual ly  means more horsepower,  
perhaps with t h e  added complexity of gearing and a more complex than 
o therwise  propeller.  The modifications add t o  t h e  aircraft  empty weight; 
consequent ly ,  the  ent i re  a i rp lane  is somewhat bigger and heavier  t o  ac-  
c o n ~ p l i s h  a given mission.  In somc respec t s  (such a s  propeller  and gear-  
ing) maintenance and  overhaul  c o s t s  wi l l  he inc reased .  The horsepower 
ra t io  curve represents  a n  es t ima te  o f  what t h e s e  des ign  changes  would 
d o  to  variable c o s t s .  The added power and o ther  d e s i g n  fea turcs  i n c r e a s e  
t h e  in i t ia l  c o s t  of the  a i rp lane ,  hence  i t s  deprecia ted  value  and a l l  c o s t  
i tems a s s o c i a t e d  with aircraft  va lue ,  1 
The higher wing loading aircraft  a s soc ia ted  with higher maximum 
'It is assumed ,  for want  of be t ter  information, tha t  deprecia t ion  on 
STOL aircraft  opcrated from paved airports  would follow t h e  same  pattern 
a s  w a s  ca lcula ted  for conventional  genera l  avia t ion  aircraft  in  Appendix 
IV. 
cruise speeds have greater difficulty in achieving the low speed flight 
necessary for short runway performance, particularly landings. Either 
the wing area must be increased, e .  g o  , f laps ,  or extraordinarily high 
lift coefficients safely  and controllably achieved. The la t ter  probably 
implies powered lift,  such a s  a blown wing, during the approach, to 
land successfully a t  runway lengths near and below 1,000 feet .  Addi- 
tional power will usually be needed to  accelerate t o  take off speed. 
With current technology, the propeller that will quietly produce the 
needed low speed thrust will function inefficiently in high speed cruise.  1 
As a result ,  power requirements will climb in order t o  maintain cruise 
capability even on those few high cruise speed aircraft that currently 
have enough power installed to  permit relatively short take offs. The 
combination of design features making possible short field performance 
on high speed aircraft causes  init ial  cos t s  (hence, fixed costs)  and in- 
stalled power (hence, variable costs)  t o  s tar t  climbing a t  higher values 
of L than they do for lower speed aircraft. 
Since no short field aircraft are in widespread use ,  nor in large 
sca le  production, nor firm data source ex is t s  on which to  base  the curves. 
Of a l l  STOL aircraft in civil  service,  probably l e s s  than a dozen aircraft 
in total cruise in excess  of 210 mph. Those operating a t  lower speeds 
are not available in sufficient quantities t o  provide experience indicat- 
ing what selling prices would be i f  they were no longer to  reflect 
' ~ e s e a r c h  and development on propellers that would perfom well in 
both flight regimes has  been carried on for some years,  but has  yet t o  re- 
su l t  in operational hardware. 
development c o s t s  and if ef f ic ient ,  la rger  s c a l e  production were  launched.  
The half dozen  o r  fewer firms worldwide tha t  produce STOLS have  de-  
s igned the i r  aircraft  for t h e  rough terrain,  s p e c i a l  u s e  miss ions  where t h e  
present  market lies. There is no production exper ience ,  in  the  United 
S ta tes  o r  e lsewhere ,  in STOL aircraft  des igned for the  genera l  avia t ion  
market, charac ter ized  for  the  most part  by paved o r  we l l  manicured s o d  
runways.  It  is d i f f icul t  t o  e s t ima te  the  premium paid i n  the  exis t ing  de-  
s i g n s  for the  extra ruggedness  they incorporate. 
Other firms a r e  success fu l ly  marketing modifications t o  exis t ing  l ight  
aircraft  tha t  improve runway performance 20 - 80%, depending on  the  
model, a t  new c o s t  premiums ranging from 11 per  cent  on aircraft  in  t h e  
$50 ,000  c l a s s  t o  40 per  cen t  in  the  $10 ,000  c l a s s .  
Some STOL des igns  could f ly  f a s t e r  if f i t ted with retractable landing 
gear; however, STOL implies s t e e p  approaches  and relat ively hard land- 
i n g s ,  which h is tor ica l ly  h a v e  l ed  t o  heavy,  long s t roke  landing gear .  
Des ign of s turdy,  long s t roke ,  re t rac table  gea r  p o s e s  nas ty ,  though tract-  
a b l e  des ign  problems and c a n  involve subs tan t i a l  weight  and  c o s t  penal-  
ties tha t  have  been avoided i n  t h e  d e s i g n s  heretofore. Innovation i n  f la re  
control might negate  the  need for  s p e c i a l  landing gea r s  by reducing t h e  
h a r s h n e s s  of the  landings tha t  t h e  g e a r  must be  des igned t o  withstand.  
The fac t  remains tha t  STOL aircraft  capab le  of cruising much f a s t e r  
than  200 mph have  not been produced in quanti ty for genera l  avia t ion  
buyers .  The market has  never  been  large enough t o  tempt ser ious  a t ten-  
t ion  from des igners .  S ince  t h e s e  a i rcraf t ,  i n  order  t o  c ru i se  eff iciently,  
h a v e  smal ler  wings (higher wing loadings)  than the i r  lower c ru i se  bethren,  
des igns  for low speed  f l ight  wi l l  require some ingenious gadgetry in the  
wing-powerplant combination and  in  control  sys tems .  For example,  
multi-propeller aircraft  may need propeller  in terconnects  t o  protect  
aga ins t  l o s s  of control  following powerplant fai lure a t  low s p e e d s .  There 
is no reason to  doubt tha t  des igners  a r e  up t o  the  t a s k .  The ques t ion  is 
what  the  result ing c o s t s  would be. 
In the  a b s e n c e  of adequa te  d a t a ,  the  curves  were based on  extrapo- 
la t ion  of trends i n  exis t ing  da ta  and a knowledge of the  genera l  techno- 
logica l  consequences  imposed by des igning for short  field performance. 
The val idi ty of the  extrapolat ion and judgments made about  technologica l  
consequences  a r e  open  to some ques t ion  because  there a r e  so many un- 
knowns i n  STOL. One reason  is tha t  there  h a s  been a n  a lmost  to ta l  h ia tus  
in  pertinent propeller  and low speed  aerodynamics research  for some 25 
years;  problems of t ransonic ,  then  superson ic  flight,  missiles, and s p a c e  
explorat ion have  pre-empted t h e  imaginations and exhausted  t h e  budgets  
of competent r e sea rchers .  Another and equal ly  fundamental r eason  is the  
a b s e n c e  of production exper ience  in  low c o s t ,  l ight  weight  imp1,ementa- 
t ion of what  aerodynamicis ts  and s p e c i a l i s t s  in  aircraft  control a l ready 
know. Further research  and production exper ience  wi l l  reduce  the  uncer- 
t a in t i e s  underlying the  cu rves .  
The only opera t ional  VTOL aircraft1 a re  he l icopters ,  and a number of 
t h e s e  a r e  performing yeoman s e r v i c e  in s p e c i a l  general  avia t ion  appl ica-  
t ions ,  A problem with hel icopters  is achievement of s igni f icant  forward 
l ~ i l i t a r ~  aircraft  excepted;  a few jet-lift VTOL warcraft d o  e x i s t .  
s p c e d s ,  even  a s  grea t  a s  t h o s e  of the  s lowes t  of t h e  f ixed wing genera l  
avia t ion  aircraft .  Large hel icopters  a r e  capable  of s p e e d s  somewhat in  
e x c e s s  of 200 mph, part icularly i f  a ided by a fixed wing o r  auxil iary for- 
ward propulsion, o r  both. But smal l  hel icopters  of 2 - 6 s e a t s  have  yet  
to opera te  a t  s p e e d s  a s  high a s  150 mph and may a lways  remain incap- 
ab le  of the  higher s p e e d s  and t h e  range,  payload combinations of much 
of the  genera l  avia t ion  f l ee t .  
On the  o the r  hand,  s u b s t a n t i a l  rcsearch  over  the  p a s t  15 years  on 
o ther  forms of VTOL aircraft  h a s  shown tha t  a t  l e a s t  two configurations 
havc  promise i n  s m a l l  s i z e s .  These  a r c  t h e  t i l t  rotor and t i l t  wing. Both 
have  been flown experimental ly and a r e  theore t ica l ly  capab le  of match- 
ing t h e  s p e e d s  and ranges  of propeller  driven genera l  avia t ion  aircraft .  
Unfortunately, there is abso lu te ly  no  operat ional  o r  production experience 
on  which t o  hazard e s t i m a t e s  of f ixed and variable operat ing c o s t s .  
A reasonable  conclus ion,  for  want  of d a t a ,  is tha t  c o s t s  would b e  
similar  t o  t h o s e  of he l i cop te r s .  Roughly equivalent  control mechanisms,  
gea r  boxes ,  shaf t ing ,  and bear ings  wi l l  b e  ins ta l l ed ,  implying s imi lar  
mechanical  complexity t o  inf luence  production and maintenance c o s t s .  
Un less  the  d iameter  of the  l i f t ing rotor(s) o r  propeller(s) re la t ive  t o  t h e  
vehic le  weight  d iminishes  (higher ef fec t ive  d i s c  loading),  which should 
not be  n e c e s s a r y  with smal l  machines,  the  power requirements would be  
about t h c  same ,  Advocates of t h e s e  configurations claim that  mainten- 
a n c e  c o s t s  would b e  lower than on  hel icoptcrs  b e c a u s e  the  cru ise  flight 
aerodynamic force inputs  would b e  far  less osci l latory;  they  a r e  probably 
correct  but i t  w i l l  b e  yea r s  before o n e  can s a y  s o  with cer ta in ty .  In the  
computations thcse hopcd for advantages have been ignored. 
While VTOL general aviation aircraft are technologically feasible,  
they pose unusual piloting problems. None shows evidence of being ap- 
precisbly eas ie r  to  fly in  lowspeed flight than helicopters. Both helicop- 
ter  and VTOL flying characterist ics can be vastly improved by addition of 
electro-mechanical systems between the pilot and the controls. These 
relieve the pilot of much of his workload in stabil izing the machine in 
flight. They could a l so  help him avoid the borders of his sa fe  flight en- 
velope. Indeed, by resort to  on-board computers, push button control is 
feasible.  The problem is that this electro-mechanical equipment i s  ex- 
ceedingly expensive in i ts  current versions and compounds maintenance 
problcms . 
In order t o  complete the cost  curve, a ser ies  of arbitrary assump- 
t ions were made, based on discussions with engineers experienced in 
the field. 
1) The value of the hypothetical VTOL is four times that of the base  
aircraft.  HV = 4BV. 
2) The hypothetical horsepower is twice that of the base  aircraft. 
Hhp = 2Bhp. 
3) Procedures for computing cos t s  of powerplant overhaul, depre- 
ciation, liability insurance, and capital  remain unchanged. 
4) The fixed wing maintenance and inspection cost  formula of Ap- 
pendix I11 are used,  but multiplied by a factor of two. 1 
'since horsepoweris  the major determinant of fixed wing maintenance 
cos t s  and the VTOL horsepower i s  twice a s  great, this means a total factor 
of roughly 4 .  
5) The hul l  insurance  premium formulae a re  u s e d  but with r a t e s  
multiplied by three.  1 
Although not t rea ted  i n  the  p resen t  s tudy,  there  a r e  over  2,000 jet  
o r  fan propelled aircraft  i n  t h e  genera l  avia t ion  f l ee t .  These  "executive 
j e t s "  often f ly out  of re la t ive ly  short  f i e lds  s u c h  a s  t h e  2,500 - 3,000 
f t .  runways s tudied  herein.  They d o  so by operat ing "off-loaded, " a t  
we l l  under des ign  g ross  weight ,  To dcs ign  such  aircraft  t o  opera te  a t  
fu l l  g ross  weight  from f i e lds  a s  shor t  a s  1 , 0 0 0  f t .  wi l l  require subs tan-  
t i a l ly  more radica l  dcs ign  innovations than with propeller  driven aircraft .  
The problem wi l l  be  compounded by the  no i se  of t h e  powerplants; some 
l i f t ing thrust  wi l l  be  ca l l ed  for, i n  addit ion t o  forward thrus t  grea ter  than 
tha t  typica l ly  ins ta l l ed .  Current execut ive  je ts  sometimes s t i r  up vio- 
l en t  community objec t ions  around t h o s e  urban genera l  avia t ion  airports  
where they  opera te .  The p rospec t s  for future aircraft  with relat ively 
grea ter  thrus t  and no i se  i n  re la t ive ly  more d e n s e l y  se t t l ed  urban commun- 
ities is unpromising. On the  o ther  hand,  s t e e p e r  d e s c e n t s  and climbouts 
than current aircraft  may l o c a l i z e  t h e  problem and adequate  progress may 
be  made i n  suppress ing powerplant no i se .  
What  is c l e a r  regarding execut ive  j e t s  is tha t  t h e y  could b e  des igned 
t o  opera te  from f ie lds  far  shor ter  than currently typica l .  Whi le  current 
runway lengths  a t  ful l  g r o s s  weight  run 3 ,000 - 6 , 0 0 0  f t . ,  modifications 
l ~ o t c  t h a t ,  i f  deduct ib les  a r e  inc luded,  the  factor ,  three,  implies 
lower r a t e s  than typica l  of current he l icopter  po l i c i e s  a s  descr ibed i n  Ap- 
pendix 11; however, with hul l  insurance  computed as a per  cen t  of aircraft  
value and with aircraft  va lue  four t imes  a s  grea t ,  t h e  premium amount is 
1 2  t imes  grea ter  than on  fixed wing aircraft .  
using exis t ing  technology could reduce t h e  d i s t ance  t o  near 2,000 f t .  i f  
proper incent ives  were  applied.  There would bc  penal t ies :  a heavier  
empty weight ,  grea ter  fuel  consumption, and des ign  complexity; a s  a re- 
s u l t ,  both cap i t a l  and operat ing c o s t s  would be  ra ised  substant ia l ly .  An 
ana lys i s  s imilar  t o  tha t  performed i n  Chapter  V could be performed t o  es- 
tabl ish  the  optimum divis ion of c o s t s  between such  airplanes and the  
genera l  avia t ion airports  serving them. No such  ana lys i s  h a s  been under- 
taken herein.  
APPENDIX VI 
The Landing Area C o s t s  
At a n y  airport,  economic c o s t s  wi l l  include: 
1) Labor, for the  staff  and othcr  personnel  required for maintenance,  
repai rs ,  account ing ,  bi l l ing,  l e g a l  s e r v i c e s ,  e t c .  
2) Mater ia ls .  
3) Ut i l i t ies  . 
4) Depreciat ion on depreciable  f ac i l i t i e s  and equipment, valued a t  
replacement p r i ces .  
5) Insurance ,  t o  t h e  ex ten t  carr ied.  
6) In teres t  on cap i t a l  inves ted  in  improvements. 
7 )  Imputed rent (based on  land and a i r space  opportunity c o s t ,  and 
assumed t o  subsume in te res t  on cap i t a l  inves ted  i n  land acquis i -  
t ion and s i t e  preparat ion).  
These c o s t s  wi l l  differ  from o n e  airport t o  t h e  next  depending on lo- 
ca t ion ,  weather ,  ex ten t  and method of development,  and o ther  fac tors .  
The purpose of th i s  appendix is t o  focus  on the  runway cos t s ;  spec i f i ca l ly  
i t  is t o  def ine  those  c o s t s  tha t  a r e  functions of  runway length. In a n  ur- 
ban a r e a ,  the  imputed rent  is usua l ly  s o  grea t  relat ive t o  o ther  c o s t s  re- 
la ted  t o  runway length tha t  t h e  l a t t e r  can be  ignored in  computat ions.  1 
l ~ a i n t e n a n c e  c o s t s  for  t h e  landing area  and runway lighting would 
presumably inc rease  with runway length; so would the  in i t ia l  construct ion 
c o s t s ,  hence ,  t h e  in te res t  on cap i t a l  inves ted  i n  improvements. 
The nature, purposes, and dimensions of the components of land and 
space in question are  summarized below on the bas i s  of descriptions in 
the FAA publication AC 150/5300-4~, Utility Airports - Air Access to  Na- 
tional Transportation, November, 1968, AC 150/5300-4A i s  an advisory 
circular presenting information and criteria for the planning and develop- 
ment of general aviation airports intended for use  by small airplanes ra- 
ther than by transport-type aircraft.  
The basic  elements of the landing area are  shown in Figure A-VI- 1 .  
The "runway," defined a s  a visibly definable and specially prepared all- 
weather surface designed specifically for the landing and take off of air- 
craft,  consumes only a small part of the required space.  At an urban, 
a s  opposed to a rural, airport there will be sufficient traffic that a taxi- 
way will a l so  be necessary.  Land between the runway and the taxiway 
and on either s ide  is kept clear a s  a safety or buffer zone to allow for 
the occasional ins tances  when pilots lose  control of aircraft on the ground 
and depart the runway or taxiway, Additionally, there are overrun areas  
extending 200 feet  a t  both ends of the runway. Finally, there are the 
c lear  zones a t  the runway approaches. The clear zones are a consump- 
tion of airspace over land that is not (necessarily) a part of the airport 
proper. The clear zones protect the arrival and departure flight paths of 
aircraft using the runway. From a safety standpoint, i t  i s  obviously un- 
desirable to  have trees or  man-made structures penetrating the clear 
zones; the FAA recommends further that no structures a t  a l l  be permitted 
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Figure A-VI- 1. - Landing area space requirements. Source: FAA, 
AC 150/5300-4A, pp. 30, 31, 80, and 81. 
Although the airports  surveyed in  th i s  s tudy were  fortunately s i tua ted  
with r e spec t  t o  prevail ing winds such tha t  one runway sufficed (or two 
para l le l  runways),  th i s  is not normally the  c a s e .  Where winds from dif- 
feront direct ions occur  frequently and a r e  strong enough, two and per- 
haps  three runways must be  provided. If c rosswinds  a re  infrequent and 
weak ,  i t  may be  p o s s i b l e  t o  avoid extra runways but probably a t  a cost 
in  widening the  surviving runway and i t s  buffer zones;  a wider runway 
wi l l  make crosswind landings  e a s i e r .  
While there is over lap  of runway and buffer zone  a r e a s  a t  in tersec-  
t ions  of multi-runway (not paral lel)  airports ,  there is a l s o  open s p a c e ,  
f i l le t  shaped ,  between the  runways tha t  c a n  usual ly  not b e  used  for any- 
thing (excepting, perhaps ,  agricultural  purposes of re la t ive ly  low value); 
consequent ly  , a s  a f i r s t  approxima t ion,  multi-runway airports  can b e  
considered t o  occupy the  s p a c e  requirement of o n e  runway multiplied by 
the  rlumber of runways. For example ,  a n  airport with two in tersec t ing  
runways of equal  length is assumed t o  devote  twice  the  land and a i r s p a c e  
to runways a s  the  s ing le  runway airport .  The same is assumed true for  
two paral lel  runways s i n c e  t h e s e  a re  usual ly  separa ted  b y  suff ic ient  d i s -  
t ance  that  they c a n  b e  cons idered  two separa te  s y s t e m s .  
The dimensions shown i n  Figure A-VI-1 are t h e  minima recommended by 
the  FAA. As c a n  be  s e e n ,  a s t r ip  of  land 450 feet wide ,  extending 200 
f e e t  beyond the  runway length proper, must be  withheld from other  u s e s  
for  the  landing a r e a ,  not counting the  res t r ic t ions  on  u s e  of land i n  t h e  
c l e a r  zones  and on  a d j a c e n t  a i r s p a c e .  This means,  with 43 ,560 square  
f e e t  i n  a n  a c r e ,  a minimum of 0.01033 a c r e s  is a s s o c i a t e d  with every  
foot of runway length .  In dol lar  terms,  if VL is the  market pr ice  per  ac re ,  
then  t h e  market value pe r  foot of runway is $0.01033 VL per  foot. In t h i s  
s tudy,  a return of 10 per  cen t  is assumed;  t h e  imputed rent  is then 
$0.001033 VL per  foot pe r  year .  
It  should be  noted tha t  t h e  concept  of seeking a market rent on land 
is not ent i re ly  unknown a t  publicly owned a i rpor ts .  I t  comes  t o  l ight  in  
some FBO ground l e a s e s .  These l e a s e s  a r e  usua l ly  wri t ten for long terms 
such  a s  30 yea r s  s o  tha t  the  lessee h a s  reasonable  conf idence  of h i s  
tenure and wi l l  thus  b e  encouraged t o  e rec t  subs tan t i a l  rather  than shoddy 
improvements; a t  some airports ,  however, t h e  l e a s e  terms inc lude  provi- 
s ion  for periodic appra i sa l  of the  land and renegotiat ion of the  l e a s e  
terms on  the  b a s i s  of a target  r a t e  on the  appra ised  value .  One example 
of the  target  r a t e  is 8-1/2% but  the  negotiat ions d o  not a lways  resul t  in  
r a t e s  a s  high a s  t h e  ta rget .  At most a i rpor ts ,  t he  rent on FBO occupied 
land is lower than  what  market r a t e s  would b e .  1 
The common a r e a s  of the  airport,  t he  runways,  taxiways ,  parking 
aprons ,  automobile parking l o t s ,  e t c . ,  a r e  a l s o  n e c e s s a r i l y  used  by 
FBO's and the i r  cus tomers .  FBO l e a s e s ,  i n  genera l ,  make no contribu- 
t ion  t o  meeting t h e  imputed rent  o r  the  o ther  c o s t s  a s s o c i a t e d  with t h i s ,  
the  major part  of the  airport.  
Whi le  the  runway layout  descr ibed ref lec ts  t h e  minima recommended 
by the  FAA, many airports  in  operatioil  have  smal ler  buffer zones ,  o r  
' s ince  property t a x e s  a r e  not  paid on  government owned land,  there  
would be  some log ic  t o  charging higher than the  "free market" ra te  of re- 
turn t o  compensate  for the  f a c t  tha t  the  l a t t e r  is computed af ter  property 
t a x e s ,  
s a f e t y  a r e a s .  Safc ty  is a paramount cons idera t ion  in  avia t ion  and,  from 
a s a f e t y  s tandpoint ,  t h e  FAA speci f ica t ions  a r e  presumably wel l  justified 
by accumulated exper ience .  In many c a s e s  the  d imensions  recommended 
1 
would he even  grea ter .  Where twin engine  aircraft  opera te  frequently, 
th i s  is reflected in  100 foot wider  minimum landing a r e a s  a s  a t  the  FAA 
"General  Uti l i ty" ca tegory  a i rpor ts .  In conclus ion,  the  dimensions shown 
i n  Figure A-VI-1 yield low s i d e  es t ima tes  of the  s p a c e  requirements of 
runway s y s t e m s  serving genera l  avia t ion  in  urban communities.  
In the  p resen t  s tudy,  runway length is analyzed i n  terms of the  per- 
formance of aircraft  us ing  the  runway. Whi le  the  c o s t s  of the  aircraft a s  
funct ions  of the i r  d e s i g n  runway performance a r e  d i s c u s s e d  i n  Appendix 
V, "Cos t s  of the  Hypothetical  F lee t ,  " the  re la t ionship  between design 
runway performance and a c t u a l  runway requirements is not.  The aircraft 
des ign  runway length used  there  meant t a k e  off t o  o r  landing from a 50 
foot  he ight ,  a s  e s t ab l i shed  by a profess ional  pi lot  operat ing from a paved,  
dry runway a t  s e a  level .  It  d o c s  not mean tha t  tha t  length would be ade- 
qua te ,  s a y ,  for a "Sunday" pi lot  landing a t  a s t range  airport under unfav- 
orable weather  condi t ions ,  
The 50 foot  height  d o e s  imply a l i t t l e  margin of s a f e t y  where approaches  
a r e  c l e a r  of o b s t a c l e s  such  tha t  a pilot could c r o s s  t h e  runway threshold a t  
less than 50 fee t  height; however,  e v e n  under  good condit ions,  a 50 foot 
' ce r t a in  types  of instrument landing s y s t e m s  (ILS) require u s e  of land 
we l l  beyond the  c l e a r  zone  extremit ies  for approach l ighting.  Such ILS 
systerns a r e  rare a t  genera l  avia t ion  airports  and the  a s s o c i a t e d  land op- 
portunity c o s t s  a r e  ignored in  t h e  current s tudy.  Similarly ignored a re  cer- 
ta in  a i r s p a c e  reservat ions  for avia t ion  u s e  above land t o  e i ther  s i d e  of the  
runway. 
clearance a t  the runway threshold is not a comfortable safety margin. 
Even the non-pilot can s e e  that ,  a t  typical landing speeds (60 - 100 mph), 
this does not give much room for error in judging the approach; nor does 
i t  in~ply  much time to  react  in the  event of powerplant difficulties on take 
off. 
The FAA, in Flisht Standards Service Safety Education Series 4A, re- 
colrlmends that pilots use  a safety  margin of 80% in computing landing and 
takc oil; that i s ,  80% over the dis tances  that are specified in the aircraft 
operating manual for the ambient altitude and temperature. The recom- 
mendation stems from an  analysis  of aircraft accidents performed by Na- 
tional Aviation Underwriters, one of the major insurers in general aviation. 
In this study, the 80% safety factor has  been adopted i n  defining runway 
requirements associated with any given aircraft design runway length. 
This margin is conservative for professional pilots and for airports with 
completely c lear  approaches; however, general aviation airports must be 
designed to  permit sa fe  flying not only by the best  pilots but a l so  by the 
worst, and clear  approaches are  the exception, not the rule. 
With the 80% margin, the aircraft design runway length assumed to  
be the minimum possible with fixed wing aircraft, 600 feet ,  converts t o  a 
required runway length of 1,080 feet  (at s e a  level standard conditions). 
The minimum FAA general aviation airport category, "Basic Utility - Stage 
I ,  " offers a minimum runway length of 2, 200 feet ,  which converts to  an  
'worst not merely in  terms of inherent ability and competence but 
a l so  under the worst combination of physical and emotional conditions 
and under unfavorable weather conditions. 
aircraft design runway length of 1,220 feet ,  (i. e . ,  2, 200/1.8). In this 
study, aircraft of design runway length between 600 and 1,220 feet  are 
considered to  be STOL and of greater than 1, 220 feet  to  be conventional 
aircraft,  This distinction i s  reasonable for propeller driven aircraft that 
are  not excessively refined for high speed cruise flight. 
As the airport elevation above s e a  level and the "normal maximum 
temperaturen1 increase,  the recommended runway length must a l so  grow 
to allow for the deterioration of aircraft performance in the lower density 
a i r  that resul ts .  The corrections applied are: 
7% / 1,000 feet  elevation 
0.5% / degree Fahrenheit 
In this study, the correction factors used to  ra ise  runway lengths from 
sea  level standard conditions to  those prevailing a t  Airports (2) and (3) 
were: 
Airport (2): 1.14 
Airport (3) : 1 , l O  
These are typical  of the corrections a t  urban airports. 
As  can be seen  from Figure A-VI-1, for the conventional, general 
aviation airport landing area,  there is a space  requirement fixed by the 
overruns and c lear  zones a t  both ends in addition to  a space  requirement 
lThe normal maximum temperature is the arithmetical average of the 
daily highest temperature during the hottest  month. 
2These corrections a re  presumably based on piston engine aircraft.  
As turbine engines come increasingly into use ,  both corrections, but 
particularly the temperature one, will  probably be revised upward because 
turbine performance is more sensi t ive  t o  temperature and to  a i r  density 
than piston engines and some aircraft will be runway limited by power 
available for take off .  
proportional t o  runway length.  C lea r  zone  requirements diminish a s  air- 
craft  depar t  from t h e  conventional  i n  the  direct ion of shorter  runway ca -  
pabi l i ty .  STOL aircraft  c a n  f ly a t  lower s p e e d s .  Better control of the  
touch down spo t  along the  runway c a n  thus  b e  achieved and both s t eeper  
approaches  and cl imbouts ef fec ted .  Consequent ly ,  the  overruns and 
c l e a r  zoncs  c a n  b e  shorter .  Late'ral ( s ide  t o  s ide)  control is not  great ly 
improved a s  a i r speed  d e c r e a s e s ;  i t  is unlikely,  therefore, that  landing 
area  l a t e ra l  d imensions  for STOL aircraft  wi l l  be reduced,  i n  comparison 
with conventional  genera l  avia t ion  aircraft .  
In low s p e e d  regimes ,  the  STOL aircraft  tend t o  b e  a s  readily d is -  
turbed by wind g u s t s  a s  conventional  a i rcraf t  and more s luggish  i n  res-  
ponse  t o  pilot recovery control  ac t ions .  For s u c c e s s f u l  VTOL ai rcraf t ,  
on  t h e  o ther  hand ,  l a t e ra l  control wi l l  be  adequate  t o  permit much reduced 
l a t e r a l  c l e a r a n c e s ,  one  half o r  less of those  for fixed wing conventional  
and STOL aircraft .  
The overruns and c l e a r  zones  a s sumed  for different aircraft  a r e  com- 
pared i n  Table A-VI-1. 
Table A-VI- 1 
Overrun and Approach Slope Requirements for Different Airport Types 
Overrun Clea r  Zone Approach Zone 
Conventional  Aircraft 200 ft., 1 , 0 0 0  f t .  20: 1 
STOL Aircraft 150 f t .  500 f t .  1 O : l  
VTOL Aircraft 0 f t .  400 f t .  8: 1 
Note: 1) All d i s t a n c e s  apply  a t  e a c h  runway end.  
2) STOL requirements a r e  t aken  from proposed Desiqn 
Criteria for STOL Ports and C/STOL Ports ,  promulgated 
i n  1969 by the  California Department of Aeronautics, 
except  for the  overrun where California recommends 
200 feet but o ther  industry sources  plan on 150 f e e t .  
3) C lca r  Zone length is calcula ted  on the  b a s i s  of approach 
s lope  t o  a n  e levat ion 50 fee t  above the  runway o r  land- 
ing  platform. 
4) The VTOL requirements are  taken from the  FAA Heliport 
D e s i s n  Guide , ,  AC 150/5390- l ~ ,  November, 1969, p .  
33, 
Table A-VI-1 implies tha t  t h e  function express ing s p a c e  requirements 
(or the i r  c o s t s )  i n  terms of runway length h a s  some s lope  changes  a t  t h e  
shor t  runway end of the  curve. This is part icularly true for VTOL aircraft  
for which the  function exhibi ts  a discontinuity.  Military experience with 
helicopters  sugges t s  tha t  a landing pad measuring 300 ft.  x 300 f t .  would 
be more than adequate  for a general  aviat ion VTOL landing a rea .  
The result ing land requirements a r e  shown i n  Figure A-VI-2. The a s -  
sumption made i n  t h e  range of runway lengths a s s o c i a t e d  with STOL air- 
craft  is that  t h e  overrun and c l e a r  zones  a re  increased continuously t o  t h e  
FAA recommendations for conventional  aircraft ,  which t ake  effect  a t  2, 200 
feet runway length (at s e a  l e v e l  s tandard condit ions) .  As shown i n  t h e  
figure, this adjustment w a s  assumed t o  be  l inear.  The dimensions a s -  
sumed sl ightly overs ta te  fixed wing c l e a r  zone a r e a s  i n  tha t  t h e  FAA re- 
commended c l e a r  zone width is only 250 fee t  wide a t  i t s  s tar t  o n  t h e  end 
of the  landing a r e a ,  not 450 feet a s  ca lcula ted  herein,  
One caution i n  interpreting the  curve i s  tha t ,  while crosswind runways 
for  the  fixed wing aircraft  (STOL and conventional) duplicate t h e  entire 
s p a c e  requirements of one  runway, those  for a VTOL port duplicate only 
the  c l e a r  zone a r e a s .  The same pad should be  usable  for approaches from 
Assurne: / 
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Figure A-Vi-2. - Surface pre-empted by landing area and clear 
zones a s  a function of runway length. 
, 
severa l  d i rec t ions .  
From n land u s e  s tandpoint ,  t he  logic  in  focusing on  the  runway s y s -  
tem t o  the  exc lus ion  of the  remainder of the  airport l o s e s  i t s  appea l  a t  
the  shorter  runway l eng ths  and for VTOL, part icularly when land va lues  
climb sufficiently.  At some land va lue ,  i t  wi l l  become economical  t o  
makc the  runway (landing pad) the  roof of a s tructure within which other  
airport functions s u c h  a s  aircraft  s to rage ,  automobile parking., and of- 
fices a r e  located .  Either the  depreciat ion (amortization) and in teres t  
c o s t s  of the  building wi l l  be less than the  rent on the  land thereby saved  
or  o ther  cons t ra in ts  wi l l  make imposs ib le  the  spreading out  of a l l  t h e s e  
functions.  The logic  is tha t ,  whi le  t h e  a i r s p a c e  above a runway is un- 
usab le  for  o the r  purposes ,  tha t  beneath  i t  c a n  be put  t o  u s e .  
The VTOL port offers  t h e  most obvious example of dimensions con- 
venient  for t h e  top  of a s t ruc ture .  There is ample military experience 
with aircraft  car r iers  t o  demonstrate the  feas ib i l i ty  of both aircraft  e le-  
vators  and multi-layer s to rage .  Since the  VTOL pad would probably con- 
s t i tu t e  10% of the  su r face  requirements of a b u s y  genera l  aviat ion port,  
90% of the  ent i re  su r face  requirements could theore t ica l ly  b e  saved  by a 
10 - 15 s tory  s t ruc ture .  Such a n  arrangement lowers the  a i r space  con- 
s t r a in t s  on surrounding property, hence ,  other  opportunity c o s t s  charge- 
a b l e  t o  the  airport .  ' Multi-story aircraft  hangars d o  not e x i s t  but there 
' ~ h c r e  would probably be  spi l lover  c o s t s  a s  a resul t  of no i se  and  
hazard t o  surrounding developments.  How t h e s e  c o s t s  would compare 
with the  benefi t  t ha t  t h e  VTOL or  STOL port would provide i n  improved 
a c c e s s  is a matter for specula t ion .  
is ex tens ive  exper ience  with rooftop hel ipor ts .  No deta i led  a n a l y s i s  of 
c o s t s  of  multi-story s t ruc tures  h a s  been performed i n  th i s  s tudy.  
APPENDIX VII 
Se l ec t ed  P i lo t  Profi le  a n d  Other  D a t a  
Table A-VII- 1 1 
W h a t  is your  a g e ?  
Under  21  
21-24 
25-30 






Over  6 0  
No r e s p o n s e  
P e r  c e n t  
Table A-VII- 22 
W h a t  w a s  your  t o t a l  income for  1 9 6 8 ?  
Under  $ 5 , 0 0 0  
$ 5 , 0 0 0  - $ 7,000 
$ 7 , 0 0 1  - $ 8,000 
$ 8 , 0 0 1  - $ 9 ,000  
$ 9 , 0 0 1  - $10 ,000  
$ 1 0 , 0 0 1  - $15 ,000  
$ 1 5 , 0 0 1  - $20 ,000  
$ 2 0 , 0 0 1  - $25 ,000  
$ 2 5 , 0 0 1  - $30 ,000  
$ 3 0 , 0 0 1  - $40 ,000  
$ 4 0 , 0 0 1  - $50,000 
$ 5 0 , 0 0 0  - $100,  O C O  
More than $100,  O C C  
No r e s p o n s e  
Pe r  c e n t  
~ A O P A  1969 Profils sf [ Y L C , ~  2nd Buying, p .  27. 
'm., p. 27. 
Table A-VIII-3 
What  is your approximate to ta l  ne t  worth?  
$10,000 - $20,000 
$20,001 - $20,000 1 J
$30 ,001  - $40,000 
$40,001 - $50,000 
$50 ,001  - $75,000 
$75,001 - $100,000 
Ovcr $100,000 
No response  
Per c en t  
Table A-VII-4 2 
In  what  capac i ty  a r e  you employed? Per cen t  
Top management 
Middle management 
Professional  and t echn ica l  
Other execut ive  
Non-executive 
Airline pilot 
Air t ax i  pi lot  
No response  
Note: 16.5 per  c en t  of the  respondents were employed within t h e  
aviat ion industry.  
Table A-WI-53 
What  w a s  your maximum l e v e l  of educat ional  a t ta inment?  Per cen t  
Grade school  1.76 
Attended, but did not ccmplete  high school  3 .91 
High school  graduate 18.33 
Attended, but did not  complete col lege  26.60 
Collcge graduate 30.67 
Pos t-graduate degree  18.17 
No response  0.56 
100.00 
Table A-VII-6 1 




More than three 
No response 
Table A-VII- 7 2 
Are you a public official in  any  of the following Per cent  
capac i t ies  ? 
Mayor of a borough, town, o r  c i ty  
Councilman of a borough, town, o r  c i ty  
County commissioner 
Representative in s t a t e  legislature . 
State Senator 
Member of c i ty ,  regional, o r  area  planning 
commission 
Member of the municipal or county hospital  
board of t rustees  
Member of city,  county, or s t a t e  board of 
education 
Other public offices in  this  frame of reference 
Note: Fifteen U .S. Congressmen and four U .S . Senators of the 91st  
Congrcss were known t o  be AOPA members a s  were four s t a t e  
governors . 
The AOPA report c i ted includes a variety of other data ,  a l l  of 
which hammer home the  message that their  membership com- 
prise a prosperous and spending oriented group of consumers. 
Included are: family s t a tu s ,  business  in  which engaged, 
value of primary res idence,  maintenance of vacation home 
(18 per cent did), ownership of pleasure  boat (24 per cent  
did) and i t s  value, amount spent  on le isure  time activity and 
i n  what major categories ,  amounts spent  for vacations and 
for airl ine travel, credit  cards held,  and amount of life in- 
surance carried,  
Table A-VII-8 
Selccted Pilot Characterist ics by Owncr Group 
In the following, pilots a re  divided into five groups: 
Individuals - flying their own aircraft 
Companies - flying aircraft  of private companies (but not FBO'S) 
Partnership - flying aircraft owned in partnership 
Club - flying club-owned aircraft 
F B 0  - flying aircraft rented from FBO's 
Individuals Companies Partnership - Club - F BO 
Median hours flown per year  
Per cent of flights making s top over 100 miles from home airport 
70 68 57 49 32 
Median age ,  years 
43 40 4 2 35 32 
Median 1968 family income, dollars 
17,600 19,200 18,000 14,000 13,200 
Table A-VII-9 2 
Selected Pilot Characterist ics by Certificate Group 
Student Pilot Private Pilot Commercial Pilot 
Median hours flown per year  
2 5 51 100 
Per cent  of flights making s top over 100 m i l e s  from home airport 
30 5 1 55 
lA.n unpublished market survey. 
2 ~ b i d .  - 
Tablc A-VII-9 (Cont'd .) 
Student Pilot 
Median a g e  (years) 
32 
Private Pilot 
Median 1968 family income, dol lars  
13,000 15 ,300  
Method 
Commercial Pilot 
Table A-VII- 10 ' 






Friend o r  Relative 
Employer 
Per cent  of Sample 
Table A-VII- 11 
Money Income - Per c en t  Distr ibution of Recipients,  by 
Income Level ,  by Sex, 1968 
M A L E  F E M A L E  
Ail 
- 
All Minority Races - Minority Races 
Under $1 ,000  11.5 17.3 30.8 33 
$1 ,000  - $1,999 8.9 13 .2  18.9 22.6 
$2,000 - $2,999 7.3 10.1 12.1 14.0 
$3,000 - $3 ,999  7.2 11.4 12.1 12.1 
J .  J. Eggspuehler , .  G.S. Weis loge l  e t  a l l  Study t o  Determine the  Fliqht 
Profile and Miss ion of t he  Cert if icated Private Pilot ,  p. 34.  
'u. S. Bureau of the  C e nsus ,  S t a t i s t i c a l  Abstract of the United States:  
1970 (91st  ~ d i t i o n ) ,  Washington,  D.C., 1970, p. 326. 
-
Table A-VII- 11 (Cont'd, 1 
All 
- Minority Races - All Minority Races 
$4 ,000  - $4 ,999  7.1 10.8 8.7 7.8 
$5 ,000  - $5,999 8 .2  9 .8  6.4 4 .3  
$6,000 - $6 ,999  , 8.6 8 .0  4.4 2.8 
$7 ,000  - $9,999 21.6 14.0 5.0 2.9 
$10,000 and over  19.7 5.5 1.8 0.6 
Median Income $5,980 $3,829 $2 ,019  $1,688 
Per ccnt wi th  1,' 2 9  . 92.4 88.3 64.8 72.6 
Table A-VII- 1 2  1 
Money Income - Per cen t  Distribution of Families and Unrelated 
Individuals,  b-7 Income Level and by Race: 1968 
F A M I L I E S  Unrelated Individuals 
- 
All Wnite Negro - All - White Neqro 
Under $1,000 1 . 8  1.5 
$1,000 - $1,999 3.4 2.9 
$2,000 - $2,999 5 .1  4 .5  
$3 ,000  - $3,999 6 . 1  5.4 
$4,000 - $4,999 6.0 5.6 
$5,000 - $5,999 6 .9  6.7 
$6 ,000  - $6,999 7.6 7.6 
$7 ,000  - $9,999 23.4 24.0 
$10,000 and over  39.7 4  1.9 
Median Income $8 ,632  $8,937 $5,360 $2,786 $2 ,952  $1,964 
Per cent  with income 
l e s s  than $3,000 10.3 8.9 24.0 52.1 50.5 63.2 
'u. S. Bureau of t he  Census ,  Sta t is t ica l  Abstract of the  United States:  
1970 (91st ~ d i t i o n ) ,  Washington,  D.C., 1970, p. 324. 
Table A-VII- 13 
Turbine Transport Operators by Sales  Rank in Fortune's 1968 Top 5-00 
Industrials  
Bankinq Group No. of Operators 
Note: 1) Non-industrials such a s  ut i l i t ies ,  banks,  insurance,  
transportation, and merchandising companies and priv- 
a te ly  held companies a re ' a l so  frequently operators of 
large and small  business  aircraft.  
2) An addit ional 79 of the  top 500 operated smaller  trans- 
port category aircraft.  
3) Probably s t i l l  more operate light twin aircraft excluded 
from the  Busirless and Commercial Aviation survey,  
Table A-VII-14 
Will  you give u s  some idea a s  to  the  percentage of your plane 's  total  time 
each  year  devoted t o  bus iness  and pleasure f lying? 
Per cent  of airplane owner respondents 
100% Business 
90% 41 10% Pleasure 
80% I9 20% " 
70% I t  
11 
30% " 
60% 40% " 
50% I1 50% " 
l ~ u s i n e s s  and Commercial Aviation. August. 1968, p. 52. 
'AOPA 1969 Profile of Flying and Buying. p. 10. 
Table A-VII- 1 4  (Cont'd .) 
Per c en t  of a i rp lane owner respondents 
40% Business 60% Pleasure  
30% 11 70% " 
20% I# 80% " 
10% 11 90% " 
100% " 
12.73% of respondents  u s e  aircraft  50% o r  more of the  time for busi- 
n e s s .  
65.81% of t he  respondents u s e  aircraft  50% o r  more of t he  time fo r  
..-isure. pl,c 
Table A-VII- 15 1 
(Among respondents who rent o r  charter  aircraft)  what  percentage of t he  
renta l  period is it used  for bus iness  purposes?  
Per  cent  of respondents 
More than 50% 
Les s  than 50% 
No  response  
Table A-VII-16 
Private Pilots '  Primary Purpose for Pilotinq 
Primary purpose for piloting Per c en t  of respondents 
Pleasure  
Business transportat ion 
Personal  transportat ion 
U s e  of aircraft  i n  bus ine s s  
No response  
h i d . ,  p. 11. 
J .  J Eggspuehler, e t  al,  Study of Private pi lot ,  z. &, p. 56. 
Table A-VII- 17 
Private Pi lo ts '  Reasons  for Pilot ing 
Percentaqe of Respondents Primarily 
Local  Business  Pleasure  
Pleasure  Transportation Transportation Other 
Much 62 25 
Lit t le  2 5 
. , 28 
Never 5 33 
No r e s p o n s e  8 14 
Note: "Other" inc ludes  pas t imes  such  a s  racing,  photography, sky- 
d iv ing,  experimental .  
Table A-VII- 18  
Transportation U s e  of Aircraft 
Aircraft Value 
0 - $5 ,000  - $10,000 - $15 ,000  - $20,000 - $30,000 - over  
$4 ,999  $9,999 $14,999 $19 ,999  $29,999 $99,999 $100,000 
Number of FBO ai rcraf t  
Percentage  of FBO aircraft  with transportat ion the  major u s e  
0 1.3 6 .8  7 . 1  13.3 53.3 100.0 
Percentage  of FBO f l ight  hours devoted t o  transportat ion 
0 0 .8  5 .3  9 . 1  15.6 35.8 93.6 
Number of non-FBO aircraft  
1 J .  J. Eggspuehler,  e t  a l l  Study of Private Pilot,  op. &. , p.  58. In 
regard t o  both Tables A-Vii- 16 and  A-V1I- 17, i t  is emphasized that t h e  J 
survey  excluded instrument f l ight  ra ted  Private Pilots .  This group, though 
re la t ive ly  smal l  i n  number, probably f l i e s  far  more p e r  year,  on the  aver-  
a g e ,  than t h e s e  respondents ,  and  e n g a g e s  i n  re la t ive ly  more transporta- 
t ion  flying. 
Table A-VII- 18 (Cont'd .) 
0 - $ 5 , 0 0 0  - $10 ,000  - $ 1 5 , 0 0 0  - $ 2 0 , 0 0 0  - $ 3 0 , 0 0 0  - over 
$ 4 , 9 9 9  $ 9 , 9 9 9  $14 ,999  $ 1 9 , 9 9 9  $29 ,999  $99 ,999  $100 ,000  
Percentage  of non-FBO a i rc ra f t  wi th  t ranspor ta t ion  t h e  major u s e  
Percentage  of non-FBO fl ight  hours  devoted  t o  t ranspor ta t ion  
Notes:  a) Based o n r e s p o n s c s  t o q u e s t i o n s  9 and 11 of s u r v e y  
(Appendix I). 
b) Transportat ion u s e  h a s  b e e n  def ined  t o  include: 
1. Air t a x i  o r  cha r t e r  s e r v i c e ,  
2. One-half of a i rcraf t  r en ta l  ( l ease ) ,  
3 .  Company b u s i n e s s  (not for hire) ,  
4.  Indiv idual  b u s i n e s s  (not for h i re) ,  and  
5. Pe r sona l  and  p leasure :  ove r  100 mile r ad ius .  
c) If t h e  t o t a l  pe rcen tages  i n  the  above  ca tegor i e s  to t a l l ed  
50% o r  more, t h e  a i rcraf t  w a s  def ined  to h a v e  transport-  
a t i o n  a s  i t s  major u s e .  
d) Four turb ine  powered corporate a i r c ra f t ,  e a c h  va lued  in  
e x c e s s  of $100 ,000  and u s e d  exc lus ive ly  for  b u s i n e s s  
t ranspor ta t ion ,  were  inadver tant ly  omitted from the  
count .  
Table A-VII- 19  
Comparison of Mrport F e e s  and Aircraft U t i l i za t ion  With  Aircraft 
Value: C lub  Owners 
M E A N S  
No. of Tota l  Annual S torage  Fuel  Ut i l iza t ion  
Value Ranse C a s e s  Owner C o s t s  F e e  F e e  (hours/year) 
$ 0 - $ S,OOO 11 $ 4 , 0 3 0  $23 1 $215 697 
$ 5 , 0 0 1  - $10 ,000  10 5 , 4 9 5  362 14 1 4 23 
$ 1 0 , 0 0 1  - $15,000 4 7 , 3 6 7  600 211 500 
$ 1 5 , 0 0 1  - $20 ,000  2 10 ,219  510 335 500 
(none h igher  i n  va lue  t h a n  $15,500)  
Based o n  su rvey  r e s u l t s  a t  Airports (2) a n d  (3).  Survey desc r ibed  i n  Ap- 
pendix  I. 
Table A-VII- 20 
Comparison of Airport Fees and Aircraft Utilization With Aircraft 
Value: FBO Owners 
M E A N S  
No. of Total Annual Fuel Utilization 
Value Ranqe Cases Owner Cos ts  Fee (hours/yearl 
Based on survey results  a t  Airports (2) and (3) .  Survey described i n  Ap- 
pendix I .  FBO's a t  these  airports paid no per aircraft fee but leased land - 
from the airport. A storage fee per  aircraft based on the l e a s e  was not 
computed. 
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